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ABSTRACT 

 

THE STRUGGLE FOR EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT: A CASE STUDY OF THE 
FIRST AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALE NEUROSURGEON 

 
Marilyn Redmon Nicholson 

 

 This qualitative case study examines the lived experiences of Dr. Alexa Canady, 

the first African American female neurosurgeon. A feminist perspective provides the 

theoretical framework for looking at the gendered systems of power in a male-dominated 

profession. The purpose of this study was to identify challenges Dr. Canady encountered 

related to race, gender, and class in her educational and professional achievements and 

the strategies she used to overcome them. Data were derived from document analysis and 

12 in-depth interviews, 9 with Dr. Canady and 3 with other participants. In order to 

understand this unique case, both power and privilege in Dr. Canady’s life were explored. 

 
 



 

1 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

“Truth must be dug up from the past and presented to the circle of scholastics in scientific 
form and then through stories and dramatizations that will permeate our educational 

system.” 
Carter G. Woodson 

 

Women have historically experienced difficulties attaining a medical education 

and the accompanying professional status of a medical doctor. Marks and Beatty (1972) 

illustrate similar difficulties as they recount the story of Dr. James Barry who received 

the Doctor of Medicine from Edinburgh in 1812 at the age of 15. Dr. Barry’s long list of 

accomplishments includes serving as staff-surgeon to the garrison, Inspector-General of 

the British Army, and as the Governor’s medical advisor. In addition, Dr. Barry advanced 

in the army at such an unusual pace that the achievement of the rank of surgeon-major by 

1827 is often described as a progression of “two steps at a time” (Marks & Beatty, p. 74). 

Having served over 50 years as a member of an elite army officer corps as a skilled 

physician with expert operating techniques, Dr. Barry is remembered for being very 

courageous and committed to duty.  

Dr. Barry died after refusing medical treatment for an illness. The autopsy 

revealed that Dr. James Barry was a female who, at some point, had given birth to at least 

one child. Despite this revelation, the outraged, very conservative British Medical 
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Association leaders refused to acknowledge Dr. Barry’s gender and declared her a male 

because “army records said so” (Marks & Beatty, 1972, p. 75). This precursor to the 

modern movement for women in medicine indicates what females who desired to become 

physicians faced.  

In 1981, at the age of 31, Dr. Alexa Irene Canady, a 1975 graduate of the 

University of Michigan Medical School, became the first African American female 

neurosurgeon in the United States (Changing the Face of Medicine, 2003). Four years 

later at the age of 35, Dr. Canady attained the prestigious position of chief of 

neurosurgery at Children’s Hospital of Michigan, which she retained for 18 years 

(Changing the Face of Medicine). In this qualitative study, I explore her lived 

experiences. Rogers and Garrett (2002) describe “people’s lived experiences [as] . . . 

evidence of the embodied actualities of their lives” (p. 72).  

Dr. Canady’s educational and professional accomplishments occurred during the 

1970s and 1980s when many changes occurred for African Americans. Educational 

attainment in American society had already evolved considerably. In the 1980s, many 

barriers were still confronted by marginalized groups. Dr. Canady belonged to two 

marginalized groups: African Americans and females. Women of color often encountered 

struggles related to their race and gender. Dr. Canady overcame the obstacles she 

confronted and attained both a prestigious educational status and a professional status in a 

male-dominated profession.  

I became interested in this research through my roles as a student at The 

University of West Florida (UWF) and as a professional in my work with the Student 

Support Services program (SSS) at Jefferson Davis Community College (JDCC). My role 
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in SSS is to provide personal-social, academic, career, and financial aid counseling to 

assist students in achieving academic success. I administer and interpret tests, as well as 

monitor and coordinate tutorial assistance to students. Additionally, I provide 

individualized academic support and assistance to students in academic distress, which 

includes (a) presenting workshops and developing handouts on basic study skills, (b) 

facilitating study groups, and (c) working with students in formulating individualized 

study plans. An important aspect of my role is to motivate students. I use every 

opportunity to accentuate the positive and applaud accomplishments in order to empower 

students. 

The University of West Florida confers degrees at the bachelor’s and master’s 

levels through its Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Business, and Professional Studies. In 

addition, it offers the Educational Specialist and Doctor of Education degrees (UWF, 

2004a). In the doctoral classes that I have taken at UWF, African American females 

outnumber African American males more than 3:1. In graduate programs at UWF in 

2002, the percent of African American females was 8.03% and the percent of African 

American males was 2.5% (UWF, 2004b). This parallels the national statistics. During 

this century, African American females are entering college, pursuing degrees, and 

graduating at a greater rate than African American males.  

This same pattern is also evident at JDCC where African American females 

outnumber African American males in college attendance and persistence. JDCC is a 

comprehensive community college in Brewton, Alabama. It awards associate degrees in 

Arts and Science and Applied Science as well as varied certificates in Auto Body Repair, 

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration, Computer Information Systems, Drafting and 
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Design, Masonry, Nursing, Office Administration, and Welding. African American 

females attend JDCC at a ratio of 2:1 compared to African American males (Hardy, 

2004). For the Fall 2003 semester, the retention rate for the 2000 cohort was 19.09% for 

African American females and 9.09% for African American males (Hardy).  

This disparity also exists in the SSS program at JDCC. For the 2003 academic 

year, the percentage of African American students in the SSS program at JDCC was 

51.3%. African American females accounted for 42.7% of the participants and African 

American males for 8.6%. The multiethnic dispersion of participants included 2.8%  

American Indians, 1.73% Hispanic, and .57% Asian Americans. Euro-American students 

represented a total of 40.9%, including 31.7% females and 9.2% males (B. Billy, personal 

communication, March 30, 2005). SSS is a Federal TRIO program (there were three 

original programs) administered by the U. S. Department of Education, developed to 

assist first-generation, low-income college students “to overcome class, social, academic, 

and cultural barriers to higher education” (Council for Opportunity in Education, ¶ 2). 

The ultimate goal of SSS is to help participants stay in college until they earn their 

baccalaureate degrees. According to COE, students in TRIO SSS remain in college at a 

rate greater than 50% as compared to nonparticipants from similar backgrounds. 

Educational gains and advancement are central aspects of societal progress. The 

American Council on Education (ACE, 2003) focuses on education initiatives and 

emphasizes that further progress in education is necessary to “develop the strong 

workforce that is essential to our success as a society” (p. 6). Education has long been the 

means to an enriched life. According to Dewey (1997), education is valuable because it 

creates a desire for growth; thus, education is essential for the advancement of self and, 
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ultimately, society. Freire (1970) also stresses the power of education: “In the process of 

learning to read, [people] discover that they are creators of culture and all their work can 

be creative” (p. 14).  

Historically, the right to read and obtain an education was denied to some 

citizens. Prior to the 1950s, African Americans were among the minorities that were 

denied opportunities to higher education (Toney & Lowe, 2001). For many years, women 

also inherited this legacy of restricted educational opportunities. Both African Americans 

and females had limited access to higher education (Toney & Lowe). Because of the 

exclusion of these minorities from educational opportunities, their career advancement, 

prestige, and income were limited (Toney & Lowe).   

 As I reflect on the meager beginnings of my life, I recognize how fortunate I have 

been. My love for reading has affected my life at each stage. The two most treasured 

items that I remember from childhood are my mother’s gospel hymnal and my aunt’s 

poetry book. I knew almost every song in that hymnal. The tattered condition of the 

poetry book would never have indicated the true treasure that it was to me. In this book 

were my two favorite poems: “The House by the Side of the Road” and “Casey at the 

Bat.” I could recite both of those poems in their entirety at a very young age.  

 As I matured, I could lose myself for days in books. Nothing in my life seemed 

harsh or insurmountable when I was reading. From my love of reading grew a real thirst 

for knowledge. Each educational venture has been a journey in learning. The obstacles I 

encountered as an African American female were more than likely not unique; however, 

my heartfelt desire to learn helped me to persevere. I often remind myself and my 

students today that goals are reached one step at a time. Sometimes, my journey to higher 
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educational degrees was slower than my colleagues or fellow classmates, but I continued 

to walk, step-by-step, along the path and ultimately arrived at the particular goal along 

the journey.  

 

Educational Achievement 

Keeping in mind that education is a journey, not a destination, I began my journey 

long before I entered any formal training program. My journey of education began with 

my inquisitive mind, which is one of my strongest attributes. Often in my life, I pondered 

a situation and wondered “Why?” I was reminded of George Bernard Shaw’s quote, 

“You see things, and you say, ‘why?’ But I dream things that never were and I say, ‘Why 

not?’”(Banks & Banks, 2001, p. 69). This is the precursor to my interest in this research. 

Through my life experiences, I have observed challenges related to educational 

attainment for African Americans and have asked “Why?” 

More than one half of the master’s degrees earned by African Americans during 

1999-2000, for example, were in education and business (National Center for Education 

Statistics [NCES], 2003). African Americans earned 34% of the master’s degrees in 

education, a higher percentage than the national average of 27% (NCES). The percentage 

of African Americans majoring in public administration was 11%, while the national 

average was 6%. This trend continued with majors in theology and religion at 8%, which 

is double the national average of 4% (NCES). However, African Americans attained 

degrees in biological and life sciences, engineering, and engineering-related technologies, 

as well as physical science and science-related technologies, at a rate lower than the 

national average (NCES). 
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            Although African American college enrollment shows a 56% increase over the 

past 20 years, the disparity between African American male and female enrollees is 

growing (ACE, 2003). As we have seen, more African American females persist through 

college and obtain college degrees. Interestingly, African American females must 

overcome varied obstacles related to race and gender as they enter the world of work. 

Among these obstacles are (a) low status positions; (b) differences shown in recruiting 

and hiring practices; and (c) discrimination in promotion, salaries, and work assignments 

(Dunn, 1997). Dunn refers to these obstacles as “informal barriers to occupational 

advancement” (p. 242). African American females are encouraged to pursue traditional 

female occupations and seek jobs in the public sector because of fairer hiring practices; 

therefore, they are discouraged from innovative career choices (Dunn). Gender inequality 

in employment results in wage inequities with a consequence of decreased fringe 

benefits, including access to medical insurance and retirement income (Dunn). 

Society values mobility and income as indicators of success (Maume, 1999). Yet 

Dunn (1997) notes that gender and race influence occupational choice more than talents 

do. When women seek degrees in male-dominated professions, there are additional 

employment struggles. Certain practices in the workplace allow male-dominated 

professions to remain so, such as males excluding females by protecting jobs for other 

males (Maume). Thus, access to male-dominated professions is not a guarantee of 

success for women. Even though the number of females in predominately male 

professions has increased, the pressure to succeed for some females is so extreme that 

women exit these professions at a rate similar to their entrance (Maume). Women are 

sometimes excluded from male work groups and are not assimilated because of the 
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dominant group’s tendency to protect their own interests and job-related boundaries, 

which equates to “blocked opportunities for women” (Maume, p. 17). Often, promotions 

are not forthcoming in an equitable fashion for females in male-dominated professions. 

 Dr. Alexa Canady, the first African American woman in the United States to 

become a neurosurgeon, broke the barriers of the glass ceiling as she attained this 

prestigious distinction. Dr. Canady’s accomplishments were realized at a time when 

gender inequality in the education system was more pronounced in male-dominated 

professions than it is today. Access to certain schools and careers remained locked behind 

walls of exclusion for those of minority races, especially females.  

Johnson (2000) observed that the legacy of racism and sexism that Dr. Canady 

faces is a part of everyday reality and shapes our lives in varied ways. According to 

Johnson, “privilege is defined in relation to a group or social category” (p. 34). Johnson 

states that privilege “represents participation in a system that confers advantage or 

dominance at the expense of other people” (p. 39). Privilege always costs and is at 

someone else’s expense. Johnson indicates that privilege is denying something of value 

to others solely because of the group they belong to, not because of something they have 

done or failed to do, leaving a great divide in levels of income, wealth, dignity, and 

quality of life. Even though privileged status does not guarantee success, it does increase 

the likelihood that talents, aspirations, and abilities will be recognized and rewarded. On 

the other hand, being female and of color does not guarantee failure but may be 

considered a liability because talents, aspirations, and abilities are less likely to result in 

recognition and rewards.  
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Privilege is central to how race, class, and gender, as a matrix of domination, 

affect the outcomes of our lives. Collins (2000) indicates that women of color experience 

the oppression and lack of privilege of both race and gender. According to Collins, 

systematic denial of privilege is the result of a matrix of domination anchored in the 

hierarchies of race, class, and gender. Collins defines the matrix of domination as the 

interlocking hierarchies that affect the lives of oppressed groups. Oppressive systems are 

based on race, class, gender, sexual orientation, religion, age, and physical and mental 

abilities that work together to create penalty and, in some instances, privilege. 

Interlocking systems of oppression cause more pervasive effects than separate systems. In 

essence, any of these hierarchies is more oppressive in a matrix than individually 

(Collins). For example, in my life, educational and job opportunities have been affected 

by my being African American and a female. To explore the life history and lived 

experiences of Dr. Canady not only provided insights into her strategies and 

achievements, but also told a story of the matrix of domination.  

It was exhilarating to explore the life history of Dr. Alexa Canady in her own 

words. Words are powerful. They intertwine with hopes, fears, disappointment, victories, 

and defeats. The intricacies of life are expressed when words are formed from the lips as 

an individual’s story is told. Words are an outward expression of the person’s inside 

story. Thus, the significance of voice cannot be underestimated.  

Frank (1995) writes about voice as he recounts stories of “ill people as wounded 

storytellers” (p. xi). Frank states that fate is transformed when telling one’s story. Frank 

adds that the “quest narrative” (p. 128) is the narrative of the determination to meet 

challenging situations head on. The journey is undertaken with the belief that the 
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experience, although challenging, will allow for personal growth. Frank speaks of the 

distinctive voice used to tell the personal story. The central question in telling the illness 

story or quest narrative is “how did I rise to the occasion?” (Frank, p. 128). The person 

telling the illness story has experienced a personal change of character through the 

experience of suffering. The quest narrative is the story that results when the situation has 

been confronted. 

Hooks1 (1989), Lorde (1984), and Vaz (1997) are other authors who write about 

the healing and transformative power of using one’s voice. According to hooks, “Moving 

from silence to speech . . . is a gesture of defiance that heals, that makes new life and new 

growth possible” (p. 9). Hooks states that voice reflects and expresses social realities that 

celebrate, acknowledge, and affirm differences. Lorde speaks of the transformative power 

of voice. Lives are affected when silence becomes language and action. People are 

empowered when given an opportunity to speak. Speaking becomes a process of 

transformation. Lorde states that “it is not differences which immobilizes us, but silence” 

(p. 16). Vaz further emphasizes that voice liberates. She indicates that the narrative 

impulse is a human trait that allows a person to tell, listen, and experience imagination 

structured into plot.  

Across disciplines, paradigms of human characteristics have traditionally been 

based on the male models. Male life experiences were considered the epitome of human 

existence while female life experiences were ignored, underrated, devalued, or viewed as 

different (Vaz, 1997). African American females, though, often celebrate life despite its 

hardships. Vaz describes this courage as a quiet voice within that facilitates inward peace 

and healing even when that peace and healing are not outwardly visible. African 
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American females have not accepted the world’s naming of their experience; instead, 

they have renamed their lived experience and salvaged their selfhood to live with dignity, 

in spite of their struggle (Vaz). Yet, a void exists as the stories and lived experiences of 

African American women remain marginalized in women’s studies scholarship (Vaz). 

Studies of the experiences of African American women need to be “documented, 

recorded, analyzed, and integrated into the general genre of American historical 

scholarship” (Vaz, p. 66). I am to provide one such study. 

 

Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to explore the obstacles, struggles, and lived 

experiences of Dr. Alexa Canady, the first African American female neurosurgeon. 

Historically, educational accomplishments of African Americans are improving; 

however, the field of neurosurgery not only remains predominately male, but also has 

very few African American female neurosurgeons.  

Collins (2000), hooks (1989), and Johnson (2000) are among the theorists who 

stress that power and privilege exist where unequal systems of power advantage some, 

but are a source of disadvantage to those from certain social categories. Each of these 

theorists emphasizes that our differences affect our daily lives not individually but as a 

matrix of interlocking hierarchies so entrenched that we are unable to determine where 

one begins and the other ends. In this unique case, the oppression from systems of power 

provided challenges. But, ultimately, the class privilege that afforded a strong self-

concept and life skills was advantageous in Dr. Canady’s life and achievements.  
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The ultimate goal of this project was to hear in Dr. Canady’s own words her thoughts, 

fears, challenges, and strategies related to educational attainment and success in the field 

of neurosurgery. Additionally, my objective was to understand Dr. Canady’s lived 

realities enough to determine which strategies contributed to her success. 

The following research questions focused this study: 

1. What obstacles and struggles related to the hierarchies of race, class, and 

gender were aspects of the lived experiences of Dr. Canady?  

2. How did Dr. Canady overcome those obstacles? 

3. How might these obstacles still affect the lived experiences of women, 

especially women of color, in White, male-dominated programs of study? 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

“Truth crushed to the ground shall rise again.” 
William Cullen Bryant 

 

This literature review consists of an exploration of theoretical and empirical 

literature that addresses the historical and current challenges faced by women related to 

educational attainment, wage disparity, gender-related roles, and the male-dominated 

medical profession. Feminist theory provides the theoretical framework and foundation 

for the understanding of Afrocentrism, which includes the struggles of women of color. 

The hierarchal concerns of race and gender create further issues for African American 

women. Finally, this literature review provides for the oral history of Dr. Alexa Canady, 

the first African American female neurosurgeon. 

Although we are unique individuals, our social identity is composed of many 

aspects of differences. Our social identity, social category, or our place on the social map 

has many dimensions (Rogers & Garrett, 2002). In our existing social system, “difference 

often means inequality as well as otherness which results in people not receiving equal 

opportunities. Some are empowered; others are devalued” (Adams, Blumfield, 

Castaneda, Hackman, & Peters, 2000, p. 6). 

It is noteworthy that there are common elements in oppression that “stigmatize 

some groups, privilege others and maintain a complex system of domination and 
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subordination” (Adams et al., 2000, p. 2). Collins’ (2000) concept of the matrix of 

domination reminds us that social hierarchies or systems of dominance privilege some 

but are a source of disadvantage for others as they intersect. The hierarchies of race, 

class, gender, sexual orientation, and physical ability exist as part of “a system of 

privilege” (Johnson, 2000, p. 54). This interlocking of hierarchies in the social 

experience, as in the case with class and race, where “class wraps around race” (Clare, 

1999, p. 137), creates a continual system of disadvantage that is all encompassing. 

African Americans are currently one of the largest minorities in the United States, 

encompassing 12% of the nation’s total population at 33 million in 2000 (ACE, 2003). 

African American citizens’ lives are affected by disadvantages related to the matrix of 

domination, which seems to be a source of fuel for the fire of their struggles.  

 

Racial and Gender Inequality in Educational Attainment 

Educational attainment affects income, which impacts every aspect of individual 

lives. Higher educational attainment gives private returns including higher wages and 

higher household incomes. The social or public returns related to higher education 

include improved health and welfare (Jacobs, 1996). Other societal issues affected by 

educational level include improved infant health, lower fertility, delayed marriages, and 

smaller sized families.  

 According to Toney and Lowe (2001), there has existed in higher education a 

“legacy of exclusion” (p. 1). Before the 1950s, higher education was reserved for the 

privileged. Minorities, as a whole, and African Americans, specifically, were “legally 

omitted from full participation in higher education” (Toney & Lowe, p. 1). This led to 
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educational and economic underdevelopment, which Carter G. Woodson called the 

African American community’s most urgent concern (as cited in Levine, 2000).  

 According to Meacham, McClellan, Pearse, and Greene (2003), racial and ethnic 

diversity in the United States increased in the 1990s more than any preceding decade. It is 

estimated that by the year 2020, one of every three Americans will be a student of color. 

Higher educational attainment places an individual in a better position to secure a higher 

paying job. Higher incomes ensure better housing, neighborhoods, and schools. However, 

even in the 21st century, all of the amenities that a greater income affords may be harder 

to attain for an individual of a minority race.  

Gender has also been a part of the “legacy of exclusion” (Toney & Lowe, 2001,  

p. 1) in higher education. The lived experiences of many citizens are affected by the 

disparity that exists in educational attainment because of gender. For portions of our past 

as a nation, women were viewed as “unsuited to enter the academy based on the 

perception of their inadequate abilities and place in society” (Toney & Lowe, p. 1). The 

plight of the African American woman in America has certainly evolved over the 20th 

century from laboring in laundry rooms to teaching in classrooms to leading meetings in 

boardrooms (Clark, 1991). The African American woman of the 21st century is meeting 

the challenges with that same tenacity and pure force of will as her predecessors.  

Jacobs (1996), in a recent study, focused on issues related to gender inequality 

and higher education. Although women’s access to higher education was “historically 

depressed” (p. 156), women have represented the majority of high school graduates since 

1870. In 1920, more than 60% of high school graduates were women. Women have made 

strides in access to higher education since the United States Congress passed Title IX of 
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the Education Amendments of 1972, which banned discrimination in education based on 

sex (Jacobs, 1999). Women continued to exceed men in educational achievements for 

most of the 20th century until after World War II when men surpassed women due to the 

GI Bill (Jacobs, 1996).  

Since 1982, women have consistently received more bachelor’s degrees than men. 

In 1992, 53% of college students were women. In the same manner, women received 

58.9% of 2-year degrees and 54.2% of bachelor’s degrees. At the same time, women 

received 51.1% of masters and professional degrees. It was only among Ph.D. recipients 

that women (37.3%) did not exceed men (Jacobs, 1996).  

Women’s access to education is partly a result of feminist activism. Although 

women in the United States have attained access to education comparative to men, gender 

inequality in earnings persists (Jacobs, 1996, 1999), despite women’s high levels of 

educational attainment. According to Jacobs (1996), “Women earn less than men even 

with the same level of education” (p. 175). This is attributed to some degree to the 

differences in college majors. 

In the 1960s, women with higher education degrees were focused mainly in six 

fields: (a) education, (b) English, (c) fine arts, (d) nursing, (e) history, and (f) home 

economics (Jacobs, 1996). In 1990, women obtained 51% of life science bachelor’s 

degrees, 47% of mathematics degrees, 47% of business degrees, but only 14% of 

engineering degrees (Jacobs). Segregation across fields of study reached a plateau during 

the last 10 years. Although women represent a majority of students at all levels of 

education, they are a minority in faculty rank and prestigious positions.  
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In a more recent study, Jacobs (1999) examined the stratification of colleges. 

Although women are conferred a growing number of bachelor’s degrees, they continue to 

trail men in the ranking of the colleges attended. Women are consistently 

underrepresented in elite schools. In 1970, twice as many men as women attended elite 

colleges although there were steady increases through 1993. Elite schools are defined as 

those with average Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores of 1200. Two factors are given 

as reasons for the gender gap: (a) the concentration of women as part-time students and 

(b) the small numbers of women in male-dominated engineering programs (Jacobs, 1996,  

1999).The SAT score requirement may be a contributing factor which serves as a 

deterrent in admission of women to elite colleges.  

Jacobs (1999) found that students who obtain degrees from more elite schools 

earn more. Economists and sociologists do not agree on why this trend exists. According 

to Jacobs, sociologists suggest that the differences in income may be related to greater 

social skills and social networks. Economists, on the other hand, state that college 

ranking affects student outcomes such as income. Jacobs recommends further research on 

the role of gender and its relationship to economic, social, cultural, and political trends. 

Gender inequality in the United States is no longer a matter of inequality in access but 

more a matter of gender difference in education process and outcomes (Jacobs). 

 Cotter, Hermsen, and Vanneman (1999) emphasize that research on gender 

stratification must include how gender inequalities vary by race, ethnicity, and class. 

There is an emerging trend of economic inequality by gender, class, and race. Cotter et al. 

add that class inequities have increased both within groups and between groups while 

race inequalities have shown a mixed pattern. Cotter et al. concluded that White women’s 
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earning disparity is not as great as that of African American and Hispanic women 

because of the benefits that exist for the dominant racial ethnic group. 

Kao and Thompson’s (2003) research study, Racial and Ethnic Stratification in 

Educational Achievement and Attainment, looks at the racial and ethnic gaps in 

educational achievement and attainment over the last 3 decades. According to Kao and 

Thompson, educational achievement and attainment gaps have narrowed over the past 3 

decades; however, significant gaps remain, especially between less advantaged groups 

such as African Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans, and more advantaged 

groups such as Whites and Asian Americans (Kao & Thompson).  

This racial and ethnic hierarchy in educational achievement exists across varied 

measures of the academic experience. The decline in African American college 

enrollment during the 1970s and 1980s has not been found to be related to career 

aspirations or family income. According to Kao and Thompson (2003), “Racial and 

ethnic minorities are disproportionately represented in community colleges, which have 

poorer outcomes than other postsecondary schools” (p. 430). 

Racial differences in attainment of college degrees may derive from differences in 

academic preparation. African Americans take longer to attain college degrees. 

According to Kao and Thompson (2003), Asian Americans attend more prestigious 

universities while African Americans and Hispanics obtain degrees at less prestigious 

institutions. Kao and Thompson indicate that parental income and education level is 

probably the best indicator of eventual academic outcomes among youth. They conclude 

that parental socioeconomic status accounts for much of the racial and ethnic gaps in 
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achievement and attainment. Kao and Thompson conclude that additional study is needed 

in how minorities overcome great obstacles to succeed.  

Garibaldi (1997) reviews the African American forward and backward movement 

in education since the Brown v. Board of Education (1954) Supreme Court decision. The 

progress of the last 4 decades includes positive results from elementary school through 

graduate and professional school. More African Americans hold leadership roles as a 

direct relationship to increased educational opportunities. The Supreme Court decision in 

1954 expanded educational opportunities for African Americans and began a course of 

increased educational attainment and achievement (Garibaldi; Higginbotham, 2001). 

Garibaldi contributes to this area of research with an assessment of the progress and 

regression of African American educational attainment and achievement over the past 4 

decades.  

Garibaldi (1997) explores trends and areas of concern related to education for 

African American students. Positive trends include (a) higher graduation rates, (b) 

improved performance on specific tests and educational measurements, and (c) successful 

school completion rates (Garibaldi). Historically Black Colleges and Universities 

(HBCUs) continue to graduate sizable numbers of students with baccalaureate, graduate, 

and first-professional degrees. On the other hand, many African American children still 

attend public schools with a large segregated composition. According to Garibaldi, 

actions should be taken to (a) reduce class size and institute steps to sustain reading and 

mathematics performance beyond the fourth grade, (b) provide college preparatory and 

advanced placement courses, and (c) facilitate career counseling. 
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Many inequalities currently exist in educational attainment and achievement of 

African American students (Garibaldi, 1997). African American students account for 

almost 30% of students in special education classes but very few are in gifted and 

talented programs (Garibaldi). In addition, 41% of African American college students 

attend community colleges (Garibaldi). On the other hand, 350,000 more women than 

men are attending college (Garibaldi). A continuing trend is that African American 

college students have made limited educational gains at the doctoral level. These 

disparities in educational attainment affect occupational status and income levels for 

African American students (Garibaldi). 

Lewis (1977) offers a synopsis of gains during the 1960s’ Civil Rights Movement 

and the succeeding years. The Civil Rights Movement afforded greater benefits for the 

African American male including employment, promotions, and educational gains. 

Although African American women were very instrumental in the Civil Rights 

Movement, there was very little discussion of the concerns, objectives, and problems of 

African American women (Lewis). During this period, African American males 

determined the aspirations of the African American community. Gender bias is evident in 

the fact that career and employment opportunities were not forthcoming for African 

American women in the Civil Rights Movement (Lewis). In the 1960s, African American 

men obtained more graduate degrees than African American women.  

 

Occupational Segregation and Wage Inequity 

 Kessler-Harris (2004) observed a global dependence on the nuclear family 

structure to provide labor by regulating the behavior of the female members. A dual role 
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has existed for women including responsibilities for sustaining family life and 

participating in the labor force. The evolution of women’s roles in the workforce includes 

the migration of young women to distant factories and domestic service jobs. In addition, 

both the role of women as wage earners and the distribution of earned income vary by 

cultures. These issues are related to power and powerlessness related to the patriarchal 

system. The changes in women’s work patterns continue to affect the lives and lifestyles 

of ordinary people. 

Mason (1998) adds that racial inequality has historically exhibited periods of 

progress and decline. The wages of college graduates moved upward after the 1982 

recession, thereby leading to a partial recovery of the ground lost from 1970 to 1982. The 

major reason for the wage improvement for African Americans from 1968 to 1973 was 

the substantial improvements in the quantity and quality of education for African 

Americans. There was also an increased demand for African American labor due to 

declining labor market discrimination and government civil rights policy (Mason).  

Anderson and Shapiro (1996) concluded that disparity in occupations by race may 

be due in part to the differences in education. However, this accounts for only a small 

portion of the difference. The differences are also due in part to occupational 

discrimination. In the highest educational levels, college graduate and higher, the 

distribution of occupations is more equitable (Anderson & Shapiro). Among college-

educated women, a greater percentage of Blacks than Whites fill professional occupations 

but a much greater percentage of Whites than Blacks hold managerial positions 

(Anderson & Shapiro). 
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Lewis (1977) adds that the higher the education level, the lower racial 

discrimination occurs in the labor market. At the educational level below college 

graduate, more White women than Black hold the white collar occupations including 

sales, professional, and managerial positions. At the same time, a greater number of 

Black women than White women hold the low-paying operative and service occupations. 

According to the United States Census Bureau, Black women are the poorest paid in the 

entire occupational structure (Lewis, 1977; Lorde, 1984). 

 Robinson (1998) examined male and female wage gaps in educational groups in 

occupations including medicine, public service, banking, and insurance to determine 

whether gender bias is the cause of the wage gap. Robinson found that on the average 

women earn less than their male counterparts. One aspect considered in this research is 

that women are underrepresented in some occupations while there is an overcrowding of 

women in others. Robinson found that men and women performing the same job in the 

same business are not paid the same wages. Even in comparable categories and the same 

occupation there is a significant difference in men’s and women’s pay. 

 Benschop (1998) found that gender inequality exists in a concealed manner. In 

Benschop’s study, members of organizations stated that different skill levels, part-time 

work, and care responsibilities caused the gender inequality in wages. These mitigating 

factors are then considered normal social practices, which are an integral part of 

organization routine. 

 According to Budig (2002), women’s careers and earnings are negatively affected 

by occupational gender segregation. In comparison to men, women are disadvantaged in 

several ways. Women are either in lower paying jobs or feminized positions or are paid 
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less for the same work as men. Budig states that women in male-dominated professions 

often hit the glass ceiling, which is described as the blocked upward mobility in 

organizational hierarchies. Cotter, Hermsen, Ovadia, and Vanneman (2001) found that 

gender disadvantages are strongest at the top of the glass ceiling hierarchy than the lower 

levels and that the disadvantages become greater as the person’s career progresses. 

 The Federal Glass Ceiling Commission defines the glass ceiling concept as the 

“artificial barriers to the advancement of women and minorities” reflecting 

“discrimination . . . a deep line of demarcation between those who prosper and those left 

behind” (Cotter et al., 2001, p. 3). This unseen, unbreacheable barrier prevents women 

and minorities from moving up the corporate ladder, regardless of their personal 

qualifications and achievement. The glass ceiling, by its very design, privileges males 

over females in the corporate arena. 

Budig (2002) found that male advantage in earning is the same across three types 

of job gender compositions: (a) female-dominated, (b) gender-balanced, and (c) male-

dominated. Men are advantaged over women in wages equally across all three types of 

job gender compositions. Men not only earn more but they have faster wage growth than 

women (Budig). Jobs are structured to advantage men and disadvantage women (Budig). 

Maume (1999) indicates that men and women are segregated by occupations, 

which affect wages. Women in male-dominated careers not only do not move up the 

career ladder, but they also are often pressured out of their positions. Our society 

considers income and career mobility as indicators of career success. Occupation 

segregation affects both income growth and career mobility. Maume emphasized that 

men reserve for themselves the more prestigious jobs. Another aspect of occupation 
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segregation is the creation of special positions and separate job ladders for women. 

Female-type positions are not valued and fewer opportunities exist in these jobs.  

Budig (2002) added that men’s home responsibilities are less than women’s, 

making men more ideal workers because they have less nonwork obligations. According 

to Moen and Yu (2000), our society equates working long hours with productivity and 

commitment. Because women often work fewer hours to manage work and family roles, 

they are viewed as less committed. Similarly, Van der Lippe and Van Dijk (2002) state 

that the availability of satisfactory childcare affects women’s ability to participate in the 

working community. Lewis (1977) adds that the lack of adequate childcare along with 

insufficient income continually affect African American women. 

Van der Lippe and Van Dijk (2002) found that the increase in numbers of women 

in the labor force has very little, if any, effect on occupational gender segregation. From a 

global perspective, women are overrepresented in the service sector while men are 

overrepresented in the industrial sector. Women’s earnings are less than men’s 

throughout the world. Similarly, women have less authority in the workplace. Van der 

Lippe and Van Dijk conclude that equal rights do not assure equal outcomes. 

Weeden (2001) refers to Weber’s theory of social closure, which indicates that 

group interest in reducing the competition for obtaining a livelihood causes groups to 

maximize their own interests and monopolize advantages by closing off opportunities for 

outsiders whom they define as inferior or ineligible. These exclusions may be based on 

visible characteristics including race, social background, language, religion, and gender. 

However, these exclusions may also be based on individualistic criteria including 

educational credentials, knowledge, and ownership of property. According to Weeden, 
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this closure theory accounts for the exclusionary practices of dominant groups, which 

affect access to economic opportunities for its members. 

 

Feminist Theory 

Feminist theory provides a structure to analyze and synthesize those models of 

change that come from our “understanding of sexism and sexist oppression” in our daily 

lives and strategies of resistance that end domination and “engage us fully in a liberatory 

praxis” (hooks, 1989, p. 35). Feminist theory operates within this framework to (a) 

educate for critical consciousness, (b) end sexism and sexist oppression, and (c) form 

strategies for resistance (hooks).  

Hooks (1989) broadly defines feminism as “a movement to end sexism and sexist 

oppression” (p. 23). This definition allows everyone to understand feminism as it affects 

the lives of both males and females. Therefore, a common goal and bond can be built. 

The idea that gender alone determines destiny focuses on the ways men oppress and 

exploit women. The feminist movement has an evolving focus on the interconnectedness 

of sex, race, and class that does not begin with what men do to women but with women 

making the effort to identify “individually and collectively the specific character of our 

social identity” (hooks, p. 23).  

Hooks (1989) reminds us that the realities of life are a “world in crisis” (p. 19). 

According to feminist thinkers, this crisis originates with sexual politics. Feminists state 

that separation and domination result from differences in the status of males and females 

due to patriarchal domination which is the root of the problem. Hooks indicates that 

“racism and class exploitation are merely the offspring of the parent system: patriarchy” 
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(p. 19). Hooks encourages African American women and other women of color to 

“deconstruct and challenge the simplistic notion that man is the enemy, woman the 

victim” (p. 20). 

 Hooks (1989) views the worldview of women as the victim and man as the 

oppressors as simplistic and counterproductive to understanding domination. The point of 

commonality that is important in order to understand domination is that both women and 

men can dominate and be dominating. Oppressor and oppressed can share the same 

gender. A man who is a victim of racism and classism and the wounds of systemic 

oppression can dominate a woman in his life; these women, at the same time, victimize, 

exploit, and dominate children (Adams et al., 2000; hooks). 

Women have a role in the renewal and maintenance of the oppressive system of 

domination (hooks, 1989). Hooks states that a critical look at domination reveals that we 

all have the capacity to dominate, oppress, and wound. It is the potential oppressor within 

us that we must first resist and it is the potential victim within that we must rescue 

(hooks). It is in this context of thought that liberation as an end to domination can occur. 

Feminism is a liberation struggle that is both apart from and a part of the struggle 

to end domination in all forms (hooks, 1989). Patriarchal domination possesses a shared 

ideological foundation with racism and other group oppressions. All forms of domination 

must be eliminated for patriarchal domination to be eradicated (hooks).The feminist 

movement acknowledges that sexism, classism, and racism comprise interlocking 

systems of domination that are not just determined by, but are also affected by, female 

identity, status, and circumstances and the level at which she will dominate and be 

dominated. 
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Feminist theory is used because it does not ignore or minimize the interactions of 

gender and power (Reinharz, 1992). The reality is that, in our society, the uneven 

distribution of power and the privilege that results must be understood so that both 

dominant and subordinate groups can bring about change. Feminist research has the 

responsibility to impact social change and social policy formation. The contributions of 

feminist theory to social change include consciousness raising and specific policy 

recommendations (Reinharz). According to Reinharz, feminist theory “constructs abstract 

empirical analysis of gender, it develops grand theory, and it attempts to transform 

gender relations and the societies in which we live” (p. 252). Feminist research concerns 

itself with examining those concerns related to women and uses the body of knowledge 

that results to improve our society as a whole. 

According to hooks (1989), a revitalized feminist movement does not begin with 

identifying men as the enemy, resisting male domination, and gaining equal access to 

power and privilege. A revitalized feminist movement must begin with women 

addressing the entire structure of domination. This must be accomplished as a collective 

effort. The importance of learning to struggle together is very important (hooks). The 

feminist movement’s struggle is to eradicate sexism and sexist oppression to transform 

the world (hooks). 

Hooks (1989) encourages thinking and writing as “an act of reclamation” (p. 30) 

allowing us to recover ourselves and become whole. Hooks questions whether the self is 

a “wholeness of being . . . to which we can return” (p. 30). If so, can this self be restored 

and recovered for “the oppressed, the dominated, [and] the dehumanized” (p. 30)? To 

become a reality the recovery of self will only be through the voice of the past. In this 
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social construction of self, the past is important. Our language, our words are action, a 

resistance to be used to rewrite, renew and reconcile (hooks).  

It is the similarities and differences of our histories that form the intricacies of our 

lives. It is in discovering self and finding expression in voice that our history is recovered 

and shared; a strategy of resistance for social change thereby evolves (hooks, 1989). 

Freire (1970) states in Pedagogy of the Oppressed that transformation requires that we go 

from objects of oppression to subjects. Hooks (1989) adds that, “The act of becoming 

subjects is another way to speak the process of self-recovery” (p. 29). 

Lorde (1995) emphasizes the need for women to recognize their differences. 

Among these differences are unacknowledged class differences that rob women of energy 

and creative insight. The unique struggles that exist for women, including economic, 

educational, sexual identity, ageism, and racism in a patriarchal power system, cannot be 

ignored, but must be understood. Embracing each other’s differences allows enriched 

vision and strength to be found in joint struggles. The strength of the struggle comes from 

changing old blueprints and structures of oppression to open the floodgates of power 

within. 

Collins (1986) defines Black feminist thought as “ideas produced by Black 

women that clarify a standpoint of and for Black women” (p. S16). She identifies three 

key themes in Black feminist thought that must be understood. First, Collins denotes that 

the thematic structure and content of thought cannot be separated from the historical or 

material conditions of the lives that produce it. Black feminist thought is, therefore, 

produced by Black women, even though it may be recorded by others. The second 

assumption is that Black women have a unique perspective of their experiences, which 
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are shared by Black women as a group. The third assumption is that life as a Black 

woman is shaped by class, region, age, and sexual orientation, which is produced in 

different themes. Therefore, different themes are experienced and expressed differently 

by varied groups of Black women. Collins adds that the contours of Black women’s 

experiences may not be clear to them. Consequently, Black female experiences must be 

clarified by the Black female intellectual by theories and facts for the Black woman 

(Collins).  

 Collins (2000) emphasizes the importance of seeking common ground not only in 

the use of names, but also in Black feminist thought. Black feminism, womanism, and 

Afrocentric feminism are terms widely used, but difficult to define. According to Collins, 

afrocentrism is a widely accepted term, which refers to traditions of Black consciousness 

and racial solidarity. Collins expounds on Black feminism as an activist response to 

Black women’s subordination within intersecting oppressions of race, class, gender, 

sexuality, and nation. Collins states that race is not the only indicator of group 

differences.  

According to Collins (2000), gender and race expose African American women to 

similar experiences. The lived experiences of African American women are different 

from those of other groups. Collins expounds on the group standpoint, historically based 

in segregation in housing, education, and employment. Common experiences among 

Black women are the result of intersecting oppressions. The purpose of Black feminist 

thought is to resist the ideas and practices of oppression. Its aim is to empower women 

about the context of social injustices that are the result of intersecting oppressions. “Black 
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feminist thought supports broad principles of social justice that transcend U.S. Black 

women’s particular needs” (Collins, p. 22). 

Womanist is a term coined by Alice Walker to encompass the perspective of 

“solidarity of humanity” (Collins, 2000, p. 42). Womanist denotes commitment to the 

survival and wholeness of all people with respect to gender. The continual struggle 

against stereotypes that support social justice is critical. The rejected stereotypes must 

include those which are self-imposed and those held by others. Collins adds that no 

“homogenous Black women standpoint exists” (p. 28). There is not a normal authentic 

archetype of a Black woman. The collective standpoint of a Black woman is framed by 

the combined tensions of common challenges. Black feminist thought originates within 

and strives to articulate Black women’s group standpoint particular to experiences 

associated with intersecting oppressions (Collins). 

 Oral narratives by Black women have produced a rich history of Black feminist 

thought in their multiple roles as mothers, teachers, musicians, and preachers (Collins, 

1986). These thoughts are being documented and shared among intellectual circles and 

diverse audiences. Thus, an emergent process of dialogue results in documentation and 

interpretation. 

 

Women in Medicine 

The history of women in medicine is a story of obstacles, challenges, struggles, 

and the tenacity to overcome. The inequalities that are still unresolved today have 

historical beginnings. Women made rich contributions to the history of medicine during 

the colonial period in New England beginning in the 17th and 18th centuries (Walsh, 
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1977). Both men and women were nearly equal in the practice of medicine during that 

period (Marks & Beatty, 1972). Women doctors dominated midwifery and their greatest 

success was in this field (Walsh). Young men were apprenticed with practicing 

physicians; however, there was no opportunity for this type of training for women. The 

exclusion of women from medical training and the lack of opportunities became more 

profound with the introduction of medical training in colleges and licensing laws for the 

practice of medicine. Even though there have been great strides made, the medical 

profession continues to be laden with challenges for women.   

According to Lopate (1968), during the early years, the careers mainly open to 

women were writing and education. It became economically advantageous for school 

boards to hire women, because they would work for half the pay men demanded. As a 

result, many of the first women doctors started out in education as their first career choice 

(Lopate). 

Harriet Hunt, in the 1840s, rejected the role assigned to her by society as a teacher 

with wages lower than males and a system that undermined women’s self-respect (Walsh, 

1977). Hunt initially applied to Harvard in 1847 and was not accepted. Before Hunt’s 

application, the Harvard Corporation stated its position on women’s admissions to 

medical school, that students should be “exclusively of the male sex” (Walsh, p. 27). 

Harriet K. Hunt’s “contribution to the feminist cause in medicine was the militancy with 

which, from 1847, she fought for admission of women to medical school” (Marks & 

Beatty, 1972, p. 78). Although Hunt’s initial application to Harvard was denied, she was 

eventually admitted to Harvard for medical lectures only. However, Harriet Hunt was 

forced to withdraw because of the rioting that occurred when three Black students were 
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admitted at the same time (Marks & Beatty). Harriet Hunt, however, was not deterred 

from the practice of medicine; she developed a viable medical practice without a degree 

and earned the distinction of the “first successful female physician in the United States” 

(Walsh, p. 20).  

Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, who holds the notable title of America’s first woman 

doctor, was an activist in her teen years for the rights of women. Blackwell tried 

“teaching as a means of advancing her sex,” (Walsh, 1977, p. 3) but she found no 

satisfaction in that field. Blackwell wanted to see career options other than teaching open 

to women. Elizabeth Blackwell’s advocacy was to remove obstacles within the field of 

medicine so that women could enter the field (Lopate, 1968). Elizabeth Blackwell 

described herself as a crusader for justice, morals, and common sense (Walsh).  

Her first attempts to gain acceptance into medical school were met with rejection 

(Lopate, 1968). Blackwell had applied to almost every medical school in the U.S. before 

being admitted to Geneva College of Medicine on October 20, 1847, when the faculty left 

the decision to the student body who voted her in as a practical joke (Hume, 1964; 

Lopate). 

In the United States, women are able to be admitted to medical school because of 

the efforts of pioneers such as Elizabeth Blackwell and Harriet Hunt (Marks & Beatty, 

1972). On the footsteps of the abolitionist movement, women spoke out against female 

subordination and double standards and they openly addressed monopoly by men of 

“nearly all the profitable employments” (Walsh, 1977, p. 20). These early pioneers in the 

women’s movement would not accept the status quo. 
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From an American historical perspective, women in the medical field increased 

from 200 in 1860 to 7,000 at the end of the 20th century (American Medical Association 

[AMA], 2004). Throughout the 20th century, women remained a minority in medicine. In 

recent years, the percentage of female medical student graduates has fluctuated, 4% in 

1905, 12% in 1949, and 7% in 1965 (AMA). There were small increases during World 

War I and World War II because of the lack of males to attend medical schools (Lopate, 

1968; Wynn, 2000). The percentage more than doubled between 1970-1990 from 8% in 

1970 to 17% in 1990 (AMA). In 1999, a record 45.8% of first-year medical students were 

women, a significant increase over the 9% reported only 30 years ago (Brian, 2001). 

According to the AMA, the percentage of women physicians reached a record high 

during the 2002-2003 year at 49.2%.  

 Today, there is evidence of equal access for women in medicine by the large 

proportion of women applying to and being accepted into medical schools. However, 

equal opportunities have not been forthcoming. Despite the gender distribution in today's 

medical school classes, we have not reached the equal representation of the sexes in 

specializations in the field of medicine. Women are still underrepresented in many 

specializations. Men and women differ in their choices of areas of specialization. Female 

physicians are not encouraged to choose more lucrative, high technological specialties 

such as radiology, surgery, and cardiology (Braus, 1994).  

Women usually work in general specialties or primary care and specialize in 

disciplines that are ranked lower in terms of prestige and earnings (Brian, 2001). 

Pediatrics is the leading specialization for female physicians with women making up 54% 

of pediatric residents in 1990 (Braus, 1994). Following pediatrics are psychiatry, 
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pathology, gynecology and obstetrics, internal medicine, and ophthalmology. Surgery is 

one of the remote specialties for women. As a result, women are a minority in disciplines 

such as surgical and medical specialties in hospitals.  

Women have been pioneers in fields where there is a commitment to help blaze 

the path to quality health care (Hume, 1964). Among these are public health, industrial 

health and safety, psychiatry, and preventive medicine. Hume termed these as fields 

where “characteristic feminine qualities such as compassion and stubbornness” prevailed 

(p. 251). According to Brian (2001), women have had an essential role in the 

development of the compassion and intellect of the practice of medicine. 

Women’s leading choices of professional specialties are those that require more 

hands-on attention to patients, but are compensated at a poor rate relative to training and 

expertise required (Braus, 1994). In spite of progress, women doctors earn significantly 

less than male doctors. Some of this income disparity is attributed to choices made by 

women doctors such as choosing “lower paid primary-care specialties,” spending more 

time with patients, and scheduling fewer patients per hour (Braus, p. 1). Thus, female 

physicians earn less than their male counterparts (Braus).  

Women (43%) are more likely than men (22%) to work for a hospital or other 

organization while men (79%) are more likely than women (57%) to work alone, with a 

partner, or in a group practice (Braus, 1994). Doctors in private practice earn more 

although they work longer hours and incur more administrative duties, including more 

paperwork. 

When women choose careers in medicine, another important area of concern is 

the impact it has on their domestic lives. The probability of marriage and having children 
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is affected when women choose medicine as a profession. No matter how the working 

hours are added up, mothers work double shifts (Levinson, 1995). Two thirds of female 

physicians currently working have children for whom they bear the primary care-taking 

responsibilities (Braus, 1994). They provide 66% of child care and perform 63% of 

household duties (Braus).  

More professional women are now choosing part-time careers with the advantages 

of more time for children and family activities, opportunities for balance in work and 

professional life, and time for personal pursuits (Levinson, 1995). Working mothers have 

the advantage of self-earned income, professional satisfaction, intellectual stimulation, 

and camaraderie of work (Levinson). On the other hand, the disadvantages of part-time 

work are slow career advancement, limited benefits, and lack of respect from professional 

colleagues (Levinson). One concern is that educating women physicians is a waste of 

time and money because they eventually marry and work less (Lovejoy, 1957). An 

additional concern is that medical institutions do not facilitate or encourage part-time 

careers by devising suitable policies and opportunities for promotion, tenure, and parental 

leave (Levinson). 

 Another reason for the lower representation of women in leading positions in 

medicine is the rigid career structure (Levinson, 1995). The organizational structures of 

the medical profession favor single men or men with partners providing support at home 

(Levinson). The men who have less responsibility for domestic life are able to devote 

more time to their work, which leads to careers that are more successful (Levinson).  

Future predictions in the medical field are favorable for women. According to 

Brian (2001), women are being accepted in all fields of medicine including clinical 
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specialties and subspecialties, research, administration and academia. Moreover, the 

demand and respect for female physicians is rapidly growing because society is 

increasingly becoming aware of the benefits of recruiting female physicians (Brian). 

The practice of medicine is being changed by the contributions of female 

physicians. Brian (2001) states that the increasing number of women in medicine has 

resulted in women contributing more than men to underserved areas. Results from one 

study showed that twice as many female medical students practice in socioeconomically 

deprived areas (Brian). This results in a more even distribution of physicians across the 

United States. Furthermore, a greater number of female patients are actively seeking and 

requesting female physicians. Thus, women are making an impact on medicine as 

recipients of health care (Brian). Since mothers and wives make the majority of the health 

care decisions in the United States, and spend most of the health care dollars, the choice 

of female over male physicians as health care providers will significantly influence the 

practice of medicine (Brian). 

Our society’s definition of success includes traits such as competence, leadership, 

toughness, and decisiveness, which are traits typically attributed to men (Levinson, 

1995). The criteria used in the selection of new medical school recruits are also based on 

those traits. In addition, those who make decisions about hiring are often male and tend to 

select candidates who are similar to themselves. Because those in the higher ranks of 

medicine are mostly men, one of the unspoken selection criterion is gender (Levinson).  

Lorber (1984) states that the students, both male and female, who seek admission 

into medical schools are the most academically astute students in the nation. They are 

high achievers, oriented to the sciences, and highly motivated. Having the opportunity to 
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seek admission to medical school is the result of their academic abilities and choices. 

Because of the competitive nature of pre-med students, they are seeking an opportunity to 

become recipients of a highly sought career with limited opportunities. The medical 

school faculty and teaching practitioners serve as “gatekeepers to these opportunities” 

(Lorber, p. 31). 

Drake (1978) discusses the odds of getting into medical school, “Only one out of 

2.8 applicants are accepted” (p. 3). In particular, at the University of Pennsylvania School 

of Medicine, the odds were worse in 1978 when Drake conducted his study. In the class 

of 1978, only 160 out of 4,124 applicants were accepted. Drake addresses the low failure 

rate and the low dropout rate, and equates the letter of acceptance with basically a 

guarantee of becoming a physician. Drake gives further credence to the lucrative outcome 

for the recipients of these letters, an income of over $2 million during a career, 

immeasurable prestige, and all the comforts of life in any locale. It is safe to say that this 

letter of acceptance and guarantee of becoming a physician has not always been an 

expectant reality for women.  

Drake (1978) addresses the criteria for admission, including grades, interests, and 

qualities the interviewers consider important. It is understood that applicants are high 

academic achievers. Drake indicates that academic success is the only thing an applicant 

can do to assure acceptance. Age is an additional factor that will affect admission. The 

chances of admission to medical school decline with increasing age (Drake). Applicants 

in their early twenties have a greater than 50% chance for admission than those in their 

early thirties (Drake). 
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Lorber (1984) indicates that medical students are judged on their professional 

strength and their interpersonal skills. How the faculty and teaching practitioners view 

the students directly impacts the opportunities afforded them both in medical school and 

as they choose specializations, as well as their overall career opportunities. The faculty 

and teaching practitioners give students encouragement based on their perceptions of the 

students’ abilities (Lorber). The student achieves a sponsored status based on such 

perceptions. Lorber states this sponsored status or favored status is evident from the 

beginning.  

 Both the faculties’ preconceived opinion of students and their personalities, and 

the demands of the profession affect the students’ choices of specializations (Lorber, 

1984). Fields that are often recommended for women are pediatrics, psychiatry, and 

anesthesiology (Lorber). Lorber states that women choose fields where they are already 

accepted to avoid conflict and receive positive reinforcement. 

Some stereotypes that affect specialization choice exist; for example, surgeons 

should be aggressive and unemotional, while pediatricians should be emotionally 

sensitive (Lorber, 1984). Consequently, women have been encouraged to pursue 

pediatrics and psychiatry because of gender-specific characteristics. On the other hand, 

surgical specialties remain male dominated (Lorber). Surgery was among the last 

specializations to admit women (Marks & Beatty, 1972).  

Lorber (1984) states that although the stereotyped views of personalities and traits 

and the demands of the profession may be faulty, students’ specialization choices are 

influenced greatly by the encouragement or discouragement of the faculty. Becker, Geer, 

Hughes, and Strauss (1961) add that administration and faculty have tremendous power 
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and use it to control the profession. Although women are encouraged to pursue certain 

fields commonly related to their gender, there is no evidence to support stereotypes by 

gender (Lorber).  

Lopate (1968) states that women choose medicine as a profession for varied 

reasons including (a) professional factors, (b) vacancies in the occupation, (c) prospective 

future expectations, (d) rate of turnover, (e) income, (f) prestige, (g) power, (h) 

opportunities for advancement, (i) employment conditions, (j) emotional gratification, (k) 

public opinions of the occupation, (l) employment conditions, and (m) coworker 

congeniality (Lopate). Fredericks and Mundy (1976) adds that the professional 

satisfaction and autonomy and the opportunity to provide service to humanity are other 

reasons why women choose medicine as a profession. 

McFarland, Smith, West, and Rhoades (2000) studied 132 African American 

female physicians in South Carolina and found that most chose medicine for “altruistic 

reasons” related to their desire to help others (p. 982). Medicine provides an opportunity 

for them to make a positive difference. A second reason for choosing medicine as a 

career was an interest in science. The third reason was family influence. In addition, this 

study listed time demands as the most distressing negative aspects of careers in medicine. 

Other concerns included the insurance concerns, litigation issues, managed care, and high 

regulations.  

The medical student must be given the knowledge and skills to form a 

professional identity as the transformation into a physician occurs. Becker et al.’s (1961) 

classic study Boys in White: Student Culture in Medical School explored the transition 

from a layman to a medical doctor with adequate skills and confidence to carry out the 
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duties of the profession. Becker et al. looked at the difficulties of (a) the process of 

becoming a doctor, (b) the interactions with doctors and teachers and their feelings about 

the training they received, and (c) the medical profession in general. 

 Becker et al. (1961) set out to explore “what happens to medical students as they 

move through medical school” (p. 419). The initial concern broadened to include what 

went on in medical school, particularly with the problems of the level and direction of the 

academic efforts of medical students. Becker et al. found that medical students changed 

over the course of their training in a number of ways. Their level of certainty and concern 

increased while detachment decreased, while at the same time students became more 

proficient in the use of allocated time. 

According to Becker et al. (1961), the school culture for the University of Kansas 

medical school students, and nearly all medical schools, have certain things in common 

for students. Students who are accepted into medical school are usually graduates of 

colleges of arts and sciences, have taken the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT), 

and have scores which are comparable to other applicants accepted into medical schools 

(Becker et al.).  

 Once the student is admitted, the required curriculum consists of 2 years of 

sciences with the final 2 years including clinical specialties (Becker et al., 1961). During 

the first 2 years of study, students learn about diagnosis and treatment through reading, 

lectures, and demonstrations. Most medical schools are affiliated with a university and 

have a symbiotic relationship with a general hospital and output clinics, which generally 

include research. All three areas of practice are integrated, including medical practice, 

education, and research (Becker et al.).  
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Becker et al. (1961) also emphasize that before admission to medical school, 

choices and changes in behavior occur. In addition, there are some basic relationship 

concerns common to all schools, including conflicts, misunderstandings, and 

understandings. After entrance, the student progresses during the first year through three 

phases. The initial phase begins when the student enters medical school until the first 

major exam. The second phase includes the time immediately before and during the first 

exam. The final phase consists of the remainder of the year. During the entire first year, 

the student’s major concerns or problems involve academic work. Their concerns are 

related to the amount of studying required and overshadow all others. 

Fredericks and Mundy (1976) describes the medical school setting and 

enumerates the stresses of medical school. Nothing in life has prepared the medical 

student for the pressures and stresses of medical school. Fredericks and Mundy state that 

“the magnitude of the field, the intensity of the studies, and the range of materials given 

to the student all increase pressures” placed on medical students (p. 13). Academic 

requirements of the preclinical years also place emphasis on attaining high grades. Other 

pressures, including extensive reading and note taking, require a great amount of physical 

and intellectual effort. Intensive study sessions just before an examination are not 

feasible. Students can spend as much as 10-12 hours per day, 5-7 days a week on 

schoolwork for exams. They may study every waking hour. The pressures to succeed are 

enormous, causing both mental and physical strain. Fredericks and Mundy state that 

medical students remain in continual crisis throughout the years of medical school, due to 

the academic demands. 
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In addition to the academic challenges, there are other struggles pertinent to 

women in the medical field. Lorber (1984) states that there is an ongoing concern for 

female medical students regarding whether they should appear academically astute. They 

have to either prove themselves more or act not as smart as males. If they appear too 

bright, there is a chance that males will be offended. Women continually need to prove 

themselves. They experience instances of discrimination and devaluation. Women often 

face aggressive manipulation including unfair scheduling, second-choice internships, 

little support of research projects, and failure to receive recognition at professional 

meetings. Lorber states that these practices are minimal today, but discrimination and 

devaluation of their competence and commitment are alive and well, despite increased 

medical school admission and graduation of female physicians. 

There have been significant advances for women in the field of medicine. For the 

first time in American history, during the 2003-2004 academic year, women (50.8%) 

exceeded men (49.2%) in applying to medical school (AMA, 2005). However, there were 

49.7% women and 54.1% men who actually enrolled in medical school. The total number 

of women who graduated during 2004 was 45.9%  

 According to the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC, 2005) the 

trend continued in the 2004-2005 academic year; women applicants (50.4%) exceeded 

male applicants (49.6%) to medical school. In the 2004-2005 academic year, only 6.5% 

of medical school graduates were Black, and of that figure, 69.5% were Black women. 

The AAMC reports that the diversity among U.S. physicians and surgeons is not 

increasing rapidly enough. Because America is becoming more diverse, there is an 
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increased need to “educate more minority physicians and physicians who are culturally 

sensitive” (AAMC, 2005. p. 9). 

Very little is found in the literature related to the struggles of African American 

women in medicine, who represent a small number of female physicians in the United 

States. The medical profession has been laden with barriers and challenges due to gender. 

When African American females encounter gender exclusion, there are additional 

challenges due to the interrelatedness of race, gender, and class. Although obstacles and 

struggles have been numerous, the pathway to a career in medicine for women has 

evolved. Women are making significant contributions to the field of medicine. 

Marks and Beatty (1972) state, “The true evaluation of an individual’s 

contribution can only be made by history” (p. 218). As the contributions of prominent 

women of the medical profession are enumerated, it is evident that history has laid a 

foundation for today. The challenges that have existed for women pursuing medical 

careers include barriers to entrance into medical school, obtaining residencies, choosing 

specializations, and pursuing the practice of medicine (Marks & Beatty). These barriers 

have been confronted, and great strides have been made. This case study of Dr. Alexa 

Canady’s lived experiences will further explore her individual challenges and 

contributions to medicine in the historical context.
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

“Let us affirm what seems to be truth.” 
Plato 

 

The primary goal of this study was to examine the life of Dr. Alexa Canady, the 

first African American female neurosurgeon, and to understand what challenges and 

struggles were aspects of her lived experiences and what strategies she used to overcome 

those challenges. In order to accomplish this goal, I used a qualitative research design 

with a case study approach using feminist theory. Qualitative research is most useful to 

explore the world from the participant’s perspective while examining daily events and 

making an effort to understand the meaning of human behavior (Schwandt, 2001). 

Examining authentic lived experiences is a central component of qualitative research 

(Woods, 1999).  

Rogers and Garrett (2002) describe the case study as an “intensive rather than 

extensive method that requires looking in great detail from many angles at one instance 

of a phenomenon” (p. 76). When using the case study method, the researcher and the 

person whose life experiences are the focus of the work construct a comprehensive, 

coherent account that is as true to the participant’s lived experiences as possible (Rogers 

& Garrett). The case study usually produces dense, rich findings “because it favors depth 

over breadth and a microscopic over a telescopic stance” (Rogers & Garrett, p. 76). 
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According to Patton (2002), a case study is expected to capture and explore the 

complexity of a single case that is of special interest, while paying attention to details of 

interaction and coming to understand its activity within important circumstances. 

Yin (2003) explains that the first step in using the case study research design is 

establishing the theoretical framework. The theoretical framework drives inquiry and is a 

guide to be used by the investigator in the process of generating data, as well as analyzing 

and interpreting observations and conclusions while assuring that the evidence addresses 

the initial research questions. Feminist theory is a strong foundation for inquiry, which 

helps transform, empower, and liberate.  

 

Feminist Methodology 

 Feminist theory is the main theoretical framework in this study. I have chosen the 

feminist theoretical framework because of its emphasis on using one’s own voice to 

produce “accurate pictures of social reality” (Schwandt, 2001, p. 93). An important goal 

of feminist research is to make heard the silenced women who are on the margins in our 

society. Regardless of differences in culture, class, race, ethnicity, or religion, women 

seem to share a condition of “familial embeddedness that is central to the way we, as 

women, experience and construct the social world” (Geiger, 1986, p. 348). Feminists 

emphasize the importance of gender in relationships and value “women’s ways of 

knowing” (Patton, 2002, p. 139). The feminist emphasis on “lived experience, dialogue, 

caring and accountability” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003b, p. 35) makes it a valuable 

theoretical framework in which to explore women’s lives. 
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Feminist research often relies on qualitative methodologies. In-depth qualitative 

studies provide important insights into social processes that women experience (Cannon, 

Higginbotham, & Leung, 1988). Rogers and Garrett (2002) add that feminists’ interest in 

lived experiences and holistic portrayals not only sensitizes feminist researchers to 

multiple social roles but also inclines them to use multiple methods in research. Research 

from a feminist perspective incorporates multimethods and is cross-disciplinary.  

According to Denzin and Lincoln (2003b), feminist theory has become more 

complex. Its components include (a) the nature of research, (b) the relationship with those 

with whom research is being conducted, (c) the definition of the research participants, 

and (d) the creation and presentation of knowledge produced in the research (Denzin & 

Lincoln). The construction of knowledge is essential and complex and involves how, 

where, and from whom knowledge is obtained. Feminist research almost exclusively uses 

feminist theory to frame questions, interpret and explain data, and generate and test 

theory.  

The feminist perspective links knowledge with power, struggle with oppression, 

and discourse with multiple voices (Schwandt, 2001). Feminism focuses on the central 

role gender plays in “the shaping of our consciousness, skills, and institutions as well as 

in the distribution of power and privilege” (Lather, 1988, p. 571). The overt ideological 

goal of feminist research in the human sciences is to correct both the invisibility and 

distortion of female experiences in ways relevant to ending women’s unequal social 

position (Lather). 

Johnson (2000) emphasizes that the effects of social domination cannot be 

understood or explored without using the “lost and discredited” words of social 
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difference (p. 13). According to Johnson, words like privilege, racism, sexism, 

dominance, oppression, and patriarchy elicit a negative reaction. The language of 

difference causes others to become defensive. For example, the use of the words sexism 

or male privilege causes most men to become uncomfortable, making productive 

communication less possible (Johnson). Yet, Johnson states that it is not possible to 

describe “the consequences of social domination” without using words like dominance or 

patriarchy (p. 12). 

 

Participants 

Merriam (1998) explains that the term participants is used to describe those 

studied in qualitative research because it denotes inclusion and infers that the cooperation 

is of a willing nature. The word participant “captures a number of attitudes about research 

from the qualitative paradigm” and “serves as a litmus test concerning ethics”(Merriam, 

p. 132). This study was an individual case study. The primary participant was Dr. Alexa 

Canady, the first African American female neurosurgeon. The setting for this study was 

primarily Sacred Heart Hospital in Pensacola, Florida. However, the follow-up interview 

took place at Dr. Canady’s home. 

Bogdan and Bilken (1982) assert that the qualitative researcher must make every 

effort to understand different points of view, with the goal in mind to “understand the 

subjects’ world and to determine how and with what criteria they judge it” (p. 210). In 

addition to the interviews with Dr. Canady, I conducted several other interviews. This 

included the planned interview with her mother, Mrs. Hortense Canady. As the research 

design emerged, I planned to interview Dr. Sandeep Sood, Dr. Canady’s professional 
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partner. The interview with Mrs. Canady was conducted by telephone and was 

approximately 30 minutes in length. Prior to conducting the interview with Mrs. Canady, 

and while planning for the interview with Dr. Sandeep Sood, I sent an explanatory letter 

describing the research project. I obtained permission for a taped telephone interview and 

requested a telephone appointment (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). I completed the preliminary 

preparation to interview Dr. Sood, and scheduled the interview twice, to be done at his 

suggestion at the end of his office day. Both times Dr. Sood was unable to keep the 

appointment because of emergency surgery. We were not able to conduct a telephone 

interview. Dr. Sood declined further attempts to do a telephone interview and did not 

respond to an e-mail interview. 

Marshall and Rossman (1999) state that qualitative research uses an “emergent 

design” (p. 2) as alluded to in the preceding paragraph. Likewise, Rubin and Rubin 

(1995) emphasize the continuous nature of qualitative design. As the research progressed, 

several other significant participants were incorporated to add rich data to the research 

findings. These additional participants included Dr. Kelli Tice Wells, a primary care 

physician currently practicing in Pensacola, Florida, and Dr. Tara Daniel, a chiropractor 

from Baldwin County, Alabama, who is currently an educator. The design unfolded as I 

learned more about Dr. Canady and new participants and new perspectives evolved. Later 

during the course of the research, two other prospective participants were approached 

because of their contributions to Dr. Canady’s life. I felt that the perspectives of Dr. Art 

Bloom and Dr. Luis Schut as mentors would be valuable. After many attempts, I was 

unable to locate Dr. Bloom. Because Dr. Schut had been retired 7 years, contacting him 
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was also difficult. I contacted Dr. Schut by mail, describing the research and requesting a 

telephone interview. I did not receive a response.  

 

Crisis of Representation 

According to Schwandt (2001), “the crisis of representation arises from the claim 

that no interpretive account can directly capture lived experience” (p. 41). Patton (2002) 

defines crisis of representation as the understanding that language that is culturally 

constructed cannot fully capture, represent, or give a clear picture of reality. It is 

important to remember that researchers have a moral and practical responsibility when 

speaking for others to be cautious in their judgments and to be willing to risk their 

preconceived notions. As the textual accounts of research unfold, the researchers must 

realize that the participants for whom they speak have unique experiences. In their efforts 

to give an objective account, researchers must remember that race, class, and gender 

greatly influence participants’ lived experiences. As researchers plan the narratives for 

research, they must allow the participants to tell their own story, so that they can speak 

authentically of their experiences (Patton).  

Denzin and Lincoln (2003b) state that the biographically, socially, and culturally 

unique researcher conducts research from his or her own particular place in time. This 

place is created by personal lived experiences and perspectives related to class, race, 

culture, gender, and ethnicity. My social position, as a middle-class African American 

female, influences how I see and hear the world. My personal perspectives, biases, and 

uncertainties influence my perceptions of the words and actions of others.  
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Early in the research process, I encountered my first obstacles, which were related 

to my perceptions. As an African American female, I anticipated being able to identify 

with Dr. Canady in many aspects of her life. Early in the data generating process, I 

became aware of an aspect of my life that gave me a biased view of what I was hearing. I 

became aware of a resounding phrase in my mind, “it couldn’t have been that easy.”  

As a young girl, I aspired to become a doctor. My aunt encouraged me to a degree 

by mentioning it from time to time. There was never any serious pursuit for it seemed an 

unattainable goal. Instead, I chose nursing as a profession. My journey through the local 

community college was economically challenging from the day my mother and I entered 

the doors without money or an idea of how this college education would occur. I spent 

my after-class time working to pay tuition and buy books. Becoming a doctor was sort of 

a fantasy that did not seem attainable. I entered this research endeavor with the biased 

opinion that becoming a doctor included barriers extremely difficult to overcome. It was 

in writing about this bias that I was able to move forward and really listen as Gluck and 

Patai (1991) state, “to hear what women implied, suggested, and started to say but didn’t” 

(p. 17). I really listened to Dr. Canady recapture her life, and I weighed each segment on 

its own merits. 

Duneier (1999), in Sidewalk, adds another dimension to concerns related to social 

position. Duneier notes that social position affects what the researcher sees and, what he 

or she does not know, is not seen. Thus, the researcher’s question, theory, method of 

interpretation, and analysis are guided by a “distinct interpretive community” (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2003b, p. 30). The researcher’s interpretive paradigm should be considered and 
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understood as a possible influence on the research including methods, questions 

considered, and the final interpretations of those questions (Denzin & Lincoln). 

Denzin and Lincoln (2003b) report on the need for the researcher to be able to 

converge his or her accurately recorded observations with the subject’s self-report by 

relying on the verbal and written meanings of the individuals studied as “windows into 

the inner lives” (p. 30) of those individuals. There is no clear gaze into the inner life of an 

individual (Denzin & Lincoln). Any view is always filtered through the lenses of 

language, gender, social class, race, and ethnicity. The only observations are those 

“socially situated in the worlds of—and between—the observer and observed” (Denzin & 

Lincoln, p. 31). 

 

Data Generation 

According to Schwandt (2001), data are generated; they are not out there waiting 

to be collected. I align with the constructivist perspective that knowledge is constructed, 

not discovered (Huberman & Miles, 2002). The researcher’s questions and purposes help 

determine what constitutes data. In other terms, “data are generated or constructed within 

conceptual schemes and by various means that are deemed appropriate to serving 

particular purposes and answering particular questions” (Schwandt, p. 108). In this case 

study, document analysis, oral history, and semistructured interviews were used to 

generate data.       

The systematic use of multiple methods and theoretical perspectives or 

triangulation increases the credibility or reliability of the findings while allowing the 

researcher to get a thorough understanding of what is being studied (Yin, 2003). The 
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researcher’s use of varied methods “adds rigor, breadth, complexity, richness, and depth” 

to inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003b, p. 8). The illuminating qualities of these active 

strategies produce and reveal different kinds of identity (Denzin & Lincoln). My 

commitment to use more than one interpretive practice was vital because each research 

method “provides important insights and knowledge” and makes the world visible in 

different ways (Denzin & Lincoln, p. 12). Although “objective reality can never be 

captured,” the use of multiple methods allows the researcher to capture “as much reality 

as possible” (Denzin & Lincoln, p. 14). Triangulation does not privilege one method over 

another but provides a comprehensive perspective (Patton, 2002). 

 

Oral History and Interviewing 

Oral history was an important methodological aspect of this research. Reinharz 

(1992) states that oral histories “create a written record of the interviewee’s life from 

his/her perspective in his/her own words” (p. 133). The purpose of oral histories is “to 

corroborate, to correct, and to extend the lines of traditional historical inquiry” in which 

“the evidence originates in an act of oral communication, not writing” (Clark, Hyde, & 

McMahan, 1980, p. 29). Oral histories provide the individual’s own account of his 

personal life (Robertson, 1983). Gluck and Patai (1991) refer to “oral narratives” (p. 4) as 

the material gathered in the oral history process, generally using a tape recorder. These 

narratives are the result of varied forms of information gathering “including life history, 

topical interviews, and testimonies” (Gluck & Patai, p. 4). The definition of oral history 

encompasses “the whole enterprise: recording, transcribing, editing, and making public 

the resulting product—usually, but not necessarily, a written text” (Gluck & Patai, p. 4).  
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Oral histories are particularly appealing to the feminist principle of “research by, 

about, and for women” (Gluck & Patai, 1991, p. 11). Feminists value oral history as a 

way to understand and bring forth the history of women in a culture that traditionally uses 

masculine interpretations (Patton, 2002). Oral histories allow women who have been 

silenced or ignored to tell and recover their stories and to revise received knowledge 

about themselves to their perspectives. Gluck and Patai add that “refusing to be rendered 

historically voiceless any longer, women are creating a new history—using our own 

voices and experiences” (p. 222).  

Gluck and Patai (1991) add that women’s oral history involves not only a new list 

of questions to explore, but also a deeper listening to the levels of response to the original 

questions, pauses, and willingness or ability to respond. This allows the researcher to hear 

what the participant suggested or implied but did not state directly, or started to say but 

did not (Gluck & Patai). In the process of understanding a phenomenon, it is important to 

find ways to communicate that understanding.  

The uniqueness of oral histories can best be captured as follows:  

Realizing the possibilities of the oral history interview demands a shift in 

methodology from information gathering, where the focus is on the right 

questions, to interaction, where the focus is on process, on the dynamic unfolding 

of the subject’s viewpoint. It is the interactive nature of the interview that allows 

us to ask for clarification, to notice what questions the subject formulates about 

her own life, to go behind conventional, expected answers to the woman’s 

personal construction of her own experience. This shift of focus from data 

gathering to interactive process affects what the researcher regards as valuable 
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information. Those aspects of live interviews unavailable in a written text—the 

pauses, the laughter—all invite us to explore their meaning for the narrator. The 

exploration does not have to be intrusive; it can be as simple as 

 “What did that [event] mean for you?” (Gluck & Patai, 1991, p. 23) 

The feminist desire for accurate representation of all people, inclusion not exclusion, is a 

strength of oral histories.  

Schwandt (2001) regards interviewing as a method of acquiring direct access to 

the interviewee’s experiences, allowing free interaction between the researcher and the 

interviewee and opportunities for clarification and discussion. Interviewing allows the 

researcher access to the thoughts, ideas, and memories of the individual, in the 

individual’s own words instead of the words of the researcher (Reinharz, 1992). Reinharz 

emphasizes the critical nature of the interview in feminist research as follows: “the use of 

semi-structured interviews has become the principal means by which feminists have 

sought to achieve the active involvement of their respondents in the construction of data 

about their lives” (p. 18). The semistructured or unstructured interview is a valuable 

qualitative data-gathering technique in which the researcher’s planned questions are not 

rigidly adhered to but “the data-gathering conversation” determines how information is 

obtained (Reinharz, p. 281). The semistructured interview also allows for open-ended 

interview questions, which explore the interviewee’s perceptions of reality and give 

opportunity for the researcher to generate theory (Reinharz). 

 Data were generated using qualitative in-depth interviews. I used semistructured 

interviews and asked open-ended questions as the research design evolved and as I 

learned more about the participants. I also used the oral narrative interview technique to 
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create an in-depth account of Dr. Canady’s life. Data generated from the semistructured 

interviews including the oral history interviews were used to create a biographical 

account of Dr. Canady’s life.  

This study included nine interviews with Dr. Canady and single interviews with 

three other participants. The interviews ranged from 30-90 minutes in length. These 

interviews were conducted from December 2004 to March 2005. A follow-up interview 

was strategically conducted with Dr. Canady in August 2005.  

Seidman (1991) stresses the importance of in-depth interviews being tape-

recorded. Tape-recorded interviews allow the researcher to assure accuracy of transcripts 

and greater accountability of data. Merriam (1998) adds that interviews must be 

transcribed to capture as much of the participant’s words as possible. Each interview 

session was audio tape-recorded and transcribed prior to conducting the next interview. 

It is essential for the qualitative researcher to remember that the focus of the in-

depth interview is to allow participants to “reconstruct their experiences and explore their 

meaning” (Seidman, 1991, p. 9). An interview guide with open-ended questions was 

constructed to help establish the focus of the series of interviews. The interview guide 

was not used to lead or manipulate the participants (Seidman). It was used to explore, 

encourage further clarification, probe, and follow up in order to provide richness and 

depth to the understanding that is evolving. Vaz (1997) gives an extensive interview 

guide for oral history taking. The sample questions that follow include some from that 

interview guide: 

1. Family Background 

a.  When and where were you born? 
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b.  What did your parents do for a living? 

c.  What are your siblings’ names, birth order, and levels of education?  

d. Who of your family members inspired you most? 

2. Early Education 

a.  Where did you go to elementary school?  

b.  What was the school like? 

c.  What extracurricular activities were you involved in? 

d.  Were any of your teachers especially influential? How? 

3. College Education 

a.  What college did you attend? 

b.  Tell me about how you came to choose that college.  

c.  How did you feel about going to college? Any fears? Your dreams? Your  

goals? 

4. Academics 

a.  What was your major, and why did you choose it? 

b.  Did you change it? 

c.  What was your favorite class? 

d.  What is your strongest memory? 

Furthermore, I explored Dr. Canady’s professional life using the following example 

questions: 

5. Professional Life  

a.  Tell me about a typical day in your first year of medical school. 

b.  Take me through a day in your work life.  
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Interview questions also covered areas such as financing, academic achievements, and 

extracurricular activities. 

 Besides the aforementioned interviews, I analyzed a number of pertinent 

documents. Merriam (1998) refers to documentary data as “objective and unobtrusive” 

(p. 126) data sources, just as valuable as interviews and observations. Data generating is 

an evolving process that requires the use of both skills and intuition, and should be 

guided by questions, leads, and new insights. Documents are a product of the context in 

which they were produced and, therefore, grounded in the real world. Documents that 

emerged during the research that met the criteria set forth by the research questions were 

a part of the research design. Examples of documents included in this case study are (a) 

newspaper and magazine articles, (b) awards, and (c) other documents verifying 

recognitions.  

 

Data Analysis 

Merriam (1998) emphasizes the need in qualitative research to analyze data as it 

is collected. In order for the research to evolve, it is imperative to avoid collecting all of 

the data and then attempting analysis. Merriam adds that the evolving process will inform 

such areas as what or whom to focus on and how the process should proceed. On-going 

analysis was vital because it allowed me to follow up leads, probe for further 

understanding, and plan future data collection sessions according to what was found in 

ongoing data collection steps. The information obtained from each interview session 

informed the data collection process in the next session.  
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The transcribed text from the tape-recorded interviews was coded for similar 

concepts, themes, and ideas. Rubin and Rubin (1995) describe coding as the process of 

grouping responses from interviews or interview data. Interview data are grouped into 

categories that bring together ideas, concepts, or themes, which are similar in a process.  

Creswell (1998) defines themes as “a statement of meaning that runs through all 

or most of the pertinent data” or “carries heavy emotional or factual impact” (p. 3). 

During the process of data analysis, data were organized by identifying themes and 

looking for common themes among emerging categories. Further data analysis included 

the use of margin notes in refining codes. Major coding categories can include words, 

phrases, sentences, or paragraphs that form concepts. Rubin and Rubin (1995) state that 

data analysis allows the researcher to “formulate themes, refine concepts, and link them 

together to create a clear description or explanation of a culture or a topic” (p. 251). In 

the final stages, the findings are interpreted in the context of the literature and theories in 

the researcher’s field. 

As I moved into the interpretive analysis phase of this research, I sat down with 

my research questions in front of me and, with my theoretical perspective in mind,  

attempted to make sense out of the many pages of interview data. Auerbach and 

Silverstein (2003) define “relevant text” as the text related to the specific research 

concerns (p. 37). I spent a lot of time underlining the data and selecting the relevant text. 

Rubin and Rubin (2005) suggest that a code or label be placed next to each data unit from 

the research questions and theoretical framework. I coded the data in the margins with 

different colored highlighters for easy identification. I identified repeating ideas that 

occurred across interviews from the relevant text and used a cut-and-paste method to 
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group those ideas together in a Word document. The current ideas formed themes 

(Auerbach & Silverstein). Finding these themes became challenging as I began to 

construct the written account of my research findings.  

According to Stake (1995), the use of varied manners of presentation helps to 

portray the uniqueness of the case. In addition, while seeking to understand the 

participants as actors on the stage of the case, the researcher seeks to understand the 

uniqueness, complexity, and commonalities of the case. I adopted the position of Stake 

that the “critical uniqueness” (p. 44) of the case is portrayed by narrative accounts of 

lived experiences, vignettes, and stories. I found it useful as I worked out how to best tell 

Dr. Canady’s story while describing her lived experiences and their contexts.  

 

Ethical Considerations 

Merriam (1998) states that qualitative research must always concern itself with 

ethical aspects related to the protection of the participants. Denzin and Lincoln (2003b) 

emphasize the importance of informed consent and the researcher’s responsibility to 

avoid harm to the participants. From an ethical perspective, as the researcher, 

responsibilities to my participants included informed consent, rights to privacy, and 

protection from risks or harm, which are essential ethical considerations. 

My first ethical responsibility was to seek approval from The University of West 

Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB). An overview of the expected research proposal 

was presented to the IRB and approval to conduct the study was received (Appendix A). 

My second obligation from a moral and ethical perspective was to inform participants of 

the nature of the research and share my commitment to protect them from physical and 
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emotional harm. I fulfilled these responsibilities by giving each participant an overview 

of my personal background and provided information on the purpose and benefits of the 

study. Each participant was informed that no risks were anticipated. In addition, I 

explained the degree of confidentiality. Each participant was given the option to refuse 

participation. Both IRB approval and informed consent from each participant was 

obtained before conducting any research. 

 In order to obtain informed consent, the procedures to be used and any risks that 

might be encountered were explained to each participant. The participants were protected 

from both physical and emotional harm (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003b). The purpose, nature, 

and consequences of the research were explained to the research participants without 

deception. The voluntary agreement by the research participants to participate was given 

verbally and verified by signing the informed consent form (Appendix B). Likewise, the 

right to privacy included protecting the participant’s identity by handling data 

responsibly. An organized, confidential file for data was created to assure the 

confidentiality of the research participants.  

Denzin and Lincoln (2003a) emphasize other ethical considerations. The 

researcher refrained from the use of deceit while studying participants. In addition, I 

made every effort not to portray participants in demeaning ways unless it coincided with 

the subjects’ perception of themselves. As a researcher, I was mindful that my 

responsibilities to the participants take precedence over the study (Denzin & Lincoln). 
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CHAPTER IV 

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS: SETTING THE CONTEXT 

The truth of an idea is not a stagnant property inherent in it. Truth happens to an idea.  
It becomes true, is made true by events.  

William James 

 

I am not sure what I expected to find when I started on this research venture. It is 

clear by the title, The Struggle for Educational Attainment: A Case Study of the First 

African American Female Neurosurgeon, that I assumed that Dr. Canady, growing up in 

the 1950s-1960s and being educated in the 1970s-1980s, had struggled to become the 

first African American female neurosurgeon. My interest in this research probably is the 

result of my early aspiration to pursue medicine as a career choice and my 25-year career 

in nursing administration. But my introduction to this research came because of an article 

entitled “People on the Move,” that appeared in the Pensacola News Journal on June 16, 

2004. The article announced that Dr. Alexa Canady, the first African American female 

neurosurgeon, had joined the staff at Sacred Heart Children’s Hospital (People on the 

Move). For more than a year prior to my preliminary examinations, my research interest 

lay in educational attainment and gender-related issues about how women make positive 

outcomes in their lives. Most of my committee members were aware of my area of 

interest, even though I had trouble narrowing it down. 
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The article in the Pensacola News Journal was my first introduction to Dr. 

Canady. I did not initially see the possibilities. As I reflected, I realized that this research 

option aligned with my area of interest, and the prospect of pursuing this research filled 

me with a sense of anticipation. When introducing this research proposal to my 

committee, I found that one of my professors knew Dr. Canady and was willing to see if 

she was interested in becoming the primary participant in this case study research. After a 

few weeks, I was able to contact Dr. Canady with an e-mail introduction of myself, gain 

consent, and gain access to Dr. Canady’s life. 

Dr. Alexa Irene Canady became the first African American female neurosurgeon 

in 1981 at the age of 30. Exploring the lived experiences of Dr. Canady and the obstacles 

and struggles she encountered related to the hierarchies of race, class, and gender will 

give valuable insights to students, parents, educators, counselors, departments of 

education, and other governing bodies and individuals who are stakeholders in the 

educational outcomes of students’ lives. Understanding her lived experiences is 

impossible without looking at American culture and social structure during the period 

when she grew up.  

 

Changing Times 

The Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s played an important role in Dr. 

Canady’s childhood because it triggered influential changes in American society, politics, 

and economics. In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that racial segregation was 

unlawful in the landmark case Brown v. Board of Education (Steamer & Maiman, 1992). 

The case involved a Black girl in Topeka who lived near a White elementary school but 
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had to travel several miles to attend a Black public school (Current, Williams, Freidel, & 

Brinkley, 1987; Steamer & Maiman).  

Lawyer Thurgood Marshall (later a Supreme Court Justice himself) argued before 

the court that the “badge of inferiority stamped on minority children by segregation 

hindered their full development no matter how equal physical facilities might be” (The 

Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia, 2004, ¶ 1). The Supreme Court agreed and ruled that 

“school segregation inflicted unacceptable damages on those it affected, regardless of the 

relative quality of the separate schools” (Current et al., 1987, p. 840). Chief Justice Earl 

Warren ruled that “separate educational facilities are inherently unequal” and violated the 

equal protection guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution (Current et al., p. 840). Justice Warren’s decision overturned the Plessy v. 

Ferguson (1896) decision that ruled segregation to be lawful.  

The Brown decision gave legal impetus to the movements for social justice of the 

1950s through the 1970s. The Brown decision’s overarching influence extended not only 

from K-12 education, its target group, but also to higher education. According to Giles 

(2004), “Brown v. Board of Education left a lasting imprint on America and its notions of 

citizenship, democracy, diversity, and social equity” (¶ 2). There was renewed hope that 

the promise of democracy would become a reality for all citizens, and it would be played 

out on the stage of every citizen’s everyday life. The Brown decision altered the social, 

political, economic, and racial climate from the Civil Rights Movement through 

Affirmative Action and desegregation down through the years. It gave momentum to the 

Civil Rights Movement and also hastened integration in other public spheres (Giles). 
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 On December 1, 1955, in Montgomery, Alabama, for example, Rosa Parks, a 

Black woman, was arrested when she refused to give up her seat to a White passenger on 

a Montgomery bus. Thus began the Montgomery Bus Boycott, which ended 

discrimination in seating practices on public transportation. This boycott led to the other 

passive resistance protests of the Civil Rights Movement (Brinkley, 2003). 

Martin Luther King, Jr. rose as a leader of the passive resistance movement, and 

on August 28, 1963, he delivered his famous “I have a dream” speech to 250,000 people 

gathered at the March on Washington, “ a multiracial demonstration for jobs, justice and 

civil rights” (Lovgren & Murphy, 2003). King’s 16-minute address, considered the 

greatest American speech of the 20th century, shaped the civil and human rights 

movements in the United States and the world (Lovgren & Murphy). The speech gave 

America a framework for racial reconciliation and awareness of its opportunities to repair 

its past and reconstruct its future (Lovgren & Murphy). And finally, during the summer 

of 1963, President John F. Kennedy submitted a civil rights bill to the United States 

Congress. 

The summer of 1964, called “freedom summer,” (Brinkley, 2003, p. 838) marked 

the shifting emphasis of the movement to voting rights. Unfortunately, freedom summer 

was characterized by extreme violence against civil rights workers of varied racial and 

ethnic backgrounds. Televised attacks caused the nation to be outraged and prompted 

President Lyndon Johnson to propose and seek passage of the Voting Rights Act—the 

Civil Rights Act of 1965 (Brinkley).  

  Early in the 20th century, racial injustice was statistically a southern, rural 

problem; however, by 1960, decades of demographic shifting had made it a national 
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problem. The migration of Black Americans to northern metropolitan cities brought the 

“legal racism in the South” (Brinkley, 2003, p. 839) to housing and employment 

discrimination in these northern industrial cities. Many innercity neighborhoods became 

settlements for the poor as three million Blacks moved from southern to northern cities 

between 1940 and 1960, causing Black ghettos to grow rapidly (Brinkley). Middle-class 

White Americans left the cities for the suburbs, leaving the severe poverty in major 

metropolitan cities behind (Current et al., 1987). By the mid 1960s, 67% of Black 

Americans lived in metropolitan areas (Current et al.). 

Economic conditions were declining for Blacks while, at the same time, 

improving for Whites. During this period, unemployment for Blacks was twice that of 

Whites (Brinkley, 2003). Discrimination in many institutions denied jobs to Blacks. This 

job discrimination prompted President Johnson to support Affirmative Action in 1965 as 

a measure to encourage employees to implement positive measures to recruit minorities 

(Current et al., 1987). Over the next decade, all companies affiliated with the federal 

government adopted Affirmative Action guidelines.  

Another plight of Black Americans in the mid-1960s included race riots in many 

large cities. In this period in American history, the resentment Black Americans felt 

toward the helpless condition of their lives was obvious (Brinkley, 2003). The violence 

placed Americans in a state of alarm, causing an urgent desire for strong measures to end 

the violence and disorder (Brinkley). There were a total of 43 outbreaks; 8 were major. 

The largest, in Detroit, ended in 43 deaths (Brinkley). Finally, in the spring of 1968, the 

Special Commission on Civil Disorders decided to eliminate the terrible conditions of the 
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ghetto, by taking “national action on an unprecedented scale and shape a future 

compatible with the historic ideals of American society” (Brinkley, p. 840). 

This era was also a time when military upheaval and internal unrest plagued 

America. America entered the civil war in Vietnam, described as “the most disastrous of 

all America’s undertakings over the whole 200 years of its history” (Brinkley, 2003, p. 

843). The Vietnam War spanned from 1957 through 1975. Even though the United States 

involvement did not begin until 1965, it extended through the administration of three 

United States presidents.  

The events of 1968 began a period of global changes that were social, cultural, 

and political, changes which touched the lives of many people worldwide. There was 

continued racial unrest and angry student protests all over the nation against traditional 

American culture and politics. America experienced a faltering economy and eventual 

severe recession during 1974 and 1975. From the Watergate Scandal to President’s 

Nixon’s resignation and pardon, America’s faith in politics and political leaders declined 

significantly. At the same time, racial relations became more violent because laws failed 

to uphold social equality. The Vietnam War caused rapid changes in America and the 

world that involved education, both in opportunities and access. The war in Vietnam and 

the accelerating racial unrest in the United States fueled each other and resulted in 

marked social and political tension, causing turbulent times for Americans. 

Alexa Canady was an undergraduate student at the University of Michigan in 

1968, at the height of the Vietnam War. Those were trying times in America, marked by 

the controversy over the Vietnam War and the assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King, 

Jr. and Senator Robert Kennedy.  
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Changing events during 1968 came about because of the population increase of 

the baby boomers and technological advances (Brinkley, 2003). During this time, a 

disproportionate number of the post-World War II baby boomers reached adulthood, 

tripling the number of people attending colleges and universities. This world-wide youth 

culture “valued nonconformity, personal freedom, and even rebellion” (Brinkley, p. 855). 

Even though the members of the new youth culture had little patience, they had power in 

numbers. Because their values were different from the dominant culture of the older 

generation, they challenged the norms and demanded changes in the paternistic, 

autocratic rule in the academic world, thus causing major reform in universities around 

the world.  

Personal freedoms increased, bringing about new social movements, including the 

growth of feminism. In the 1960s and 1970s, women made up 51% of the American 

population (Current et al., 1987). These women began to speak out against sexual 

discrimination, which was such an intricate part of American society that it was the 

unnoticed norm. It was at this time in history that American women began to identify 

with minority groups and insist upon liberation (Brinkley, 2003). Women demanded 

changes in the way society treated them. Public awareness of women’s roles increased 

dramatically, and the role and status of women changed more than at any other time in 

history.  

The growth of feminism was also caused by more women joining the workforce. 

As Americans became increasingly more focused on accumulation of goods as a mark of 

success, more women left home to produce income. Even affluent women struggled to 

overcome the social pressure to stay out of the workforce. By 1963, almost a third of all 
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married women had jobs (Brinkley, 2003). The increased number of women in the 

workplace laid the groundwork for the struggle for equal treatment in employment. In 

1966, the National Organization for Women (NOW) was formed and became the largest 

and most important feminist organization (Current et al., 1987). Feminism drew strength 

and inspiration from the Civil Rights Movement and the Black struggle for equality. 

NOW denounced the male perspective of women’s proper role and worked to remove 

inequality and discrimination against women in the workplace, including inequality in 

salary. NOW addressed the exclusion of women from certain professions and the political 

arena. It exposed the areas of American life leading to legal and economic discrimination 

against women. 

At the same time during the 1960s, women’s rights were advanced by legislation. 

In 1962, President Kennedy established the Commission on the Status of Women and 

issued a directive prohibiting discrimination against women in federal agencies in 

appointments and promotions. In 1963, the Equal Pay Act was passed, which required 

employers to provide equal pay for equal work, regardless of gender (Current et al., 

1987). But the most beneficial advance for women came from Title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964. 

 The Civil Rights Act was proposed to target racial injustice particularly in “access 

to public accommodations” (Hine & Thompson, 1998, p. 283). In addition, it allowed the 

federal government to use the courts to force desegregation in schools (Hine & 

Thompson). Title VII of the Civil Rights Act specifically targeted discrimination in 

employment on the basis of race, color, religion, or national origin. Discrimination on the 
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basis of sex was added as an afterthought. In July 1964, Congress passed the Civil Rights 

Act with gender a part of Title VII (Hine & Thompson).  

 The new law established the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(EEOC) to manage complaints of bias in the workplace and enforce Title VII (Hine & 

Thompson, 1998). In 1972, the EEOC was given power to enforce its mandates in the 

courts and Title VII was expanded to include educational institutions (Schneir, 1994). 

These resulted in policies that ended firing because of marital status or age, opened craft 

unions to women, employed women in high-paying industrial jobs, and eliminated gender 

indicators from job advertisements. Additionally, charges of discrimination in hiring, 

promotion, and salary were determined fairly for white-collar workers, including 

corporate employees, university teachers, and bank personnel (Schneir). Title VII and the 

EEOC together changed the face of American business. 

 Similarly, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 gave the federal government power to 

oversee elections and address discriminatory practices quickly. This act gave African 

Americans opportunities to participate in the electorate process, and over the next 25 

years, African Americans holding public office went from 100 to almost 7,000, including 

many Black women (Hine & Thompson, 1998).  

The advancements of the 1960s were a result of the Civil Rights Movement and 

other open-minded efforts, including Title VII, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the 

Voting Rights Act of 1965. These advancements increased educational and occupational 

opportunities for African Americans. Black women were among those who moved 

forward, though slowly at times, into all fields, including politics, sports, and academia 

(Hine & Thompson, 1998). The wall of sexism and racism was being dismantled one 
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stone at a time (Hine & Thompson). By the end of the 20th century, more than half of the 

African American population in America was middle class and showing great strides 

since the beginning of the Civil Rights Movement. In the 10 years after the Civil Rights 

Act was passed, the number of African Americans attending college increased 350%, 

while the increase for Whites was 150% (Brinkley, 2003).  

Affirmative Action provided a viable plan to realize educational gains for 

minorities in America. Because of the changing historical context and climate, access to 

education was afforded to the nation’s minorities. With these opportunities, many doors 

were opened and major achievements were made by minority students as they attained 

college degrees. According to Hine and Thompson (1998), “the number of firsts during 

the late 1940s through the 1960s is dazzling” (p. 285). 

Although opportunities were being realized in many areas, medicine was 

changing slowly for minorities. During the 1960s, only 1% of all medical students were 

minorities, except at Howard University and Meharry Medical College, historically Black 

colleges. By the year 2000, 11.5% of medical school students in the United States were 

members of underrepresented minority groups (Bollinger, 2001). Affirmative Action in 

admissions decisions was a major reason for this educational increase (Bollinger, 2001).  

 Dr. Lee C. Bollinger (2001), President of the University of Michigan, recognized 

the major contributions of three noted African American physicians who were among the 

underrepresented minority students who graduated from the University of Michigan 

Medical School. Dr. Keith Black, Dr. Alexa Canady, and Dr. Ben Carson attended the 

University of Michigan Medical School in the 1970s and 1980s. They are described by 
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Bollinger as “distinguished individuals” who “went on to establish new benchmarks in 

their specialties” (Bollinger, p. 2).  

Dr. Canady, born in 1950, grew up in an era when America experienced marked 

changes. Some of the exclusions of the earlier period were becoming a thing of the past. 

Dr. Canady would be the first to agree that she was born at a strategic time in American 

history. Her high school education coincided with the Civil Rights Movement of the 

1960s. Dr. Canady entered an era ripe for a change, which resulted in an atmosphere 

more conducive to acceptance. Because of these important social changes, Dr. Canady 

was able to lead the way for African American women into the male-dominated field of 

neurosurgery. 

Neurosurgery is a field that has been dominated by men for years. In fact, in July 

1975, when Dr. Canady, already a graduate of the University of Michigan School of 

Medicine, began her training in the specialization of neurosurgery, there were only four 

female neurosurgeons in the United States. According to the American Board of 

Neurological Surgery (2004), they were (a) Ruth Kerr Jakoby, MD, 1961; (b) Merylee E. 

Werthan, MD, 1972; (c) Joan Lisbeth Venes, MD, 1974; and (d) Carole Ann Miller, MD, 

1975. By the time Dr. Canady completed her neurological surgery training in 1981, there 

were two additional female neurosurgeons: (a) Frances K. Conley, MD, 1977 and (b) 

Mary Kathryn Hammock, MD, 1978.  

Neurosurgery remains a male-dominated profession today. The American Board 

of Neurological Surgery reports that at the end of 2004 there were 138 board certified 

female neurosurgeons. Women in Neurosurgery (WINS, n.d.), a group whose stated 

purpose is to inspire, encourage, and enable women surgeons to realize their professional 
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and personal goals, reports that there are 143 female neurosurgeons. According to Mary 

Louise Sanderson at the American Board of Neurological Surgery, the discrepancy is due 

to the fact that all members of WINS are not yet board certified (personal 

communication, March 30, 2005).  

 

The Naturalistic Context 

It was with the historical context in mind and an encapsulated view of the field of 

neurosurgery that I conducted the interviews with Dr. Canady. Each interview took place 

at Sacred Heart Hospital in Pensacola, Florida, which is the seat of Escambia County, 

Florida. Pensacola is located on the Gulf of Mexico and is historically recognized as 

America’s first European settlement (Morris & Morris, 2003). Sacred Heart Hospital sits 

on the corner of a busy intersection. The primary care facility includes a 24-hour 

Emergency Trauma Center and a Pediatric Trauma Referral Center, as well as centers 

specializing in women’s health, cardiac care, orthopedics, cancer care, and the care of 

children (Sacred Heart Health System, 2005).  

At the end of Dr. Canady’s day, as we conducted each interview, I was able to 

observe her interactions with staff and, sometimes, colleagues. I eventually became a 

familiar part of the late afternoon setting on Tuesdays in the pediatric office, and for a 

short period, the physician’s lounge. As my status shifted away from being a novelty, 

staff interactions struck me as free and uninhibited.  

Several times when I arrived for our scheduled interviews, patients whom Dr. 

Canady had seen in her office that day had emergency situations that required surgical 

intervention. One such incident occurred the afternoon of our second scheduled 
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interview. When I arrived, Dr. Canady was busy in the consultation room at the computer 

where she was assessing patient history data. She indicated to me that the interview we 

had planned for at the close of this day in the office would have to wait until the 

following week, or we could plan on interviewing around her surgery schedule. I opted 

for the around-the-surgery-schedule alternative. Dr. Canady described the two surgical 

cases she was preparing for as an example of the “urgent and emergent” nature of 

neurosurgery. These unscheduled cases dictated the events of her evening. The demands 

of neurosurgery are a reality. 

We left the consultation room and took two elevators and a long walk to the 

surgical area. As Dr. Canady exited the female physicians’ locker room, where she had 

changed into scrubs, we ran into the 8-year-old patient who was her first surgical patient 

for the afternoon. Dr. Canady spoke to and interacted with the young patient personally, 

while she informed and reassured the mother. It was evident to me that day that each 

aspect of care for patient and family is second nature to Dr. Canady.  

We conducted the interview around the surgical schedule. I observed Dr. 

Canady’s interactions with the anesthesiologist and other staff as they discussed specifics 

of the case. It would be around 30 minutes before the surgical team was ready for her. Dr. 

Canady assured me that we could begin the interview. We stopped the interview about 

halfway through, and Dr. Canady left the lounge to perform the surgical procedure.  

 When Dr. Canady returned, she reported the condition of the patient to the family, 

and we completed the interview, each step with a familiarity that was obvious. Although 

it was long past 7:00 p.m., while waiting on the next case, she seemed at ease, relaxed, 
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and comfortable with the change in events which extended her workday. At the end of the 

interview, Dr. Canady checked to be sure I knew how to find the exit from the hospital. 

On my long walk to the parking lot, I was both awed at the turn of events for the 

evening, and astounded at the way Dr. Canady moved from one detailed event to the next 

in step with the surgical team. It reminded me of a conductor of an orchestra; although 

the conductor never utters a sound, the beautiful music that is played is a result of each 

role being played in tune. 

 

Chronicles of a Pioneer 

 As a trailblazer, when Dr. Canady became the first African American female 

neurosurgeon, her contributions provided access for African American females to the 

predominately male profession of neurosurgery. From the interviews that were conducted 

over a period of many weeks and the analysis of a number of documents, I was able to 

chronicle the significant events of Dr. Canady’s life in this biography. This in-depth look 

into Dr. Canady’s life is of interest because of her accomplishments in the unique 

specialization of neurosurgery. Dr. Canady’s lived experiences will provide useful 

insights into how she overcame the barriers common to the times in which she lived to 

excel not only as a physician, but also as a female neurosurgeon in the highly specialized, 

male-dominated area of neurosurgery. While at Children’s Hospital in Detroit, Dr. 

Canady was recognized as having “built the neurosurgery program into a nationally 

respected service” (Anstett, 1999, p. 3). According to Dr. Luis Schut, Dr. Canady, as 

Chief of Neurosurgery at Children’s Hospital in Detroit, is known for “turning a marginal 

[neurosurgery] program into ‘one of the best in the country’” (Anstett, p. 3). Dr. Alexa 
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Canady is recognized for her patient-centered, collaborative approach. Another fact less 

known about Dr. Canady is that she has also excelled as an educator. Dr. Canady taught 

at Wayne State University School of Medicine and was named Teacher of the Year at 

Children’s Hospital in 1984 (Abbey, 2002).  

 Dr. Alexa Irene Canady was born in Lansing, Michigan, on November 7, 1950. 

She is the only daughter and second child born to Elizabeth Hortense (Golden) Canady 

and Clinton Canady, Jr. She has three brothers, Clinton III (Joe), Allan, and Mark. 

Alexa’s parents were community minded and family oriented. Her father, a graduate of 

the Meharry Medical College, was a respected dentist in the Lansing community. He has 

served on various boards in Lansing, including “the city’s police, fire, parks, and 

recreation boards” (Rich, 2000, ¶ 2). Her mother received a bachelor’s degree in biology 

from Fisk University and a master’s degree in college student personnel administration 

from Michigan State University. Although Mrs. Canady was a stay-at-home mother who 

spent the early years of Alexa’s life as a homemaker, she was very active in community 

service. Mrs. Canady, for example, was the first African American elected to the Lansing 

Board of Education. She is a member of the Lansing Chapter of Leaks and founder of the 

Les Meres, a group that brings together mothers and daughters from the 7th to 12th 

grades. She was national president of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority from 1983 to 1988 for 

two consecutive 2-year terms, plus an additional year when she was the well-known 

president at the organization’s 75th year anniversary. Mrs. Canady also served as the first 

executive director of the Lansing Community College Foundation.  

The family moved from downtown Lansing to the outskirts of town to a new 

neighborhood, which was predominately White. Alexa attended kindergarten in 
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downtown Lansing at the Kalamazoo Street School, located a block from the capitol. The 

Kalamazoo Street School was close to the Black neighborhood and was racially mixed. 

Alexa then attended Pleasant Grove Elementary School, a county school, for the 1st, 2nd, 

and 4th grades (She skipped 3rd grade). Alexa and her older brother, Joe, were the only 

Black students attending Pleasant Grove Elementary School. After the area they lived in 

was annexed into the city, Alexa and Joe were bused for the 5th and 6th grades to Lewton 

Elementary School in the Lansing school district, next to the Lansing Country Club.  

It was while attending Pleasant Grove Elementary School that Alexa met with 

some life-changing circumstances. It is noteworthy that as an elementary school student 

she experienced racial conflicts that were significant in influencing the course of her life. 

Although the incidents were unfortunate, positive outcomes came about for her because 

of those incidents.  

In the 2nd grade, Alexa took an intelligence test at Michigan State University 

through a class project when a relative was taking classes there. The results of the test 

were significantly above average. Alexa was brought to Michigan State University and 

retested in class with the same exceptional results. According to Mrs. Canady, the 

instructor contacted the principal of Pleasant Grove Elementary School to inquire about 

the student with such impressive intelligence test scores. When the principal checked the 

school records, he found that Alexa’s California Achievement Test scores had not been 

recorded for her, but actually had been recorded for a White male student. When the 

mistake was discovered, Alexa was allowed to skip the 3rd grade, and the teacher’s 

contract was not renewed.  
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 During the 7th and 8th grades, Alexa attended West Junior High and then Dwight 

Rich Junior High School, a brand new school, during the 9th grade. For the remainder of 

her high school education, she attended Everett High School, a predominately White 

school, about 5 miles from home.  

Achievement was an important part of Alexa’s life from the early years of her 

education. While in junior high school, she won a blue ribbon for a science fair. Her 

project, “The Anatomy of Speech,” showed how the palates and other organs create 

speech. After a write-up in the local paper, the family received “a racist, obscene phone 

call.” 

 Alexa read extensively, beginning in elementary school where she would read as 

many as 10 books a day. She says she would read little biographies by the bag loads. She 

continued to gain excitement and pleasure from reading. She shared that when she was in 

about the 4th grade her mother had to intervene to convince the librarian that it was all 

right for Alexa to read books from the adolescent section. Her parents, who were avid 

readers, subscribed to many magazines and promoted in their children a love for reading. 

Among the magazines that the family received on a regular basis were Time, Newsweek, 

US News and World Report, Wall Street Journal, and Sports Illustrated. From a young 

age, Alexa and her brothers would race to the mailbox to get the magazines and then fight 

over who would read them first. Between the ages of 10 to 14, Alexa would take the bus 

downtown and spend Saturdays at the library and paperback bookstore.  

As a third-generation college student, Alexa’s love for learning was encouraged 

by both her mother and maternal grandmother. Learning was important in Alexa’s home. 

Dr. Canady’s mother would instruct her children to look up the answer when they asked 
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questions, creating a sense of exploration and a quest for knowledge in them. She stated 

that her grandmother listened to her when she talked even though she was a little girl. 

Thus, her grandmother acknowledged her inquisitive mind as an important asset and 

taught her not to be afraid to speak and ask questions.  

Alexa’s maternal grandmother had dual master’s degrees, one in social work and 

the second in education. She taught elementary education to teachers at Lane College in 

Jackson, Tennessee. The family had not only a strong heritage of education but also a 

history of completing college at an early age. Both Alexa and her mother entered college 

at 16 years of age. They and her maternal grandmother completed college at 19. 

One of Alexa’s fondest memories was of the summer she spent with her maternal 

grandmother, a time she referred to as “the summer I went to college at 9 years old.” That 

summer she spent a lot of time with Anna Cook, the librarian at Lane College who was a 

friend of her grandmother. Anna Cook helped Alexa develop her love for reading by 

picking out books for her, one of which was The Diary of Anne Frank. Another of her 

grandmother’s friends taught Spanish at Lane College, a class Alexa attended while 

visiting her grandmother, thus attending her first college course at 9 years of age. Alexa 

also began to explore French as a second foreign language.  

Friends also influenced Alexa early in her life. She developed close friendships 

with a group of White students who had similar interests and who also became high 

achievers and life-long friends. The first was Steve Waterbury in the 4th grade, followed 

by Tom McKenna and Kathy Anderson in junior high school. Pam Dale Waterbury 

joined the group in high school. This group of friends pursued interests that were not the 

usual activities of preteens and teenagers, including taking mathematics, science, 
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Spanish, and computer classes at Michigan State University during the summers while 

still in high school. Their interests included attending discussion sessions, arranged by the 

teachers at their homes. 

Throughout her high school experience, both friends and teachers were 

influential. She was influenced by those teachers whom she described as being tough and 

insisting on their students’ best. Ms. Galich, one of these teachers, told Alexa that she 

would receive a B if she didn’t try hard enough and do her best. Ms. Tillman, the 

geometry teacher, helped her advance in two mathematics levels in the same year. Mr. 

Courtney Berger was in charge of debate, which was a big part of Alexa’s high school 

days. These teachers influenced her by never compromising and always insisting on 

excellence.  

In addition to her academic endeavors, Alexa was active in intramural sports that 

included girls, such as basketball, volleyball, and some football. She was a cheerleader in 

junior high school. Other interests were Spanish, science, public affairs, and political 

clubs. She worked on the school newspaper and yearbook and was a library aide in high 

school. As a member of the debate team in high school, she had close contacts and 

traveled extensively for debates. 

The family traveled all over the country and abroad every summer to wherever 

the annual dental convention was being held. One of the things her parents taught her was 

not to be afraid, but to embrace new experiences. Each trip began with anticipation of 

exploring the new place and becoming comfortable and unafraid of that exploration. 

Thus, traveling helped her to learn to overcome anxiety and become at ease with new 

places.  
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Alexa recalls that summer vacations were very meaningful in her life as she 

learned valuable lessons then. She spent two summers in northern Michigan at 

Interlochen National Music Camp at the urging of Ms. Arnold, her piano teacher. She 

saw the summers at Interlochen as an alternative to spending the summers at home. 

While at Interlochen the summers before the 9th and 10th grades, she learned a valuable 

lesson about commitment. Although she was not a serious musician herself, she described 

Ms. Arnold as a dedicated musician. She learned about commitment to excellence while 

observing the committed music students as they practiced with such dedication that they 

had to be made to stop practicing. Alexa would use that same tenacity to achieve her 

career aspirations. 

Family trips included visits to relatives on holidays and to family events in varied 

cities. These visits included a trip to Nashville for an uncle’s graduation and a trip to an 

aunt’s (her maternal grandmother’s sister) graduation from the University of Tennessee. 

Although she cannot document it, she remembers this trip as a grand celebration, when 

her aunt became the first Black female to receive a master’s degree from the University 

of Tennessee. Other family trips included a trip to California in 1956 and again in 1961. 

There was also a 3-week family vacation to Europe in 1962, which included time in 

Switzerland, France, Italy, and Belgium. 

 While vacationing in New York with her parents and their friends, Alexa and their 

friend’s daughter, Lynn Weaver, persuaded their parents to allow them to take a vacation 

abroad as a gift for their high school graduation the following summer. Alexa and her 

friend, Lynn, could not agree on where they should vacation. Lynn wanted to go to the 

Caribbean, but Alexa wanted to visit Russia, which she had read about on the back of the 
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New York Times. Her parents would agree to the trip only if someone they knew went 

with her.  

 After convincing her friend Chris File to go with her, Alexa traveled to Russia at 

16 years of age for an 8-week Grand European Tour, sponsored by the American School 

in Switzerland. The trip took them to Switzerland, East and West Germany, Lithuania, 

Bosnia, Listonia, Moscow, Armenia, Yugoslavia, and Romania. The group flew into 

Switzerland and traveled by train to Nuguana on the Italian border. They stayed in a villa 

with a park nearby within walking distance from downtown. While there, they studied 

Russian culture and literature. The instructors and tour guides were Carol Gephardt of 

Gephardt and Alps, and Ron Suny (currently professor of Armenian studies at the 

University of Michigan), two very knowledgeable tour guides who had studied about 

Eastern Europe at Bosnia University. According to her mother, Alexa’s vivid memory of 

details of travel was once mistaken for lying by her 2nd-grade teacher. 

  Because her original career aspiration was to become a mathematician, Alexa 

spent many years focused on that goal. While in high school, she enlisted the assistance 

of her mathematics teacher, Ms. Tillman, in taking Algebra II and trigonometry in the 

same year in order to ensure her proficiency in mathematics. She learned the material for 

the second course on her own at home with the teacher’s guidance. At another time, she 

commuted to the local community college at night to take a calculus class with Tom 

McKenna, who was in her core group of friends. 

 Alexa’s friends took different directions as they exited high school, but they 

remained close acquaintances with her. Steve Waterbury, Kathy Anderson, and Pam Dale 

Waterbury attended Michigan State University. Both Tom McKenna and Alexa aspired to 
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become mathematician, and both applied to Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT). As a prospective mathematician, Alexa wanted to attend MIT, and she was very 

disappointed when she did not get accepted. Thus, the circumstances that caused her to 

pursue medicine instead of mathematics began with not being accepted into MIT. 

Which college to attend was a source of family debate. In an effort to protect her 

brother Joe’s individuality, her parents had not allowed her to apply to the University of 

Michigan, where Joe was already a student. Although she did not get accepted into MIT, 

she was accepted into the honors program at the University of Chicago. Her parents 

reconsidered their position on her attending the University of Michigan because they did 

not view Chicago as a viable option for their 16-year-old daughter. Alexa applied to the 

University of Michigan and received her acceptance letter within 48 hours. She recalls 

that it was the ego boost she needed after not getting into the college of her first choice.  

During the first year at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, she began to be 

acutely aware that her love of mathematics was not strong enough to continue pursuing 

that degree. She then thought about law, but decided it was not quite right for her either. 

Alexa became bored with academics and began to either miss classes or attend 

sporadically. Her energy was no longer spent on academics but went toward having fun 

and pursuing other interests. Those interests included spending time on the debate team. 

During her second and third year at the University of Michigan, she spent a great deal of 

her time at the Michigan Daily, where she worked as the editorial page editor.  

Failure to attend class began to cause problems. She had attended one of her 

classes only once, and when she showed up for its final exam, she learned it was a take 

home final that had been given 2 weeks earlier. Alexa ended up with a D for the class. In 
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a prior term, she received a C after having attended a class only once. This time, she was 

placed on academic probation for failing a class. For the first time in her life, she 

floundered in academics.  

 This crossroads in her life brought her to what she describes as a “crisis of 

confidence.” During this period in her academic life, her father visited her at the 

University of Michigan each week, making the 1-hour drive from their hometown of 

Lansing. According to Alexa, they ate dinner, where her father made no mention of her 

academic decline or what she should do. These visits continued weekly as long as she 

was having trouble getting back on track.  

A minority fellowship program, meant to interest minority students in health 

sciences, changed Dr. Canady’s life in a positive way. Her interest in buying a car 

prompted her brother Joe to tell her about this fellowship that paid $400 per month. She 

applied and got the health fellowship. While working at the Michigan Daily during the 

evening and receiving a $400 monthly stipend, she also worked in the health sciences 

area between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 

 Alexa worked in a lab at the University of Michigan while on the fellowship and 

fell in love with medicine. She observed Dr. Art Bloom, a pediatrician and geneticist at 

the University of Michigan, whose laboratory employed her, and was inspired by his love 

for his work. Because of this experience and Dr. Bloom’s influence, she decided to 

pursue medicine as a career choice. Today, she still credits Dr. Bloom as an influential 

person in her life.  

Alexa then looked at the requirements for admission to medical school. Going 

into her senior year at the University of Michigan, she found out that she only needed two 
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courses, genetics and biochemistry, to complete the requirements for medical school. She 

completed those required courses and received the bachelor’s degree in zoology in May 

1971 from the University of Michigan. 

 Getting accepted into medical school was a concern because of her diminished 

academic progress during two of her early years of undergraduate school. The issue of 

grades came up in her interviews for medical school. Alexa admitted she had not known 

what she wanted and had drifted for a few years. She credits the time she spent as 

editorial page editor of the Michigan Daily for strong writing skills and being well known 

around the University of Michigan. As a member of the debate team, her speaking skills 

were exceptional. She lists these skills and experiences as positives in being accepted into 

the University of Michigan Medical School.  

 But, despite her grades, her scores on the Medical College Admission Test 

(MCAT) were outstanding. Although she applied to many schools, she only interviewed 

at the University of Michigan and Wayne State University in Detroit. Alexa was relieved 

when she received the acceptance letter to medical school from the University of 

Michigan. 

 Medical school was a time for Alexa to prove herself. She had to reestablish 

herself as a good student, so she became committed to academic excellence. She got rid 

of her television and spent much of her time studying. She gave herself permission to 

take Fridays off, but studied the other days. Although she described medical school as 

really tough, she was intrigued with all she was learning. She stated she was ready to 

work, because it was a proving ground for her. 
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 The rigor of medical school required a concerted effort. There was a lot to learn, 

including both the language of medicine and the theory. While in medical school, Alexa 

attended 32 hours of lecture per week. In addition to the lectures, there were labs three to 

four times a week and day-long tests were given every 6 weeks. She stated she loved this 

arrangement because it forced students to stay on top of the material.  

 Dr. Canady has described medical school as “a whole new world with a huge 

amount of work.” She says of the workload, “I never worked so hard in my life.” 

Although she studied alone, she tutored other students. She began to shine again 

academically, and remembered “it was fun.” 

During her senior year in medical school, Alexa spent several 5-week rotations at 

some of the most prestigious hospital and medical schools in the country, including Yale, 

Columbia, and the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF). She did these 

rotations the last part of her senior year in order to optimize her chances of being 

accepted into a neurosurgical training program. She was inducted into the Alpha Omega 

Alpha Honorary Medical Society (AOA). Dr. Canady graduated from the University of 

Michigan’s School of Medicine cum laude in June 1975. She also received a citation 

from the American Medical Women’s Association in 1975. 

Getting into a neurosurgery program as the first African American female was 

challenging. Although she had completed medical school and graduated cum laude as a 

member of AOA, the chairman at the University of Michigan was very obvious about not 

wanting to be progressive in allowing Dr. Canady into the internship program there. At 

that time, there were only four female neurosurgeons in the country and no African 

American females.  
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Dr. Canady applied to and was interviewed by Yale, Columbia, UCSF, University 

of Minnesota, Virginia, Johns Hopkins, and Duke. According to Dr. Canady, UCSF was 

her first choice, and Yale and Columbia were tied for second choice. She had done a 5- 

week rotation at Yale and was accepted into the neurosurgery internship program there. 

She therefore continued her medical training by completing a 1-year internship at 

Connecticut’s Yale-New Haven Hospital. 

Near the beginning of her 1-year internship at Yale, Dr. Shelly Chou, chairman at 

the University of Minnesota offered Dr. Canady a residency position. In July, before 

accepting this offer, she sought verification from the chairman at Yale that she would 

have Yale’s position as their neurosurgery resident. The chairman replied that he would 

not make known his decision until October. Dr. Canady accepted the offer from the 

University of Minnesota, because she felt that she had to take the offer of which she was 

certain. Later she found out, as she had suspected, that she had been the choice for Yale’s 

neurosurgery residency position. During the remainder of her internship at Yale, Dr. 

Canady gained extensive experience having an opportunity to participate in procedures 

not often made available to interns. Then she began her surgical residency on July 1, 

1975, at the University of Minnesota. 

Dr. Canady completed 5 years of residency training at the University of 

Minnesota on June 30, 1981, at the age of 30, becoming the first African American 

female neurosurgeon. In 1982, she completed a 1-year fellowship with a 

subspecialization in pediatric neurosurgery at Children’s Hospital in Philadelphia. She 

then worked for the neurosurgery department of Detroit’s Henry Ford Hospital.  
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At Henry Ford Hospital, Dr. Canady did not have the opportunity to do as many 

pediatric neurosurgical cases as she would have liked. Her average pediatric caseload was 

about 24 cases per year. She was offered a position at Children’s Hospital of Michigan in 

Detroit. She joined the staff there in 1983. During her first month at Children’s Hospital, 

she performed 32 pediatric surgical cases, and her career grew exponentially.  

In 1984, Dr. Canady was certified by the American Board of Neurological 

Surgery and remains today as one of the 138 certified female neurosurgical diplomates 

(American Board of Neurological Surgery, 2004). Her name appears among the 

diplomates, along with her distinction as “the first African American female 

neurosurgeon.” Also in 1984, Dr. Canady took a position as associate professor at Wayne 

State University in Detroit. There she spent many years training other neurosurgeons 

while maintaining an affiliation with the William Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oaks, 

Michigan. 

In 1986, 3 years after joining Children’s Hospital of Michigan, Dr. Canady was 

named the assistant director of neurosurgery. The following year, in 1987, she accepted 

the position of chief of pediatric neurosurgery at Children’s Hospital. As head of 

Children’s Hospital neurosurgery department, Dr. Canady became the first African 

American woman to hold such a position in the United States (Abbey, 2002, p. 33). As 

chief of neurosurgery at Children’s Hospital, she was responsible for the neurosurgical 

department and all of its components, including supervising 13-14 neurosurgeons, nurse 

practitioners, and office staff. Under her watch, the Children’s Hospital neurosurgery 

program became one of the best in the country (Rich, 2000). Dr. Canady redefined the 

role of the surgeon with a focus not on operating, but on helping people (Lanker, 1989).  
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 Dr. Canady spent 18 years of her career at Children’s Hospital. Her tenure at 

Children’s Hospital gave her an opportunity to  

Work at a place committed to taking care of the needs of those who really need 

the help, not because of any profit to be made, but because it has to be done. 

Someone must be available to promise the poor that some physicians care more 

about their health than how the bill will be paid. (Abbey, 2002, p. 33)  

As chief of the neurosurgery department at Children’s Hospital of Michigan in 

Detroit, Dr. Canady performed about a dozen surgeries a week. Many involved removing 

cancerous tumors from the brain or spine. Others were performed to find or correct 

abnormalities that cause seizures as well as surgeries to relieve hydrocephalus, a birth 

defect that occurs in some children. Also under Dr. Canady’s supervision, Children’s 

Hospital gained a reputation for saving children with gunshot wounds (Henderson, 2001). 

Her areas of expertise also include craniofacial abnormalities and epilepsy (Rich, 2000). 

Dr. Canady’s collaborative leadership approach is exemplified in her position that 

it takes all the people in a hospital to make it work. She has stated that “if you think you 

are ‘the grand pooh bah’ it becomes a relationship of unequals, nothing works without 

everybody, including the patient who has the information you need.” She maintains that 

one of the joys of medicine is having an opportunity to be a “part of the interior of 

people’s lives” (Henderson, 2001, ¶ 5). Dr. Canady takes the responsibilities of her 

profession seriously, and she deals with families in a caring and serious manner when she 

relates diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment plans. On the other hand, she has a light side 

to her personality that helps her when she interacts with her pediatric patients. She keeps 
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abreast of the latest video games so that she can have something fun to talk about with 

her patients.  

Among Dr. Canady’s contributions to the field of neurosurgery is the patented 

invention of a new valve to treat hydrocephalus (Sangiorgio & Stojanovic, 2001). Dr. 

Canady stated that she and her colleagues collaborated on the invention—she contributed 

a lot to the thought process. She is also the author of over 100 scientific articles. She 

speaks nationally and is known around the nation for her expertise in her field as a senior 

pediatric neurosurgeon. 

 Dr. Canady’s expertise has been recognized throughout her career, as she has 

received numerous awards and honors. The National Association of Negro Business and 

Professional Women’s Clubs named her Woman of the Year in 1986 (Abbey, 2002; 

Henderson, 2001). She received the Candace Award from the National Coalition of 100 

Black Women in 1986 and was inducted into the Michigan Women’s Hall of Fame in 

1989 (Abbey). Other awards include Woman of the Year from the American Medical 

Women’s Association in 1993 and the Athena Award from the University of Michigan 

Alumnae Council in 1995 (Henderson). The National Medical Association, in their 

Celebrity Tribute to Medicine, recognized Dr. Canady in 1994 (Henderson). 

 Aside from the awards and accolades of her career, she views her marriage as one 

of her greatest accomplishments. She married George Davis on June 18, 1988. She was in 

her late 30s and had already experienced most of the strenuous educational preparation 

for her career. Her husband’s military background helped him understand the 

responsibilities of neurosurgery. Dr. Canady’s husband shows her a different way of 

looking at life. His philosophy is if it’s your duty, it’s your duty; just do it. He understood 
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and accepted the demands of her career. According to Dr. Canady, her husband not only 

gives her an alternative worldview to that of the neurosurgery world, but he also lets her 

be herself. 

Her hobbies include reading books, papers, and magazines; going out to dinner; 

and going for walks. Among her daily readings are The Wall Street Journal, the New 

York Times, the Washington Post, the Detroit papers, and her hometown papers. In 

addition, she reads People Magazine, Fortune, Newsweek, Time, and The Economist. 

According to Dr. Canady, she is happiest at home in her study, with books around her, 

the computer in front of her, and the TV above. 

 After retiring on June 1, 2001, from Children’s Hospital of Michigan, in Detroit, 

Dr. Canady relocated to Pensacola, Florida. Her love for neurosurgery steered her back to 

the practice of pediatric neurosurgery, though on a smaller scale in a smaller community, 

yet she still has made a large impact on lives.  

Dr. Canady has had a positive influence on the medical community and pediatric 

health care as a whole in Pensacola, Florida, and its surrounding communities. Members 

of the Pensacola community often express their appreciation of the services she provides. 

As a senior pediatric neurosurgeon on the staff at Sacred Heart Hospital, she has 

improved the availability of specialized care to children and their families in and around 

the Pensacola area.  

My impressionistic view of Dr. Canady, this widely appreciated physician, 

gradually emerged over the course of our weekly interviews, which revealed a great deal 

about this 55-year-old African American female who is a pediatric neurosurgeon. Dr. 

Canady is a tall, slightly graying, full-figured woman. She laughs easily and responds 
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quickly and thoroughly in conversation. Her laugh is hearty, warm, and spontaneous as 

well as strong, bold, and contagious. Her sense of humor is free flowing, and her face 

lights up when she laughs. Her laughter provokes a warm feeling of peace and joy in me. 

 Her mood easily changes from serious to light and back again depending on what 

is being discussed. Her demeanor is very warm and inviting. Her voice is firm, yet 

nonintimidating. It carries an air of authority, yet at the same time is warm and calming. 

She speaks clearly, and her enunciation is precise. She almost always speaks in complete 

sentences. 

Dr. Canady appears to be uninhibited in her speech and other actions. Her body 

language is easy to read. When she speaks of emotional situations, such as her decision 

not to have children, or of race-related incidents, her voice drops. Dr. Canady’s joy in her 

chosen profession is easy to see in her demeanor. At times she speaks of her love for 

neurosurgery and the fun she had both while training for and practicing her profession. 

When speaking of neurosurgery, she leans forward, her face lights up, and her voice takes 

on a light-hearted air. It is evident by her body language that Dr. Canady loves 

neurosurgery.  
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CHAPTER V 

SEEKING AN INSIDE VIEW: STRUGGLES, STRATEGIES, STORIES, AND 

SUCCESSES 

Truth, when not sought after, rarely comes to light.  
Oliver Wendell Holmes 

 

As I began to write the findings with my research questions in front of me and my 

theoretical framework in mind, I struggled over how to proceed. Each attempt at writing 

was without form or shape. Initially, it did not appear that Dr. Canady had experienced 

any racial or gender oppression. As the research progressed, instances emerged where 

race and gender did affect Dr. Canady’s life as a Black woman in the United States in the 

era when she was getting her training and launching her career. It gradually became clear 

that Dr. Canady’s matter-of-fact demeanor regarding issues related to race was the 

personal stance with which she overcame challenges. I came to understand that Dr. 

Canady’s perspective on her life might be similar to that of the artist, Faith Ringgold, in A 

Shining Thread of Hope: The History of Black Women in America (Hine & Thompson, 

1998). Ringgold states, “I don’t want the story of my life to be about racism, though it 

played a major role. I want my story to be about attainment, love of family, art, helping 

others, courage, values, and dreams coming true” (as cited in Hine & Thompson, p. 314).  

Yet, I could not tell Dr. Canady’s story without discussing how race, class, and 

gender affected her. The ideas that follow address the interconnections among race, class,
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and gender. Surveying these ideas lays a foundation for looking at four themes in Dr. 

Canady’s stories: (a) walking around the edges, (b) challenging the system of power, (c) 

staying on task, and (d) leaving a bit of a bad taste. All themes illustrate those 

intersections. In addition, specific experiences she related show the impact of race, class,  

and gender. Before examining those themes, let us revisit the matters of race, gender, and 

class with special attention to social class. 

Collins (2000) maintains that race, class, and gender cannot be separated; they are 

among the intersecting oppressions that form a “unique matrix of domination” (p. 23) that 

affect lived experiences. Collins, hooks (1995), and Johnson (2000) add that the 

interrelatedness of race, class, and gender influence women’s fate. Because it is not 

possible to tell where one begins and the other ends, any analysis must consider all three 

of these factors.  

Sexism and racism are a part of Black women’s lives as aspects of their identities 

in a combined way, and both aspects are further shaped by social class, which is often 

present as a catalyst (Hine & Thompson, 1998). As a result, any attempt to report 

findings adequately would have to take into consideration race, gender, and class at a 

minimum.  

Dr. Canady indicated that for her, issues related to race were more pronounced 

than gender, but both were present. For example, Dr. Canady explained, 

So I think that being Black, you never quite get to the fact that you are a woman; 

you are already in trouble. I think being a woman is always secondary to being 

Black. The woman thing is not as ingrained in some ways. I mean the 

presumption towards women is that they just do not belong; the presumption 
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towards Blacks is that they are not sufficiently skilled. It’s a different kind of 

perception.  

Collins (1995) and hooks (1995) indicate that sometimes Black women do not 

acknowledge gender oppression. Collins adds that Black women’s views of reality are 

also influenced by the work they do, the communities they live in, and their relationships 

with others. Social class introduces further variations in what Black women see and 

value; thus, their standpoints are embedded in embodied conditions structured by social 

class as well as by gender and race. Dr. Canady’s social class, then, must be 

acknowledged as having had a profound influence on her life. 

Max Weber describes social class in terms of “life chances” (Dahrendorf, 1979, p. 

28). Life chances are the opportunities that people have because they belong to a 

particular group. Although shaped by one’s place in the class system, life chances include 

living conditions and life experiences, such as possession of goods, annual income, and 

access to social and occupational opportunities, all of which are influenced by a quality 

education (Dahrendorf). Therefore, a quality education provides lifetime benefits.  

The class position of her family positively influenced Dr. Canady’s ability to 

obtain an education. Her life chances, in conjunction with her race and gender, helped to 

shape the outcomes of her life. According to Collins (1998) “one encounters inherited 

patterns of opportunity or disadvantage, based on the class position of one’s family” (p. 

217). Although she [Dr. Canady] remarked, “I’m a third-generation college graduate,” 

regarding her maternal family line, she acknowledges that her father contributed greatly 

to her education. She related, “My father paid for my education.” It is significant that her 
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father, Dr. Clinton Canady, Jr., whose parents were working class, completed his 

professional dental training prior to the 1950s. 

Dr. Canady’s advantageous class position as the daughter of a dentist in the 1950s 

provided not only a clear financial advantage, but also access to learning opportunities, 

such as travel abroad during high school. Her privileged background was beneficial in 

building skills and influencing perceptions and expectations that were aspects of her 

success. Dr. Canady explained, “I’ve always been pretty analytical, but my family is very 

analytical. At the dinner table, we’d analyze and talk; so the analysis and discussion 

about the how and what led to the fight to accrue the battle.” Dr. Canady herself 

acknowledged, “It always helped to be in the upper-middle class, it’s better than being 

poor . . . in a lot of ways.”  

Partly as an upper-middle class person, Dr. Canady maintained a strong personal 

view of herself not narrowly defined by society’s expectations or constraints. Even as a 

female member of a minority group, her social class contributed to her perception of self. 

Although she experienced the stereotypical beliefs held by others, she did not internalize 

feelings of inferiority as is common among less advantaged members of oppressed 

groups. She claimed she always had a strong self-concept and was confident of her 

abilities. Dr Canady said, 

Because I was a Black woman, I had been through all this stuff before in my 

whole life. I grew up in the fifties and the sixties, I was the kid they called Negro 

around the schoolyard. So I had skills . . . I knew how to live in a climate that was 

not totally conducive.  
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Walking Around the Edges 

 As an overarching theme, “walking around the edges” looks at the efforts Dr. 

Canady took to become known in neurosurgery at a time when there were very few 

female neurosurgeons. According to the American Board of Neurological Surgery 

(2004), there are a total of 5,484 neurosurgeons in the United States. Today there are only 

138 female neurosurgeons. In 1975, when Dr. Canady started her specialization training 

as the first African American female neurosurgeon, there were only four female 

neurosurgeons (see chapter 4). 

The investment of time is central to the theme walking around the edges, which 

relates to Dr. Canady’s efforts to become known in neurosurgery. She explored 

neurosurgery as a specialization from an up close and personal perspective. She took 

measures to improve the chance that she would be given an opportunity to train as a 

neurosurgeon by making extraordinary investments of time and money to become visible 

and learn about neurosurgery. Her social class enabled her to make these investments and 

explore entry into a profession where her gender and race were not well represented.  

Dr. Canady’s investment of time began early in her medical training at the 

University of Michigan and continued through graduation. She spent time shadowing a 

neurologist and a neurosurgeon to increase her options for getting into neurosurgery. As 

an active member of the Student National Medical Association (SNMA), she met another 

student from Saint Louis, who arranged for her to shadow a neurologist there. Dr. Canady 

recalled of her friend,  

She went to St. Louis University, became friendly with a neurologist there and  

arranged for me to follow him around. I stayed at her house . . . spent a month at  
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Saint Louis University, and followed him around at Christmas, as a preceptor. 

The summer after her second year in medical school, Dr. Canady had her first 

hands-on experience in neurosurgery when she spent a month shadowing a neurosurgeon 

in her hometown of Lansing, Michigan, while living at home. She remembered,  

My father had a friend who ran the emergency room in my hometown. He heard 

that I was going to do that [shadow a neurologist in St. Louis], and he said, “If 

she’s interested in neurosurgery, she should really spend time with a 

neurosurgeon . . . I'll arrange for her to follow the guy in neurosurgery.  

While becoming familiar with neurosurgery, Dr. Canady began to explore areas 

of subspecialization. She shared some of the steps she took in deciding between 

neurology, neurosurgery, and pediatric neurosurgery as her subspecialization: “I had 

decided I wanted to do neuroscience. . . . I didn’t realize there was pediatric neurosurgery 

at the time. . . . I decided that I really liked neurosurgery.” Dr. Canady first chose 

neurosurgery as a specialization, but later found her place in pediatric neurosurgery. 

Dr. Canady spent substantial time during her senior year in medical school 

learning about neurosurgery on site in some of America’s leading medical schools, 

including Yale, Columbia, and the University of California in San Francisco (UCSF). She 

explained, 

We had elective time . . . so I spent a month at Columbia in New York City in 

child neurology. They had a really good child neurology department. I did 5 

weeks in neurosurgery at Yale . . . 5 weeks in neurosurgery at the University of 

San Francisco. 
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As she spent time walking around the edges of neurosurgery, Dr. Canady had 

specific objectives in mind. These included “trying to sell myself, prove that I was not a 

risk, prove I was the right person, and prove I could do the work, because of all the 

questions, whether I knew what I was getting myself into.” Her efforts helped to alleviate 

some of her fear and uncertainty. Dr. Canady stated,  

At the end of that I was pretty sure I wanted to be a neurosurgeon. Once I decided 

I wanted to be a neurosurgeon, I went to every conference, every Saturday, the 

whole time. I spent two rotations in neurosurgery, and when I wasn’t supposed to 

be someplace else, I was in neurosurgery. If there was a Saturday conference, I 

was there. 

She even borrowed money to have opportunities to observe and become familiar with 

neurosurgery. She said, “My senior year in medical school, I borrowed $2,500 for a 

student loan, my only loan ever.” 

Dr. Canady shared with me that making herself available by traveling around was 

very beneficial. She added, “The worst thing for the neurosurgery world is to get 

somebody [an intern or resident] who is smart but does not do a good job, and is not 

going to fit in; that makes life difficult.” The nature of neurosurgery training is that a 

program usually takes only two residents a year, and if one of those people does not fit or 

finish, Dr. Canady emphasized, “it is a profound issue for the whole department.” The 

entire department is dependent on the level of competence, as well as the ability to fit in 

and do a good job of each neurosurgery resident.  

  Dr. Canady wanted to be viewed by the neurosurgery world as a “nonrisk.” She 

recalled,  
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I think by going as many places as I could and spending as much time as I could, 

knowing as many neurosurgery people as I could, and being good at my work 

when I was there, I represented a nonrisk. They knew I could come into their 

service; I could do the job; I would not quit.  

She summed up her strategy by stating, “I had spent a lot of time walking around the 

edges so that I would know what it was, so it was an informed decision.” Dr. Canady’s 

social class provided the resources to make these extraordinary investments of time and 

money to become visible and learn about neurosurgery. 

 

Challenging the System of Power 

Everything Dr. Canady did after deciding to become a neurosurgeon revolved 

around getting in or surviving within the existing system in neurosurgery—commonly 

referred to as “the good old boys’ club.” The idea of the good old boys’ club runs 

throughout the data like a thread in a quilt that derives its color and texture from the 

interwoven fibers. It is essential to discuss male dominance in the field of neurosurgery, 

because it gives form and shape to Dr. Canady’s life in the profession from her admission 

into initial training to how she conducted her practice. 

From its inception, neurosurgery has been a traditionally male profession. Even as 

societal changes opened opportunities for women in previously inaccessible careers, 

neurosurgery has remained predominately male. Thus, neurosurgery has largely remained 

an elite good old boys’ club defined by gendered boundaries, where males control 

entrance into its rigidly structured hierarchy. 
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 This aligns with Johnson’s (2000) contention that male dominance does not 

describe men, but a patriarchal system where both men and women are participants. In 

this system, “there exists gendered patterns of unequal power and paths of least resistance 

for both men and women that support those patterns” (p. 99). Like most other cultures, 

American culture sanctions male dominance based on a system of entitlement that 

associates power with manhood and allows men to assume and use power over others. In 

a patriarchy, then, power is gendered, which means that it looks natural in men and is 

unusual or problematic when found in women. When a privileged group dominates a 

system, the positions of power are typically held by members of that group; such is the 

case in neurosurgery departments, regarding the position of chairman. 

 The crucial role of various chairmen of neurosurgery departments in Dr. Canady’s 

life emerged as a central element of her lived experiences in becoming a neurosurgeon. 

Interviews with Dr. Canady provided rich details on the well-defined male hierarchy of 

neurosurgery and the impact several different chairmen had on her life as a medical 

student, intern, resident, and practicing neurosurgeon. A word search revealed that the 

word chairman occurs 47 times in the 190 pages of Dr. Canady’s interview transcripts. 

Clearly, various chairmen have played a crucial role in her life as a neurosurgeon.  

According to The American Heritage Dictionary (1994), a chairman is the 

presiding officer of a committee or meeting. In addition, the Publication Manual of the 

American Psychological Association (APA, 2001), clarifies that the word chairman is to 

be used “only if it is known that the institution has established that form as an official 

title” (p. 72). Today, “contemporary nonsexist usage calls for the word ‘chair’ to be used 

in place of ‘chairman’ because this position is no longer exclusively occupied by males” 
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(Word Origins, n.d.). A unique situation exists, however, in the hierarchy of 

neurosurgery, where the top position has been almost exclusively male, thus allowing the 

use of the term chairman.  

In the United States, the first female chair of neurosurgery was only recently 

appointed in November 2004, when Dr. Karin Muraszko was appointed to that position at 

the University of Michigan (University of Michigan Health System, 2004). Still, 

chairman remains the accepted name for that top academic position; therefore, throughout 

the interview data and in reporting findings related to this top position, the word 

chairman has been used.  

Dr. Canady stated, “In surgery it is very hierarchical; the chairman is top of the 

hierarchy in both academics and clinical neurosurgery.” According to Dr. Canady, to be 

chairman, “You have to be a good surgeon in order for other surgeons to respect you.” 

Dr. Canady added that the chairman also has to be “a good politician.” It is in this role of 

politician that the ultimate good old boys’ club is kept alive and well.  

Becker et al.’s (1961) study of medical school confirms that a chairman plays a 

significant role in the admission of students into programs of study, as well as entering 

the profession, and progressing within their practice. Dr. Canady’s challenges with a 

chairman began when she sought admission to the University of Michigan’s internship 

training program for the neurosurgery specialization. The chairman of neurosurgery 

decided not to allow Dr. Canady to be admitted to an internship. Even though she 

graduated from the University of Michigan cum laude and was a member of Alpha 

Omega Alpha (AOA), Dr. Canady found that academic competence was not enough to 

receive an internship. Although she had also gone to great expense to be known around 
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the neurosurgical world, this chairman stood as a barrier that remained insurmountable. 

Dr. Canady remarked,  

I was having trouble with the chairman at Michigan . . . he did not want me, he 

did not like me. He actually made me come back for a second interview 

Christmas Eve. He insisted on telling me how many people had been bounced out 

of his program. I knew I would be down on the list. And in medical training, if the 

chairman does not want you to be there, life can be very difficult. 

Dr. Canady’s experiences illustrate a significant point about privilege and power. 

Inclusion and acceptance are basic components of privilege for the dominant group, thus 

making rejection and exclusion very powerful social weapons against the less privileged 

(Johnson, 2000). 

  Dr. Canady’s reception into the neurosurgery world was not encouraging. She 

was asked often if she knew what she was getting into. She recalled,  

I was trying to be the first Black woman neurosurgeon. . . . I got a lot of “Do you 

really know?” In the sense “Do you know what this is all about” there is a 

presumption that I do not know what it is all about. Why would I know what it is 

all about anymore than anyone else? I took it as a racist comment. 

At the time she was seeking admission for training, there were few female and no Black 

female neurosurgeons. The profile of a neurosurgeon was almost exclusively White and 

male. Dr. Canady stated, “They are training people like them . . . that’s what you perceive 

a neurosurgeon is, like you.” Other chairmen often asked her, “What are you trying to do 

here, do you really know what this is about?” 
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Getting a Different Reception 

About this time, Dr. Canady sought affirmation of her decision to become a 

neurosurgeon from another source. She estimated that there were seven or eight Black 

male neurosurgeons in the United States when she started training. She sought strength 

from someone who had already walked the path by traveling to Freedman’s Hospital, 

now Howard University Medical Center, to see Dr. Jesse Barber, a Black male 

neurosurgeon, to talk to him about the specialty. Dr. Canady took a train to Washington 

from Philadelphia while attending a medical conference, to talk to Dr. Barber. She found 

Dr. Barber “very supportive . . . very warm, receptive and encouraging.” She expounded 

further that “he didn’t ask me the female questions.” 

Dr. Jesse Belmont Barber, Jr., one of the first African Americans trained in the 

field of neurosurgery, practiced at Washington, DC, General Hospital and Howard 

University. Dr. Barber was a nationally known and respected surgeon and professor, 

valued in his profession, and known for setting high standards for himself and others. He 

was an advocate of equal access and quality health care for all. A past president and an 

active member of the National Medical Association, he was well published in The 

Journal of the National Medical Association (Bonner & Eisenberg, 2002). 

Dr. Canady needed affirmation from someone who understood. She remembered,  

“It was very important to have somebody who knew what it [the field] was about. It is the 

only place I got a different reception; that’s how I know the other reception was racist.” 

Yet, after having received Dr. Barber’s affirmation, Dr. Canady still had to find a school 

that would accept her into its internship program. It did not appear that the University of 

Michigan was going to be the one. Dr. Canady recalled, “The process at the University of 
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Michigan was not favorable.” Even though she graduated with honors from the 

University of Michigan and was an AOA student, the chairman chose not to admit her to 

the University of Michigan’s internship program. Dr. Canady had learned that the 

chairman was important in neurosurgery and that, “If he did not want me, I did not need 

to be there. I could go some place else.” 

 Having spent time at Yale during her last year in medical school, Dr. Canady was 

known there, and she was finally accepted there for a 1-year internship. While 

completing her internship, she actively sought a residency position at Yale. But the 

chairman at Yale did not tell Dr. Canady that she had the slot at Yale until October, even 

though he was aware that she had been offered a position at the University of Minnesota. 

She added,  

That was an interesting issue of perception because I did, in fact, have their job 

[Yale]. But he did not understand that I was a Black woman, and I was going to 

take whatever job I got for sure. He thought I knew that it was my job . . . it was a 

cultural clash.  

His position was, “If you want my job you should wait,” and her position was “I am 

going to take whatever job is offered to me. So I went to Minnesota, which turned out 

okay.” 

Of the University of Minnesota, she remembered,  

I received a call from Shelley Chou [the chairman] from the University of 

Minnesota, and he offered me a job out of the blue . . . I was really surprised. I 

was relieved again, because now I had a spot for sure. I was going to be a 

neurosurgeon. Everything else was like first steps but you were not there. 
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She recalled from her interview at Minnesota that the residency position there 

required a 2-year internship of general surgery as a prerequisite for residency. Because 

she was unwilling to do a 2-year internship, she thought she did not qualify for the 

residency. Therefore, she was very surprised when Dr. Chou offered her a position. She 

told him, “I really do not want to do 2 years of surgery.” He said, “No, you just have to 

do 1.” Acceptance into this training program was a milestone. Not until she had secured a 

residency position did Dr. Canady know for certain that her dream of becoming a 

neurosurgeon was going to become a reality.  

During the 5-year residency at the University of Minnesota, Dr. Canady’s life was 

influenced by yet another chairman, Dr. Chou. Even though he wasn’t very paternal, Dr. 

Canady says, “I always liked my chairman, Shelley Chou.” She describes him as very 

thoughtful and a wonderful surgeon. She added, though, “He wasn’t a good mentor 

really, because he just wasn’t that kind.” 

Dr. Canady’s first day at the University of Minnesota left a lasting impression on 

her. The first time she met Dr. Lyle French, the former chairman of neurosurgery at that 

institution, he said to her “You must be our equal opportunity package.” Dr. Canady’s 

response was “Yes, I am.” She shared that, “By getting me, they got both the first Black 

and the first woman . . . in one person. I think related to race, there is some advantage to 

being a woman; women are just less threatening.” Dr. Canady perceived his remark as 

“an effort to see how I responded to him.” 
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Staying on Task 

Another theme threaded through Dr. Canady’s experiences was “staying on task.” 

Once accepted into the neurosurgery internship program, Dr. Canady focused her 

energies on succeeding. She made a conscious decision to remain single-minded and 

tenacious. As the first African American female in the neurosurgery residency program at 

the University of Minnesota, she was determined to keep distractions in proper 

perspective and not be deterred by disappointments. She emphasized that she had learned 

to face whatever challenges and struggles she encountered in her life. She would rise 

above fear of the unknown and fear of the process. 

Determined to excel, she met each challenge with an “I can” attitude. Her level of 

commitment reminds me of Frank’s (1995) analysis of illness stories in The Wounded 

Storyteller: Body, Illness, and Ethics. Frank states that in the quest narrative the person 

determines a sense of purpose, searches for alternative ways to accomplish that purpose, 

and overcomes difficult situations. Thus, fate is transformed as challenges are faced head 

on, and meaning is given to the journey. Dr. Canady was specific about her goal, “I really 

badly wanted to be a neurosurgeon. I could put up with anything I had to put up with to 

do that.” With a sense of purpose, and determined to succeed, Dr. Canady faced the 

challenge head on and ultimately rose to the occasion. 

She focused on her goal and explained her one agenda, “I was not trying to 

change the world; I was trying to get certified.” When asked what skills helped her to 

accomplish her goals, she replied, “Staying on task and the ability to sort out what really 

is important.” She readily admitted that, “There are some battles you’ll fight . . . and 
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you’ve got to concentrate on your whole goal which is to get your certification.” As she 

sees it, central to her success is her “great ability to stay on task.” 

Gender exclusion was among the challenges, but one that did not hinder Dr. 

Canady’s progress. She listed rejection and not being welcomed in different cultures as 

common to the lived experiences of Blacks. On the other hand, gender exclusion for 

those who are accustomed to being accepted can be overwhelming. Dr. Canady 

explained,  

So I think for White women . . . to come where you are not really wanted is a 

shock. And they are frankly not equipped with . . . the idea of how to focus on the 

prize. You can see how little rejection . . . how little negative influence they have 

had personally. So they are shocked when everybody does not welcome them in, 

because they are so used to being welcomed in different cultures. 

Dr. Canady’s expectations were different, she explained, “as a Black [female] student in 

neurosurgery, I didn’t expect to be welcomed in; I just wanted to be tolerated. And so I 

didn’t have the same expectations.” In an effort to finish, her approach was to stay 

focused on what she wanted to accomplish:  

As a Black woman, I knew how to deal with issues, and I think it made an 

enormous difference. . . . I dealt with it by not entertaining it. I didn’t expect or 

care if they liked me. I wanted them to sign the certificate at the end of my 5 

years. That was my goal; I understood the game. 

 Dr. Canady stated that, as a Black woman, she did not expect to be liked, but did 

expect she would have a difficult time. She explained an irony that she discovered was 

“If you do not expect them to like you, sometimes they do.” She considered her job was 
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to complete the program. While the first challenge was getting in, the second was 

finishing. 

Although the hierarchical structure of neurosurgery presented a challenge for Dr. 

Canady, she was committed to confront it. She said, “It was their world . . . a White male 

world; a male-dominated world. Everything about it indicated that was just the way it 

was. My attitude was if I finished, it was not any more.” 

Dr. Canady described the 5-year residency at the University of Minnesota as 

being very tough. Residency for a neurosurgeon involves extensive training and a 

challenging schedule. The neurosurgery resident’s life includes not only all of the 

unpleasant tasks they are assigned but a very challenging and stressful schedule. Twenty-

four call means you “come in the morning and leave the next night.” A typical day started 

at 6:00 a.m. and might not end until 10:00 p.m. Dr. Canady noted, “You not only get tired 

as a neurosurgery resident, you stay tired. . . . I mean literally.” Dr. Canady says the 

rigorous training and fatigue of residency compare to the experiences of West Point 

Cadets. She added that the rigor of residency causes uncertainty about the ability to 

complete the process: “You wonder if you can do it, you wonder if you will finish; . . . or 

die before you finish after all the pain.”  

According to Dr. Canady, the adjustment residents have to make is often hard to 

understand from outside the world of neurosurgery because it “seems aberrant from the 

outside.” She pointed out that in order to be able to survive it is important that 

neurosurgery residents not “have too many friends who live in a different world.” This 

time of extreme sacrifice allows very little life outside of neurosurgery. 
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Leaving A Bit of a Bad Taste 

The theme “leaving a bit of a bad taste” gives an idea of how challenges for Dr. 

Canady were a reality of her lived experiences until the end of her training. As Dr. 

Canady reflected on strategies for success despite obstacles related to race and gender 

during her career, she communicated a story about what occurred during the last 6 

months of her residency. She stated, “You know things come up in everybody’s life, and 

everything that comes up is not about gender and is not about race. Sometimes it is just 

about exigencies for that department.” She described those exigencies,  

We had some holes in our residencies, because we fired some folks. So the 

chairman took me to lunch and said we are just gonna meet as friends. He wanted 

me to go back and be a junior resident my senior year. I said “you know I can’t do 

that, I am the first Black woman here in surgery and . . . that sends the message 

that somehow I have been inadequate and I have not been. I am a senior resident 

and I am not going to finish being a junior.”  

For Dr. Canady, to be asked to go back and take a lower status would have 

undermined all of her accomplishments. She added that it would also have conflicted 

with the regulations for neurological surgical training; “plus the regulations in the book 

say that your training should be progressive.” She recalled the stand that she took, “So if 

you do not have any additional training to offer me, I’d be happy to leave.” Although she 

felt that she had to take a stand, she realized the seriousness of what was being presented 

and the possible consequences of her response. She added, “So then at the end of the 

meal he said, well, you know this time we are meeting as friends, the next time we will 

meet as chairman and resident.” 
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By the time she and the chairman met again, she had devised a possible solution. 

She told the chairman, “You don’t have enough people to take call at night in the house. I 

don’t want to be a junior resident again, in the last semester of my residency after I have 

been through all of this.” She proposed to him, “to take call once every third night in the 

house if he would give me the intern, which meant cutting down on the amount of scut 

work.” Her proposal solved the problem and allowed her additional training. In exchange, 

she would get to take whatever rotations she wanted during the day. Therefore, she would 

end up getting extra training in pediatric neurology, neuropsychology, and some 

neuroradiology. Both problems were solved. The chairman needed someone to take call 

and Dr. Canady wanted the progressive training. Thus, they reached a compromise 

acceptable to both.  

She realized that by not complying with the chairman’s request, there could be a 

legal battle. She further stated, “I don’t think it was a race issue. I set the model actually 

for how to solve it . . . and other people did what I did.” Her explanation is that the stand 

she took just followed the rules of the American Board of Neurological Surgery, which 

requires “progressive experience.” She admits that to “some extent I played the race 

card.” And added that it was understood the race card “was on the table which meant, I’m 

gonna sue you if I have to.”  

She further explained, “Sometimes people get on their high horse, and they do not 

recognize that the other side has a problem.” Dr. Canady managed to devise a solution 

that addressed their issues and “saved my ego.” The chairman, Dr. Chou, appreciated 

that. Dr. Canady stated “I had great respect for him, because he was a straight dealer.” 
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She added, “It worked out. I never said anything inappropriate. But to comply would 

have sent the wrong message for what I had accomplished.” 

Although she wanted to complete the program at the University of Minnesota, she 

would have changed her plans and accepted a position that she had already been offered 

during her second year of residency if the above issue had not been resolved. She 

considered it positive that she already had Dr. Chou’s recommendation for the fellowship 

for her specialization training, which would prove beneficial if he was to say that she was 

incompetent. 

Dr. Canady did not make a scene. She realized that “the threat was there . . . and 

was real . . . and my threat back to Dr. Chou was real. So it was all polite.” She was 

aware that “requirements for the residency as listed in the formal requirements” would be 

violated if she changed her status at that point in her training. She told Dr. Chou, “I have 

finished the 36 months I have to do . . . and it says my experience has to be progressive 

and this does not in any way indicate progressive experience. He is going to have to 

justify it to them [the American Board of Neurological Surgery].” 

 Dr. Canady attributes her ability to reach a collaborative solution to this incident 

to her parents. Here again, her class position provided skills that were useful in a difficult 

situation as she neared the end of her training as the first African American female 

neurosurgeon. She explained,  

I learned a lot from my parents . . . one has to be a little pragmatic. My parents 

were very political and that means that we talked about decisions and how 

decisions were made. I was trying to find a solution for everybody that worked. I 
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didn’t want to go to war with him . . . and he really did not want to go to war with 

me.  

Dr. Canady remarked that this incident was a distressing experience for her, “I had to 

have a fight like that at the end. It left a bit of a bad taste.” 

 Both upon entrance and exit from the University of Minnesota, Dr. Canady 

experienced challenges. Living those 5 years in a town where she was “people’s first 

Black experience” took its toll on her and she was ready for a change. She even indicated 

that the patients and family members were surprised when she, a Black female, walked 

into the room to examine them. The respect Dr. Canady earned from Dr. Chou helped her 

be grounded in who she was and able to stand up for herself even to him. Her training at 

the University of Minnesota had begun with Dr. Lyle French’s exclamation, “You must 

be our new equal opportunity package” and ended with Dr. Chou’s firm request of her to 

take a junior status during the last 6 months of her senior year in residency. 

After completing her residency at the University of Minnesota, she was affiliated 

with the University of Pennsylvania, where she did specialization training in pediatric 

neurosurgery. There she met Dr. Luis Schut, another chairman who influenced her life, 

but in a very positive way so as to alleviate the bad taste in her mouth. She claims that, 

“He made my career for me.”  

Dr. Canady stated that Dr. Schut, who is South American, was her professional 

mentor. She describes Dr. Schut as emotive, warm, and paternal. She fondly refers to him 

as “Still one of my favorite people in the world.” His manner of instruction was to show 

and teach students while at the same time be encouraging. For example she remembered, 

“He would tell me come on in, I am going to show you and . . . teach you what to do and 
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you’ll be ok.” Because of Dr. Schut’s unique personality, Dr. Canady says she “felt 

warm, I felt included, I felt wanted; it was nice.” 

Not only was Dr. Schut a positive influence for Dr. Canady, he also provided a 

role model for her. She says that Dr. Schut “cared about everybody” and created an 

atmosphere of family and camaraderie. He reminded her that “neurosurgery could be fun 

again.” She added that the neurosurgery department was well run, and there was a team 

approach, which was a tribute to Dr. Schut’s personality. 

  

Establishing a Neurosurgery Practice 

Although Dr. Canady seems not to have internalized other’s negative perceptions 

of her abilities, she was aware that the response of others would affect her medical 

practice. She feared that she was going to have to work in an institution, because she did 

not think patients would come to see her. She laughingly shared that, “I ended up with 

one of the largest neurosurgery practices in the country.” Dr. Canady reflected on the 

early fear and acknowledged that “Part of the barriers is sometimes in your own mind.” 

She added, “To some extent I had limited my perception of what would be possible for 

me.” She was reassured after discussing her concern with the chairman who helped her 

find the proper perspective.  

Dr. Canady successfully completed her training and her career progressed in an 

exceptional manner. While on staff at Detroit’s Henry Ford Hospital and acting chief of 

neurosurgery at Wayne State University, she was pursued for the position at Children’s 

Hospital of Michigan in 1986. She was openly recruited and joined a team that lasted for 

18 years. Dr. Canady shared with me that Dr. Ausman, the chairman at Children’s 
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Hospital of Michigan who recruited her, “wanted me there, he asked me to work there.” 

Dr. Canady remembered, “They wanted me to start a practice to open another group . . . I 

met with him and the chief of surgery at the time and he said ‘Look, we’d love to have 

you here at Children’s Hospital . . . where you belong.’”  

Dr. Canady explained she came to this position at Children’s Hospital by joining a 

senior doctor who was looking for a younger neurosurgeon. She added, “So it was a 

perfect combination . . . he didn’t fight it because he was looking to move out anyway.” 

Dr. Canady was offered two options. One of her choices was private practice where she 

would share an office with Dr. Brad Eisenbrey who would cover with her. The second 

alternative was to join the hospital staff and have an office there and receive a salary. 

She made the decision to join Children’s Hospital staff. Qualities that impressed 

her at Children’s Hospital included the staff’s level of commitment, which she described 

as “a real quality of that institution at the time, everybody was really committed to the 

mission of the hospital, which . . . made it a fun place to work.” Dr. Canady recalled that 

the hospital’s mission was consistent with her personal mission of being “committed to 

taking care of all the kids and that every kid needs to get care.”  

Although Dr. Canady started out as a staff physician at Children’s Hospital, she 

progressed through the hierarchy of neurosurgery and spent most of her tenure there as 

chief of neurosurgery. At one point in her career, she chose not to become chairman; 

while acting chairman, she was offered the position permanently, but turned it down. She 

recalled, “It is a lot of politics, a lot of meetings, and a lot of policy setting. It is not 

everybody’s thing.” She added, “I chose not to be chairman . . . it is not my cup of tea 

because my forte is being forthright and being a little bit on the outside.” 
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As a pediatric neurosurgeon and chief of neurosurgery at Children’s Hospital, Dr. 

Canady “was responsible for all the neurosurgery in the hospital and all the people who 

had anything to do with it.” She added that she supervised “four neurosurgeons, four or 

five nurse practitioners, and office staff.” The total staff was “13 or 14 people.” She said 

“I was also the chairman of the OR committee, so I wrote all the OR policies.” 

Although Dr. Canady faced difficult and challenging situations to complete her 

training, she advanced in her career. Many of the struggles she encountered were related 

in one way or another to various chairmen, who through those years kept tight reins on 

the exclusivity of neurosurgery. Through the uniqueness of her personality (steadfast, 

tenacious, and determined), she challenged the status quo and not only gained entrance to 

the world of neurosurgery—the good old boys’ club—but also excelled there. 

 

Becoming a Neurosurgeon Today: Impact on Current Students 

Even though Research Questions 1 and 2 specifically address Dr. Canady’s life 

and the struggles, challenges, and strategies that were aspects of her lived experiences in 

becoming a neurosurgeon, Research Question 3 addresses challenges affecting students 

desiring to become neurosurgeons today. Additional challenges would also impact those 

training today. I would like to look briefly at those obstacles that would affect women in 

neurosurgery or predominately male programs of study today. When describing the 

obstacles that women in neurosurgery might encounter today, Dr. Canady listed “the 

amount of time that it takes to train and the cost involved” as major obstacles. 

The cost of medical school is one obstacle for those pursuing a career in medicine 

today. Dr. Canady explained, “One barrier is just the cost of medical school; it’s 
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enormous now.” Dr. Canady compared the cost of medical school today to when she 

went to medical school: “The most tuition I ever paid was $1,000 a year.” She added, 

“Now, at the school where I attended, the same tuition is $15,000 a year.” She also 

compared undergraduate tuition: “You know undergraduate school is now $5,000 or 

$6,000 a year, but was only $200 a class per semester when I was there.” Although 

salaries have increased, the cost of medical school is tremendous and would present a 

challenge for students pursuing training today. 

In addition to cost being an obstacle, the length of training is another. There is 

extensive educational preparation necessary to become a neurosurgeon. According to the 

American Board of Neurological Surgery (2004), prior to residency, graduation is 

required from a medical school accredited by the Board. In addition, a valid license to 

practice medicine in the state, residency, or country in which the person lives is needed 

(The American Board of Neurological Surgery). Prior to beginning residency, the doctor 

must complete a 12-month general surgery internship, which entails fundamental skills 

training. A 60-month neurosurgical residency training period follows the internship. 

Residency training must be full time in an accredited program. Thus, training as a 

neurosurgeon is a long-term process.  

Additionally, the neurosurgery resident “must record a summary of operative 

procedures performed during the entire clinical neurosurgical training” (The American 

Board of Neurological Surgery, 2004, p. 7). The record must be verified by the program 

director by signature and submitted to the Board at the end of training (The American 

Board of Neurological Surgery). Training cannot be obtained during repeated short 
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intervals in different institutions. Instead, 24 consecutive months must be obtained in a 

single program. 

Furthermore, students aspiring to be neurosurgeons, after understanding the long-

term process, must alleviate fear of that process. Dr. Canady emphasized that it is  

important that students believe that “they can do it” and build strategies to master the 

“fear of the long-term process, of how long it takes to train.” Such attributes were 

essential to her success and they remain important today. 

Dr. Canady gave her perception of the struggles and challenges of women 

pursuing neurosurgery as a specialization today. The barriers that are gender related 

apply to women of color in the proportion that they affect them in the larger society. For 

example, the cost of medical school may be a greater deterrent for women of color 

because the social class stratum of America is such that women of color are 

disproportionately more likely to be in a lower socioeconomic class. Thus, the cost of 

medical training may be more challenging. Although Dr. Canady’s class status was an 

advantage for her, she emphasizes that the financial burden of school would impact those 

who desire to become neurosurgeons today as well. 

Race, class, and gender have an impact on our lived experiences and the outcomes 

of our lives. Relating aspects of Dr. Canady’s life as the first African American female 

neurosurgeon as an exploration of these hierarchies that make up her racial and gendered 

existence is beneficial. Providing insights from Dr. Canady’s life related to her 

challenges, struggles, and strategies to achieve might empower other females seeking 

professional advancement today.  
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CHAPTER VI 

CONVERGING VIEWS: FORMING A POSITIVE CONSENSUS 
 

Truth is the function of new beliefs that start and originate among them. 
William James 

 

According to Schwandt (2001), the emergent design allows researchers to 

“routinely adjust their inquiry plans and strategies in response to what they are learning 

as the study unfolds” (p. 63). Emergent design may lead to interviewing additional 

respondents who were not specified in the original plan. By making such 

accommodations, the researcher “seeks to make his or her plans attuned and responsive to 

the circumstances of the particular study” (Schwandt, p. 63). In my case, the weeks of 

interviewing Dr. Canady led me to several people who would add rich data to my 

findings. Among these additional persons that I interviewed were (a) Mrs. Hortense 

Golden Canady, Dr. Canady’s mother; (b) Dr. Kelli Tice Wells, a family practice 

physician in Pensacola, Florida; and (c) Dr. Tara Daniel, whose son is a patient of Dr. 

Canady.  

Mrs. Hortense Golden Canady, the mother of Dr. Alexa Canady, discussed many 

aspects of Dr. Canady’s early life, especially education. She stated that her own mother 

passed on to Alexa what could be referred to as a legacy of education. Mrs. Canady 

recalled a quotation written by a classmate in her mother’s yearbook that she feels applies 

to Alexa as well: “and still they gaze, and still the wonder grew, that one small head held 
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all she knew.” This legacy of education is central to the elements of Alexa’s life that Mrs. 

Canady reflected on.  

This intellectual legacy began with Mrs. Canady’s mother, whom she described as 

a very brilliant woman. Mrs. Canady added, “I think that’s where Alexa inherited her 

love for learning, from my mother whom I think had dramatic streams that run all the 

way through the family. Most of it [the strong heritage of academic achievement] I think 

came from my mother.” She taught Greek and Latin and had a classical education. Mrs. 

Canady’s mother received a degree in social work from the University of Chicago and a 

degree in elementary education from Howard University. She taught teachers who 

majored in elementary education at Lane College in Tennessee. Mrs. Canady stated that 

she, her mother, Alexa, and a granddaughter, Tara, who is an attorney in California, all 

finished college at 19 years of age.  

Mrs. Canady reported that she and her mother realized early on that Alexa was 

“very different, very precocious.” They observed that she had very strong reading and 

cognitive skills. According to Mrs. Canady, she and her mother both described Alexa as 

“very brilliant, even as a little child.” Another unusual trait Mrs. Canady recalled was that 

Alexa spoke rapidly, so much so that they often had to “slow her down.” According to 

Mrs. Canady, Alexa’s intellectual ability impacted her daily life. There was an instance 

when she entered a writing contest and her paper was rejected because it was so well 

written that the teachers felt her parents had written it for her. 

In addition to her strong intellectual ability, Alexa was also an independent 

thinker. Mrs. Canady emphasized that “the girl made her own decisions.” At a very 

young age, Alexa attacked the system of gender division. She has three brothers but one 
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day her mother reported, “She told me, ‘I’m not going to wash another dish in this house, 

until you make those boys wash some dishes.’” Mrs. Canady knew she couldn’t quarrel 

with that. 

Mrs. Canady acknowledged that Alexa always approached everything she 

attempted with a resolve to learn. For example, when she learned to ride a bicycle she 

slipped down into the basement of their house during the winter and practiced riding her 

older brother’s bicycle, until she learned how to ride. Her brother had not learned to ride 

the bicycle! In a similar manner, Dr. Canady’s fortitude became an issue with her brother 

Joe, who was 2 years older. Mrs. Canady related that after having skipped the 3rd grade, 

Alexa almost caught up with Joe in school. Alexa, she said, “has the kind of 

determination that she goes right ahead and gets things done.” 

Mrs. Canady described Alexa’s determination and her tremendous academic 

strength as definite pluses. One of the instructors in Minnesota described her as 

“tremendously well read.” When speaking of her love for reading, Mrs. Canady stated, 

“although her father is an avid reader and I’m a reader, I just believe that some people 

have that propensity, and I don’t care what you do or don’t do, they either have it or they 

don’t.” Mrs. Canady added that she could not take any credit for Alexa’s love for reading, 

which she felt was important to her success.  

It was easy to tell during the interview that Mrs. Canady has a lot of pride and 

admiration for Dr. Canady’s accomplishments. Mrs. Canady fondly spoke of the role of 

mentors in Dr. Canady’s life. She stated that Alexa had attracted the attention of a lot of 

mentors. Mrs. Canady further explained that some of the neurosurgeons who have been 

Dr. Canady’s mentors “have really been in her corner. They looked out for her, they are 
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so fond of her.” For example, one instance she spoke of was when Dr. Canady moved to 

Children’s Hospital of Michigan. Dr. Schut, a mentor, came from Philadelphia to see 

whether or not it would be a good position for her. 

Just as Dr. Canady had mentors in her life, she also mentored others. She even 

had an impact on others such as Dr. Kelli Wells, whose life she influenced even though 

they have never met. I became aware of Dr. Wells’ association with Dr. Canady from an 

article, “Doctor Able to Care for More Than Physical Health,” in the Pensacola News 

Journal about Dr. Wells (Conn, 2005). According to Dr. Wells, Dr. Canady “helped level 

the playing field so that we can get the knowledge we need to get . . . an education.”  

Dr. Wells’ connection with Dr. Canady came from an article she had read in 1983 

that appeared in Ebony entitled, “Neurosurgery: Women Pioneers in Special Field,” 

(Marshall, 1983). At that time, Dr. Wells was an academically astute 13-year-old in 

Pensacola, Florida, who was unsure of a career to pursue. She vividly remembered sitting 

crossed legged on the living room floor, flipping through the pages of Ebony and seeing 

the article about Dr. Alexa Canady, the first African American neurosurgeon. Dr. Wells 

recalled, “The first Black female neurosurgeon . . . I lifted my head up and I said to my 

mother, I’m going to be number two, and then I thought that might be too many years, 

well, okay I will be number three.” 

Dr. Wells remembered that she was impressed even at that young age with Dr. 

Canady’s choice of specialization. She could identify with Dr. Canady because “she 

looks like me.” She added, “Had there not been an Alexa Canady then, my mom’s a 

nurse, so I might have been a nurse.” Dr. Wells is adamant about the influence Dr. 

Canady had on her being able to envision herself as a physician. 
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Although Dr. Wells says that she had not experienced overt racism in her 

childhood when the family lived overseas while in the military, she experienced some 

discriminatory practices in school in Pensacola, such as not being called on when she 

raised her hand. As an academically strong student, she had returned to the United States 

with a lot of confidence, but began to have some self-esteem issues soon after moving to 

Florida. She believes her parents were aware but did not talk with her about what she was 

experiencing. If she could have given the racial incidents a name, she believes “it would 

have taken the power out of it.” 

In 1988, Dr. Wells became the first African American valedictorian of Escambia 

High School. While in high school, she felt she was being “rated, judged, and scored.” 

She attended Florida A & M University, a historically Black college (HBCU), where she 

received a full scholarship yet struggled because “money was always tight.” At Florida A 

& M, she got a “boost of confidence” because she was judged on her own merit, with no 

assumptions being made about her. An advantage of attending an HBCU was that a lot of 

the teachers “looked like me,” she says, and she also valued having African American 

female professionals as role models during college. 

Like Dr. Canady, Dr. Wells gained support from the Student National Medical 

Association (SNMA), which had an active chapter at the University of Florida. She stated 

that she was encouraged by the number of other “bright and talented young Black 

women” who were active in the SNMA. It was in being able to identify with someone of 

the same race and gender that Dr. Wells found the encouragement she needed. 

 Dr. Wells says she chose family medicine over neurosurgery because of the 

demanding surgical schedule and the rigor of neurosurgery, which also does not allow 
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time to have a family. She says that family medicine suited her personally because it 

allowed her to see the full picture of the care the patient received from emergency 

intervention through follow-up care. She stated, “I think family medicine chose me. I 

think I’m nosy enough to want to know the end of the story,” and family medicine 

provides “an opportunity to know what the outcomes were for patients who had received 

care.” 

According to Dr. Wells, she did not experience a lot of difficulty during her 

training because “I was a Black female.” She does recall one instance when there was a 

visiting surgeon who was a faculty member and who responded inappropriately to 

“anyone who didn’t look like him”—in essence, everyone of a minority race. She 

received a “terrible evaluation” from this particular faculty member and it devastated her. 

She felt a responsibility to address the issue so that others who followed her would not 

have a similar experience. Dr. Wells recalled trying to imagine what Dr. Canady would 

do in such a situation. Dr. Wells commented, “I could almost hear her voice in my head, 

as I tried to imagine how Dr. Canady would handle situations.” Therefore, she took a 

quiet, yet firm approach, because she felt that was the way Dr. Canady would have 

responded. 

Dr. Wells shared that Dr. Canady has been an inspiration and a profound 

influence on her life. Although she has never met Dr. Canady, she has had the 

opportunity to speak with her on the telephone when Dr. Canady was a guest on a radio 

show Dr. Wells’ father sponsors. Dr. Wells’ impression of Dr. Canady is that she is 

approachable, talkative, very warm, and humble. She related,  
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I did not get the feeling she was very impressed with herself. She is just regular 

and I think that is even better, because then you can do it and still be human and 

nice to be around . . . a no nonsense kind of person, not a lot of fluff, not a lot of 

extraneous, unnecessary verbage, just say it like it is. 

Dr. Wells emphasized that Dr. Canady had a significant impact both during her 

medical training and afterwards in her medical practice. Dr. Wells told me that if she had 

an opportunity she would like to say to Dr. Canady, 

Thank you for living the kind of life you’ve lived professionally. You just thought 

you were going about what your plan was for your life, but what you were really 

doing is providing a target for other young Black females coming up, showing the 

way. 

 Dr. Wells added that there are a few things that have remained “close to my heart about 

her.” She continued to enumerate the things she appreciates about Dr. Canady, “having 

the strength of character to be a pioneer, to pave that way for somebody else, that’s the 

gift. That’s much bigger than choosing neurosurgery. She may never know how many 

lives she’s touched just living her life.” 

Dr. Wells recalled that Dr. Canady was a constant reminder that accomplishing 

her goal of becoming a doctor “was doable.” Dr. Wells told me she kept a copy of the 

September 1983 article from Ebony, “Neurosurgery: Women Pioneers in Special Field,” 

about Dr. Canady’s life until it was worn out. She also kept a copy the book, Gifted 

Hands, about Dr. Ben Carson’s life, in her lab coat pocket (Carson & Murphey, 1992). 

The accomplishments of those two African American physicians helped her believe that 

she could achieve at that level. Dr. Wells’ final comment regarding Dr. Canady was 
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“when she is no longer in practice, her influence on my professional life will be the 

same.” 

Dr. Wells concluded her remarks by making clear her commitment to inspire 

others in a similar manner as Dr. Canady has inspired her. Dr. Wells shared her plans to 

be a role model, “somebody other young people can identify with,” just as Dr. Alexa 

Canady was a role model for her. She has worked with McKnight Achievers and has 

mentored extensively while living in Jacksonville, Florida.  

Both Dr. Canady and Dr. Wells illustrate well the “lifting as they climb” (p. xix) 

motto of the National Association of Colored Women, whose objective is “racial uplift” 

and whose focus is to “elevate and dignify” (Davis, 1996, p. xv). This theme, “lifting as 

they climb,” stresses the importance that African American achievers, regardless of 

socioeconomic class or gender, make certain to help others attain as they succeed (p. xix). 

Dr. Canady takes serious her commitment to encourage and mentor others. Just as 

she mentored Dr. Wells, Dr. Canady has mentored other physicians as well. Among those 

are Dr. Holly Gilmer-Hill, a pediatric neurosurgeon who states of Dr. Canady, “Dr. Alexa 

Canady molded me into the ‘friendly neighborhood neurosurgeon’ while teaching me 

every area within pediatric neurosurgery at Children’s Hospital of Michigan” (Gilmer-

Hill, 2005, ¶ 2).  

Dr. Deborah Blades, another African American female neurosurgeon, credits Dr. 

Canady with being influential in her training process. Dr. Blades reports that she heard of 

Dr. Canady early in her career and her opinion of her was that she was “a tremendous 

force in the world of neurosurgery,” (Bragg, 2004, p. 4) a woman of strength and 

determination. Although a little hesitant about calling Dr. Canady since they did not 
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know each other, she contacted Dr. Canady when she applied for residency. She states of 

that call, “She stayed on the phone with me for 2 hours. . . . I can remember her words 

like it was yesterday: Don’t let anybody tell you, you can’t. I felt so jubilant. She was 

everything that I thought she would be” (Bragg, p. 4). 

Dr. Canady receives letters from and has also mentored high school girls all over 

the country. She takes times to answer their letters and encourage them. Her philosophy 

is that many of these girls will not become neurosurgeons but it is important that they 

want to be something. Additionally, Dr. Canady occasionally tutors students in 

mathematics.  

Not only is Dr. Canady a professional role model, she is a caring professional. 

Another view of Dr. Canady can be found in aspects of her practice. Dr. Tara Daniel, 

who has a physician-patient relationship with Dr. Canady, told me, “I guess being 

educated I want to know who’s taking care of my child . . . everything in my world 

revolves around this child. I want . . . only the best people taking care of him.” These key 

words support the findings from the interview with Dr. Daniel. 

Dr. Daniel, a coworker of mine, proved an important source in understanding the 

practice aspects of Dr. Canady’s professional life from the viewpoint of a physician-

patient relationship. Dr. Tara Daniel is a licensed chiropractor who grew up in Baldwin 

County, Alabama, the daughter of working class parents, and the oldest of seven children. 

Her husband is a physician and they have a family practice in Baldwin County, Alabama. 

Dr. Daniel’s change of focus from career aspirations to the care and well being of her 

son, Jack, facilitated a shift from chiropractic practice to faculty member at the 

community college where I am employed. 
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Dr. Daniel’s association with Dr. Canady came because of her son, Jack, who is a 

5-year-old. Born prematurely at 25 weeks, one pound and seven ounces at birth, Jack was 

so small his mother stated “he could fit in the palm of my hand.” Jack and his twin 

brother struggled from the beginning with life-threatening complications that led to the 

second twin dying after only a couple of weeks. On the other hand, Jack thrived but with 

complications from a brain hemorrhage that required a ventilator for 3 months and 

continuous oxygen for a year. All of which left Jack in need of special medical care.  

Jack has had several surgeries for placement of shunts, which call for continual 

monitoring by a pediatric neurosurgeon who is a good diagnostician, in case of medical 

emergencies. A unique aspect of Jack’s health status is that complications are hard to 

diagnose because of the internal brain hemorrhage at birth, so part of Dr. Daniel’s 

challenge wherever she lives is to locate one of the only 464 pediatric neurosurgeons who 

practice in the United States to provide medical care for Jack (Ulici, 2005). Dr. Daniel 

described the emergency nature of Jack’s medical condition, “He could die at any 

moment, if that shunt malfunctions.” The nature of Jack’s condition is so critical that 30 

minutes without appropriate care could leave him with significant medical complications, 

even “in a vegetative state” and unable to see or walk.  

Finding a pediatric neurosurgeon has remained a challenge wherever the Daniels 

have lived. This was a concern when moving back home to Baldwin County, Alabama, 

from Iowa. Dr. Daniel shared that they found a pediatric neurosurgeon in Mobile, who 

cared for Jack, but he unfortunately died of a heart attack 6 months after they met him. 

Because of the nature of Jack’s illness, the need for medical attention is usually with very 

little warning. Dr. Daniel said the stress of trying to locate a pediatric neurosurgeon is 
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more challenging in a rural locale, with the only option being to seek a physician in a 

larger city quite a distance away. This was the plight of many families in Pensacola, 

Florida, and the surrounding areas prior to Dr. Canady’s relocating to Pensacola and 

joining the staff at Sacred Heart Hospital. For Dr. Daniel, this challenge led her to discuss 

Jack’s need for a pediatric neurosurgeon with her pediatrician who had met Dr. Canady at 

a medical meeting. The pediatrician told Dr. Daniel that Dr. Canady would be joining the 

staff at Sacred Heart Hospital. 

Dr. Daniel is a thorough researcher. In our interview, she told me how closely she 

researched information concerning Dr. Canady before meeting her. Dr. Daniel sought 

advice from the neurosurgeons who had cared for Jack at the University of Iowa and 

Vanderbilt University. She talked to everyone she knew from every medical conference 

that she and her husband had attended. She said that she found and explored over 3,000 

Internet sites about Dr. Canady. Dr. Daniel remarked that “anytime I mentioned Dr. 

Canady’s name, everyone I talked to said ‘oh she’s wonderful.’ They just could not say 

enough about her.”  

Prior to meeting Dr. Canady, Dr. Daniel said, “If she’s not qualified enough, I’m 

going to Atlanta.” After Dr. Daniel, her husband, and Jack met Dr. Canady, she described 

Dr. Canady as “strong, driven, spirited, and caring . . . [someone] who doesn’t have the 

God complex, and doesn’t dress like or act like a doctor.” Dr. Daniel explained the 

behavior of other neurosurgeons, “they might not answer a question when asked . . . and 

always stood up and talked down to the family.” In addition, there was always a brief, 

formal examination. This was not the case with Dr. Canady. 
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Dr. Canady was not aware that the Daniels were health professionals when she 

met this family. However, Dr. Daniel was impressed with the fact that Dr. Canady spoke 

in terms the family could understand, while speaking directly to them. The most touching 

thing she described is that Dr. Canady spoke directly to Jack and touched him, showed 

affection, and even played with him. Of Dr. Canady’s personality, Dr. Daniel added 

“warm and caring are of real importance, she never once put us off . . . she was not what I 

expected, but better.” Dr. Daniel shared that she was so touched by the uniqueness of this 

physician, whom she describes as “skilled, yet humble and giving.” 

Dr. Daniel recalled an instance on Thanksgiving eve when Dr. Canady left a meal 

she was preparing for 30 people at her home for the next day and came to the hospital to 

meet with her and Jack, even though she was not on call. In describing the events of that 

evening, Dr. Daniel said that the regular neurosurgeon on call had not related well to Jack 

at another time; therefore, she was reluctant to use him in this crisis, so Dr. Daniel called 

Dr. Canady’s answering service. Dr. Canady called Dr. Daniel and agreed to meet them 

at the emergency room. Dr. Canady performed a surgical procedure on Jack that night. 

Dr. Daniel noted that on occasions when Jack was in the hospital she observed Dr. 

Canady go into other pediatric patients’ rooms and patiently wait there until the child 

returned from the playroom. She told me that the level of care that she has observed as a 

part of Dr. Canady’s professional manner amazes her.  

As we concluded our interview, Dr. Daniel related a genuine, simple, heartfelt 

caring for Dr. Canady. She shared that she prays for Dr. Canady daily, for her health and 

well-being, and that she will be content in Pensacola, Florida. Dr. Daniel’s sincerity was 
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touching, and I had a view from a parent’s perspective of the important contributions that 

Dr. Canady gives to humankind. 

I am reminded of Nel Noddings’ (1984) “ethics of caring” (p. 8) that speaks of the 

transformative power that takes place in genuine caring. Warmth is communicated both 

verbally and through body language with a generous attitude. Noddings indicates that 

although there is not a predetermined set of rules, “caring involves stepping out of one’s 

own personal frame of reference into the others’” (p. 24). Noddings’ ethics of caring 

involves considering another’s point of view, needs, and expectations and acting “to 

protect or enhance the welfare of the cared-for” (p. 24) without any expectation of 

anything in return, but because of regard for the person.  

When the question is asked, “Who is Alexa Canady?”, the perspective that you 

get may consist of converging views. The data confirm that Dr. Canady’s contributions 

have included touching varied lives professionally and personally. She is not only a 

successful pediatric neurosurgeon, but is also a caring professional and a positive role 

model. Mrs. Canady described her daughter’s love for reading and learning and her 

determination to succeed. In addition, Mrs. Canady alluded to how Dr. Canady gets 

accepted even when conditions may not be conducive. This acceptance occurs with her 

patients and their families as well as with her peers. 

In addition to the picture of Dr. Canady from a mother’s view, Dr. Wells gives her 

perception of her as a mentor. Dr. Wells credits some of her own success to being able to 

see “someone who looks like me”; thus, she considers Dr. Canady as a catalyst for her  

success.  
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Dr. Tara Daniel offers a professional point of view. She observed Dr. Canady in 

her daily practice in several different situations. Dr. Canady went the extra mile to show 

empathetic concern both to pediatric patients and their families as well. Thus, the 

converging viewpoints from several perspectives form a highly positive consensus about 

Dr. Alexa Canady, both as a practicing physician and as a human being. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DISCUSSION 

It takes two to speak truth—One to speak, and another to hear.  
Henry David Thoreau 

 

Not knowing what I’d find when I started this venture led me to ponder that 

elusive quality called truth. Truth is related to human experience and dependent on 

relationships; thus, it is subjective (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003a). Although I had some 

preconceived notions regarding struggle, I started this research eager to explore Alexa 

Canady’s life. I had a single-minded purpose to listen not only to what was said but also 

to what was not said, which was essential to capturing the essence of her story. When I 

began this study, my preconceived notions about social class gave me the greatest 

challenge to hearing this woman’s story. Initially, my hearing was blocked by my biased 

perceptions.  

In order to establish the “conversational partnership” with Dr. Canady that Rubin 

and Rubin (2005, p. 79) advocate, I had to examine the thought that came to me after the 

first interview. That thought was “it couldn’t have been that easy.” I couldn’t identify the 

source initially, but I was eventually able to recognize it by using what Denzin and 

Lincoln (2003a) call “self-reflection” (p. 27). It was in writing about the researcher bias 

related to class that stood between Dr. Canady and me that my perception opened so that 

I was able to really hear as Dr. Canady told her life story. 
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As an African American female born in the 1950s and who once aspired to 

become a physician, I initially thought that Dr. Canady and I were similar. But it was the 

social class into which I was born that stood as a wall of divide—a formidable fortress 

between me and realizing that dream. I was a capable young Black girl in a small 

southern town who was academically astute, but as the daughter of a divorced mother of 

four with a modest income, my social class inhibited me. Please do not misunderstand; I 

am not ashamed of my mother’s honest living because it provided an example of a strong 

work ethic that has enriched my life and served me well through my college experiences 

and professional life.  

I, like Dr. Canady, was the product of changing times, ripe for progression for 

those who were willing to challenge the status quo. I graduated third in my class of 

registered nurses in the community college in my hometown. As a working professional, 

I progressed through the ranks from staff nurse to Director of Nursing, a job I did for 15 

years. In the early 1980s, this was quite a feat for the daughter of a working class family. 

Since I have digressed this far I will add something that comes to mind almost daily. In 

that same community college, in the building where I currently work, I washed windows 

as a work-study student in the early 1970s to pay my tuition.  

Dr. Canady’s story is one of searching for her place and from her privileged class 

position challenging the racial and gendered power systems where she held a less than 

privileged status. The strength to challenge the systems of power came in part, perhaps 

even in large measure, from the opportunities afforded by her advantageous class 

position. Collins’ (2000) and Johnson’s (2000) contention that hierarchical systems form 

a matrix of domination related to privilege and power is illustrated in Dr. Canady’s story. 
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The benefit of understanding Dr. Canady’s story is that the knowledge gained can 

empower others. 

According to Frank (1995), today there is a shift in the role of the storyteller, 

“those who have been the objects of others’ reports are now telling their own stories” (p. 

xiii). Frank emphasizes the importance of voice and storytelling in The Wounded 

Storyteller: Body, Illness, and Ethics, by telling illness stories about himself and others. 

He states that telling one’s story “transforms fate into experience” (p. xi).  

Frank (1995) says that the “quest story” (p. 128) tells of the journey that becomes 

a quest to meet challenges in a direct way. Central to the quest story is that something 

will be gained through the experience. Then, what Frank calls the “enacted stories of 

people’s lives” (p. 116) can be shared through the recollection of memories, which reveal 

the purpose and meaning of the journey. In telling the story, valuable insights that have 

been gained can be shared with others. As in Dr. Canady’s case, by recalling past events 

and breaking the silence, she is able to provide an example for others to follow.  

The opportunity to explore the stories of Dr. Alexa Canady’s lived experiences as 

the culmination of this academic venture cannot be equated with any other academic 

pursuit I have undertaken thus far. The hierarchies, particularly of race, class, and gender, 

have a systemic effect on an individual’s goals, aspirations, endeavors, and achievements. 

From an examination of Dr. Canady’s life, it is obvious that class offers a distinctive 

privilege.  

Overall, I concluded that Dr. Canady’s story is an example of what Johnson 

(2000) refers to as “privilege, power, and difference” (p. 15). According to Johnson, 

systems of privilege and oppression exist across differences. Those differences include 
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race, gender, class, and many others. Although privilege was afforded to Dr. Canady 

through her class status, it was the system of power found in the patriarchal system of 

neurosurgery that represented the authority to affect her admission to medical school. 

Although much time has passed, the field of neurosurgery remains overwhelmingly male 

today. Systems of power still exist that contribute to issues related to salaries, 

opportunities for advancement, and the occurrence of sexual harassment.  

Dr. Canady’s social class provided her with rare opportunities, especially for 

African Americans and females in the era in which she grew up and was educated. My 

greatest astonishment came as Dr. Canady recounted her numerous childhood 

experiences where her family’s social class provided cultural benefits and experiences 

that broadened her worldview and taught life lessons. Among those advantages were the 

role models that she had in her parents, who were professionals, well-read, and business 

and community-minded. Throughout the interviews, her mother was presented as a strong 

and influential role model. 

Although Dr. Canady’s social class worked as an advantage for her, the 

hierarchies of race and gender presented challenges to becoming a neurosurgeon as a 

Black female in the 1970s and 1980s. The purpose of this study was to explore the lived 

experiences of Dr. Canady, particularly her academic and professional achievements in 

the face of a hierarchical system of oppression. Collins (2000), hooks (1984, 1989), and 

Johnson (2000) agree that the more systems of oppression that weigh on a person, the 

more challenging achievement becomes. The literature supports that the lived 

experiences of an African American female are interwoven with race, class, and gender 

concerns. Collins adds that, “Each individual derives varying amounts of penalty and 
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privilege from the multiple systems of oppression which frame everyone’s lives” (p. 

287).  

For Dr. Canady as an African American female in the mid 1960s, the first few 

years at the University of Michigan as an undergraduate student were a pivotal time for 

her. Her father was paying for her education, yet she struggled with what she should 

become in life. Although Dr. Canady had spent time reading biographies on a quest for 

“something to become,” she still needed focus and direction. There were major strengths 

in her life, including her intellect, family class status, and a strong heritage of educational 

attainment, which illustrate the importance of direction. However, Dr. Canady still 

floundered during 2 of her undergraduate years. She was not lacking in drive, inner 

strength, and resolve, but the lack of definitive purpose affected her academic outcome 

during that period in her life. 

 From Dr. Canady’s side of the social class coin, she had everything in place. 

Having already established her academic place, excelling should have been an anticipated 

outcome. Nevertheless, she did not become an academic success in college until she 

found “something to become,” which for her was a physician. Her initial significant 

struggle was within herself. 

For Dr. Canady, as we have seen, the most daunting challenge as an African 

American female was getting into a neurosurgery training program. Although the barriers 

may not have been as bold or as pronounced as they were for the nine high school 

students, including six females, referred to as the Little Rock Nine in Arkansas in 1957 

during desegregation, or for Autherine Lucy, Vivian Malone, and James Hood at the 

University of Alabama in the late 1950s and early 1960s, they were present (Hine & 
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Thompson, 1998). Other obstacles for Dr. Canady included the culture of neurosurgery, 

which had not been welcoming, and the reception, which was not encouraging; both 

represented efforts to keep the dominant culture intact.  

This research shows that “getting in” was Dr. Canady’s answer to each of the 

following: what is the greatest challenge, greatest fear, and greatest obstacle? Throughout 

the course of many weeks of interviews, Dr. Canady reminisced about the events of her 

life, events that proved that Black women can become successful neurosurgeons. Yet, a 

system of institutionalized power presented the greatest challenge by making acceptance 

into a training program the most daunting task to overcome.  

Even with Dr. Canady’s advantageous class position and her excellence in 

academics, acceptance into the residency program was a foremost concern. She went to 

great length to secure a place to be trained. She sacrificed time, money, and service and 

overcame the fear that she would not find a place. Dr. Canady had enough faith in herself 

to know that if she got an opportunity, she would be successful.  

Her decision to become a neurosurgeon was met with reluctance from her parents. 

Their concern was from a parental protective place. It was not her ability, but the barriers 

they feared she would encounter, that would prevent her from reaching her goal of 

becoming a neurosurgeon. Although their apprehension made her a little nervous, she 

remained determined and kept focused. Her parents had a second fear; that if she became 

a neurosurgeon, she would not be able to make a living. Throughout her training, Dr. 

Canady was also concerned about the prospects of a successful practice. She found some 

reassurance near the end of her residency. 
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Although I have some indication, I am not sure I have a full picture of the level of 

sacrifices Dr. Canady made to become the first African American female neurosurgeon. I 

do, however, have a solid understanding that there were struggles and fears, which 

required physical, emotional, and mental fortitude to defy the odds, challenge the status 

quo, and confront the “good old boys’ club” to break societal barriers. Historically, 

changes were swiftly occurring in America for minorities and for White women as well. 

The timing was right for Dr. Canady and the six female neurosurgeons before her, but 

this research shows that timing and talent are not enough. Hard work, determination, 

dedication, and commitment are crucial as well. Even those attributes are not enough to 

guarantee success.  

 According to Sanders (2003) in his book The Gift, he experienced extreme stress 

associated with training in neurosurgery. As an African American male who received his 

neurological training during the same time period as Dr. Canady, Dr. Sanders feared he 

would not reach his goal. There seemed to be a sort of “manifest destiny,” as he was 

rejected for both medical school and an internship at Indiana University and residency at 

several hospitals. Dr. Sanders feels that the racial pressures of training and practice were 

enormous, making life difficult for an African American neurosurgeon. Dr. Sanders states 

that he experienced times when his academic ability was questioned, and issues with 

salary were a reality. His experiences resulted in a lot of bitterness and anger because his 

“life accomplishments which should have been celebrated, were ignored” (Sanders,  

p. 63). 

 Cose (1993), in the Rage of a Privileged Class, states that there are often barriers 

to advancement for African Americans who have achieved a professional status. 
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According to Cose, this is particularly true for African American women who are 

benefactors of a second minority status. In many instances, there is a disillusioned belief 

that hard work guarantees the American dream (Cose). Often, though, in the face of 

obvious success, “praise, honor, and acceptance” (p. 50) have not been forthcoming as 

rewards for hard work, education, and the pursuit of the American dream (Cose).  

 Although Dr. Canady experienced racial and gender exclusion, she managed to 

have a lucrative career that she enjoys. Her status as an expert in her field is verified by 

others in that specialization. In her career as a minority female, she advanced as she 

formed partnerships in the elite system, the hierarchy of neurosurgery, from an 

advantaged class position. Contrary to the scenario Cose (1993) writes about for some 

African American professionals, Dr. Canady’s competence is “recognized, cultivated, 

and rewarded irrespective of skin color” (p. 178). Dr. Canady’s accomplishments, despite 

her struggles, are acknowledged within the profession she loves. 

Even so, issues related to the long-term education process were real challenges for 

Dr. Canady. This includes the amount of time it takes to train and the determination it 

takes to endure the process. These challenges generally apply to males and females alike 

entering neurosurgery today; however, there are further issues that are gender specific for 

females.  

Sexual harassment is among the gender-specific issues. Conley (1998) is one of 

the first six females to become a neurosurgeon and “the first woman to become a tenured 

full professor of neurosurgery in the United States” (p. 63). According to Dr. Conley, a 

professor of neurosurgery at Stanford University, sexual harassment has continued 

through the generations of female neurosurgeons. In her book, Walking Out on the Boys, 
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she states that she endured and witnessed “blatant discrimination and harassment of 

women by surgeons” (p. 50). She states sexual harassment was the “rite of passage for 

every female medical student” (p. 48) in the operating room and considered the norm 

(Conley). The position of administration was that was the way they were and female 

surgeons were encouraged to adapt (Conley).  

In addition to sexual harassment, salary inequities are a gender-specific concern, a 

result of a system of domination. Female physicians generally make less than their male 

counterparts. According to Braus (1994), female physicians earn a considerable amount 

less than males, because women choose specializations which often pay less, or they 

work for a salary rather than in a private practice. Also contributing to lower salaries are 

aspects of practice that include scheduling fewer patients and spending more time with 

patients.  

Another gender-related issue of particular concern in the field of medicine is 

females’ care of the family. The decision of whether to have a family is particularly 

critical when choosing neurosurgery as a career because of the urgent nature of 

neurosurgery. I saw firsthand the emergency nature of neurosurgery, both in scheduled 

interviews with Dr. Canady and in attempts to schedule a telephone interview with Dr. 

Sood, Dr. Canady’s professional partner at Children’s Hospital of Michigan. Time is an 

issue in the field of neurosurgery. Neurosurgeons work long, unpredictable hours which 

can take a toll on family relationships. 

Because of women’s family commitments, their upward mobility has traditionally 

been hindered. This aligns with Cotter et al.’s (2001) assertion that the glass ceiling is a 

matter of gender privilege. Budig (2002) and Levinson (1995) found that fewer home 
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responsibilities allow males the privilege to be perceived as ideal workers, and advance in 

their careers, thus being more successful. There are creative solutions including husbands 

who take on household duties or the dual-career women who juggle the responsibilities of 

both roles, which is difficult.  

The glass ceiling in neurosurgery is both a gender-related and hierarchal issue. 

This assessment aligns with Budig’s (2002) perception that women in male-dominated 

professions often hit the glass ceiling, which is described as the blocked upward mobility 

in hierarchies that exist in organizations. Upward progression to the top position in 

neurosurgery can be hindered by family responsibilities, thus becoming an issue for 

women with children.  

Neurosurgery remains a challenging career for minorities. The American Board of 

Neurological Surgery is very committed to attracting more minorities to neurosurgery 

(M. L. Sanderson, personal communication, March 30, 2005). Their concern is the small 

number of minorities in neurosurgery, which includes both female and African American 

neurosurgeons. Because the cycle of training for a neurosurgeon spans almost 2 decades, 

increasing the numbers is a slow and tedious process. According to the American Board 

of Neurological Surgery (2004), today there are only 138 female neurosurgeons, 

compared to 6 in 1981, 24 years ago, when Dr. Canady became the first African 

American neurosurgeon.  

In November, the American Board of Neurological Surgery will update its 

statistics, as they do each year. If the trend this year is in keeping with the last few years, 

a small number of female neurosurgeons will be added (M. L. Sanderson, personal 
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communication, March 30, 2005). When these names are added to the list of women in 

neurosurgery, 143 strong, they will become part of an elite group.  

Although there is still progress to be made, female physicians today are indebted 

to those pioneers who overcame challenges to prove themselves as talented individuals 

deserving the same chances as their male counterparts. Dr. Canady confronted the system 

of power. Her success reminds me of the words of Frederick Douglass, “If there is no 

struggle there is no progress. . . . Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never has 

and it never will” (as cited in Cole & Guy-Sheftall, 2003, p. 217). As the system of power 

is confronted, the goal should be to promote partnership. Cole and Guy-Sheftall coined 

the phrase “from patriarchy to partnership” (p. 217) in their discussion of how to 

transform the system that gives men power over women. Although their focus was gender 

issues associated with African American communities, their concerns related to the 

hierarchies of race, ethnicity, gender, class, and sexual orientation are the same concerns 

in our nation as a whole (Cole & Guy-Sheftall).  

Dr. Canady’s life was challenging from “walking around the edges” of 

neurosurgery at 24 years of age, seeking a place to be trained while confronting the well 

established hierarchy—the good old boys’ club. Not only did she gain acceptance, but 

eventual support from the hierarchy of neurosurgery. Through the daily steps of “staying 

on task” with tenacity, she made the challenge a quest that she overcame. At the age of 

31, Dr. Canady became the first African American female neurosurgeon. Her class 

privilege provided a background of both education and learning, not only of academics 

but also of cultural and life lessons. The knowledge gained included how to overcome the 
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fear of the long-term process while developing a belief in herself strong enough to 

achieve in the field of neurosurgery as a first.  

Johnson (2000) sums up his insights on “power, privilege, and difference” (p. 15) 

with a challenge. He states that we have the ability to choose how we will participate in 

the world. He admonishes each of us to be aware that “each strand of the knot of 

privilege that we help to work loose and unravel” connects us to a long-standing “creative 

resistance to oppression” (Johnson, p. 171). In that respect, Dr. Canady is a part of a long 

history of people who have made a difference, “to look at things as they are, to imagine 

something better and to plant seeds of change in themselves, in others, and in the world” 

(Johnson, p. 171). 

Like the compass that gives the ship direction, Dr. Canady stands as a beacon of 

light to generations to come. Her life is a testimony that once a person finds direction and 

sets herself on a straight path, she can reach her destiny. The challenge then becomes one 

of sharing the story.  

Frank (1995) encourages “an ethic of voice, affording each a right to speak her 

own truth, in her own words” (p. xiii). Dr. Alexa Canady’s story, when explored, gives 

credence to the scientific community that through challenges and struggles, her story is a 

testimony, an anchor for the lives of those who will follow. Truth is relative. From this 

pioneer emerges her story, her truth, her victory of personal perseverance laying a 

foundation upon which others will be able to build, because of her struggle and ultimate 

success.
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Footnote 

 1Gloria Watkins chose to write under the pseudonym bell hooks as a tribute to her 

maternal grandmother, Bell Hooks. Strength is the primary character trait that Watkins 

acknowledges in her grandmother. According to Watkins, she was a strong woman with a 

powerful voice who could do whatever it took to survive and make her own way in the 

world. Watkins gives two specific reasons for writing under the lower case pseudonym of 

bell hooks including “to construct a writer-identity that would challenge and subdue all 

impulses leading me away from speech into silence”(hooks, 1989, p. 9). In addition, 

Watkins states that “claiming this name was a way to link my voice to an ancestral legacy 

of woman speaking—of woman power” (hooks, 1989, p. 161). As a well known feminist 

thinker, writer, lecturer and scholar, Watkins lectures and writes under the pseudonym of 

bell hooks. 
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Informed Consent Form 

 

Title of Research: The Struggle for Educational Attainment: A Case Study of the First 

African America Female Neurosurgeon.  

 

Federal regulations and the University of West Florida require signed consent for 

participation in research involving human participants. After reading the statements in 

sections I through IV below, please sign and date this form indicating your consent. 

 

I.   Statement of Procedure: This research project will be conducted by Marilyn Nicholson,  

a doctoral student at the University of West Florida, diversity studies specialization. This 

research project will use the case study methodology. Oral history taking and document 

analysis will be a part of the research design. This research project will require that the 

researcher conduct semistructured, in-depth interviews that will be tape-recorded with 

each participant.  

 

I understand that: 

(1)  Participation in this research study is voluntary. 

(2)  This research study may use interviews, and document analysis methodologies  

      to generate data. 

(3)  The researcher will share study results with participants if requested. 

(4)  I may discontinue participation in this study at any time without penalty or  

      repercussions. 

(5)  The expected duration of this research study is one year. 

 

II.   Potential Risks of the Study: 

(1)  There are no foreseeable risks involved with this study. 

 

III.  Potential Benefits of the Study: 

(1) Data obtained from this study may provide educators with information that 

enables    
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guidance counselors, instructors and administrators of medical schools, and the 

education community to better meet the needs of female students pursuing a 

career in medicine. 

(2) Information obtained from this study may provide potential students with 

insights into  

the processes that are aspects of the lived experiences of females who pursue  

careers in medicine. 

(3)  Women who pursue careers in medicine may be aware of the struggles that occur,  

      and may be more tenacious in completing the educational journey because of  

      heightened awareness. 

 

IV.  Statement of Consent:  I certify that I have fully read and fully understand the  

Statement of Procedure stated above and agree to participate in the research described 

above. My permission is given voluntarily, without coercion or undue influence. I 

understand that I may discontinue participation without penalty at any time. I will be 

provided a copy of this signed consent form.  

 

V.        ______________________________ ___________________________________ 
    Participant’s signature       Participant’s email address 
 

      
____________________________________________________________________ 
   Participant’s home address     
 
            
____________________________________________________________________    
  

VI.    If there are questions, please contact Marilyn Nicholson at home, 251-867-9490 or  

          work, 251-809-1512, email marilyn.nicholson@jdcc.edu 

 
           ___________________________________________           
     Student’s signature 
 


